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mo lou~ boys nnll girls IInll 10 bill Ilrrm wrlromr In Ilro 
blr .... lngs of 11r' sdlool room; 
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Ilro lIrsirablllll! of 11). "ractltal; 
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rifurns of tomorrow. 
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i!lirb April 2fi. 1927 
71,y" h~of leGrning eGho with th,\/ound 
~f eounTlw' pl'ven@!lf bid W Llngu't{/ed; 
And now wlThJclemn thoy weJoinlhe I"ift, 
Not knowing qUite the gOQI towhiGh we"'e bound, 
Jl)utJeek",g e'el> lifry m\J/IeI>IV pl'oufound; 
~len, if' pCl'~I1Qnee we fGllk,o in the qusi't, ~UI' love f''oI. thee will hold W to the bg't· 
~Q\J evel"l§f'llng p"Gljre to thee I'edound! 
"'hw, in OUI' IWt Glnd fond f'G1I'ewell to thee , , 
:1ilel'eYGI/ol>I'OW fOI' Ihe thing/ we leG.ve; 
And \Jet, 8Ih,'111 in fGIGing life Glnew ~ 
Jfith t I'utb,r weve ieGmled {l'om thee, Gl m@giQ ke\J 
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F~CULTY ClASSES 
SENIOIlS ATHLETICS 
O~GANIZATIONS 
I'UPLICATIONS 
F ~AT E.D.NITIE S '" 
. 
1Jn iRdl'unprrt 
The class of '27 has Leen priv'ileged to witness and participate in unprecedented occa-
sions throughout its senior year. Third Y car Graduates of '26 returned for their fourth 
year to find a very notable addition of eight new faculty members, specially qualified to 
train for work of degree caliber. Students entering their third year found the courses 
of these newly acquired professors offered as electives and profited accordingly. The very 
beginnings of the year promised scholastic growth and stimulated interest. 
Together with the new academic faculty members we welcomed the Dean of \Vomcn 
in the position of social advisor. Individuals, organizations, classes found they had ac-
quired someone with whom individual and group problems might be discussed and solved. 
As a logical result of a healthy condition organizations flourished, the social life of the 
school assumcd a ncw aspect. 
To foster participation in activities and to exercise a developmental influence OVCI' 
them, the Social Program Committee came into being as successor to the Faculty Student 
Council. The work of the Committee assumed tangible form in the working out, inaug-ura-
tion, and enforcement of a point system to create a more popular participation and avoid 
a massing of responsibility in extra-curricular activities. Such thoughtful regcllation had 
long been desirable and its successful promotion bas been an oUbtanding achievement of 
the year. 
Entering' its second year, student government assumed a function as forum and cnlX 
of student self-regulation. The Central Council became coincidently a representative 
assemblage and a representative mouth piece. To provide a carryover of Council business 
to the layman student brief section meetings were held on mornings following' Council 
meetings with the section representative in the role of spokesman. 
Decidedly, student contr.ol of student affairs had come to stay. vVe ·have obviously 
attain cd the maturity required for control by self. The present success of the Central 
Council is the merest hint at the possibilities it hold for development. Steps for the 
education of the student body at large in matters of its government have advanced to 
the point of being practical, that is, the point where students no longer imagine they are 
having something· forced upon them by an invisible dictator. 
School org·anizations have come very much to the fore in producing their vwrth while 
achievements for popular enjoyment and appreciation. Drarnatic efforts culminated in an 
entirely delightful spring play, An assembly debate wa;.; the feature of that society wbich 
cmbraces the verbal athletics. Our Glee Clubs combined to present their very creditablc 
performance of accomplishmcnts. The Record has been a periodic stimulus and source 
of interest. Basketball in all its divisions of varsity and interclass obtained a fine represen-
tative participation, faculty included. 
To make a fourLh year of study possible for students financially restricted, there has 
been a most generous offering of scholarships. Both classes and sororities have en-
coUt'aged the fourth year by generously offering such assistance. The bestowal of such 
aid is not an act of charity, but rather a direct move to assist individuals to the advanced 
work and its resulting benefits. These evidences of a building program for the growth 
of the fOUI·th year <lIT indicative of our readiness for that advanced training. 
vVe have not only broadened am training scope by the inclusion of the fourth year 
and a Degree in Education. The year has brought the opportunity and means for an 
unlimited and boundless future. The legislative provision for a new school offers that 
long soug'bt removal to a larger, more spacious, more desirable campus. Vile have thought 
of such relocation as eventual. The fact that it has become immediate is due to active and 
wholly successful efforts by men fundamentally concerned with the school's welfare. 
Seemingly, the future of the school has been to such mcn a common cause-one 
\'\-·hich ha;.; brushed aside any barriers of prejudice or politics and brought about unison 
for the attainment of an end. Such attainment takes the form of our future campus, 
siluated in a distinctive setting. That campus will be graced hy a new college building 
spec.ially designed and constfucted to Gt the particular needs ... ve have felt in our present 
quarters. There will be provision for unparalleled progress and growth in those curricular 
and extra-curricular enterprises in which we have made sueh strides the past year. There 
is indeed a fine future, thoughts of which stimulate our already mounting eagerness to 
shape our destiny in that futt11'e. 
To conclude a year full to bursting with the plums of accomplishment has come our 
ch<l:nge of name. Fittingly appropriate is it that in the closing days of a scholastic year 
\Vl11Ch has seen such progress, we should take on the added dignity and incrca;.;cd statns 
of a Teachers College . 
. The name indicates more than merited rank. It provides an incentive, somet.hing of 
v"hIch we may aspire to make the most. The confidence of the Regents as shown by the 
approval of our new name is a most fitting reward for the Gne evidences of om advance-
mer:- t throughout the year. l-1ay each graduating class of the future have as fruitful a 
se1llor year to look back upon in retrospect. 
FRANK X. SCHWAB 
Mayor of Buffalo 
EDWARD H. BUTLER 
PTesideni, Local Board, State Teachers College at Buffalo 
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On March 23, 1926, an Albany dispatch to the Buffalo press announced that Statt, 
Architect, Sullivan Jones, Frank p, Graves, state education commissioner, and Dr. C. Floyd 
Haviland, president of the State Hospital Commission, were considering the removal of 
the Buffalo State Hospital to Gowanda and, subsequently, the housing of the Buffalo State 
Normal School in the vacated hospital. Consequently, under the auspices of the City 
Planning Coml11.ission, a three-day hearing was held in Buffalo, beginning on April 12. 
At the close of the session, Chauncy J. Hamlin, chairman of the Niagara frontier plan-
!ling board, was quoted as saying that the State Hospital could not be moved in the 
near future, but that this did not "necessarily foreclose the possibility of the use of a por-
tion of that site for the expansion of the Normal School." 
KOhvithstanding this, it appeared that the project would 110t go through, However, 
at a meeting of the city council on October 20, 1926. the communication of Commis-
sioner Frank C. Perkins was adopted, requesting the State of New York to convey back 
to the city for Normal School purposes a portion of the State Hospital property on Elm-
wood avenue opposite the Albright Art Gallery. On this same date, the council directed 
that a bill be prepared for introduction at the next session of the legislature authorizing 
the conveyance by the State of New York of fifteen acres at the northwest corner of the 
Hospital grounds, such property to be used for school and park purposes. Shortly after, 
however, the eity papers published a plan under the caption: "Buffalo's New Educational 
Center Recommended by Frank C. Perkins, Commissioner of Public Affairs." As de-
veloped by Mr. Perkins, the plan called for cutting through the present hospital grounds 
a wide boulevard and several streets. The boulevard would separate 130 acres to the 
north of the tract, which, according to the hospital authorities. would never be used. 
On this area, the commissioner suggested that the State Normal School, the Black Rock 
High School, an elementary school, a physical training school, a vocational school and a 
huge stadium be erected. 
Early in December, therefore, Mayor Frank X. Schwab called a hearing in the city 
council chambers, where such vigorous opposition ·was expl'essec1 to the plan by the 
Board of Education that the possibility of locating the Riverside High School and the 
Bissell Vocational School on this tract was abandoned. The essential feature of the 
segregation of this property and its use by the city and state jointly as an educational 
center made such a strong appeal to the Mayor, however, that at this time he took charge 
of the project, and with unremitting persistence and unflagging interest secured the first 
hearing with the Governor on December 28, heading a delegation of city officials, legis-
lators, and other men, representative of N onnal School interests. Let it be said in pass-
ing that the Governor, at this time, left a sickbed to meet the Buffalo delegation, Gov-
ernor Smith was, moreover, entirely familiar with the situation, having visited the present 
?-Xormal School property and the State Hospital grounds on August 21, 1926 . 
On the occasion of this hearing, Governor Smith indicated that nothing could be 
done until the legislature convened. He recommended, however, that the same delegatiOn 
confer with the legislative leaders soon after the beginning of the session. Such a hearing 
was subsequently arranged on January 11, 1927, hut no decisive result was attained. The 
leaders listened respectfully, but without special interest, and advised Mayor Schwab 
and others in the group that the whole subject would be taken up at an executive session 
by members of the State Land Board. After waiting some days, however, since no 
announcement was made, practically the same group again pressed the Governor in his 
private office for a decision. Senator Hewitt, Speaker McGinnies, Senator Knight, As-
semblyman Hutchinson, all the Senators and Assemblymen from Erie County, tog-ether 
with all others interested, were present. Strong opposition, however, was expressed by 
Dr. Frederick W. Parsons, head of the State Department of Mental Hygiene. At this 
crisis, it seemed as though the cOl1ference had reached an impasse and that further effortb' 
in this direction were absolutely futile, 
At this time, however, Mayor Schwab, always keen to sense the psychological 
moment, came forward with an interesting proposal, which indicated that the city woul(l 
remove the large reception building of the State Hospital to ground available near the 
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corner of Forest and Elmwood avenues. This would relieve a fine frontage of 624 feet 
on Elmwood avenue opposite the Art Gallery, which could be used by the new -Normal 
School. The Governor immediately assumed a new interest in the project. There was a 
hurried, whispered conference between Governor Smith and Senator McGinnies. Shortly 
afterwards, the Governor presented to Mayor Schwab this clean cut and rather startling 
proposal: 
1. That the State of New York cede to the City of Buffalo 85 acres comprising 
approximately the northern half of the State Hospital grounds. 
2. That the State of New York deed over to the City of Buffalo the present Norma! 
School property and grounds. 
3. That the City of Buffalo move the reception building from its present location to 
another to be determined later. 
4. That the City of Buffalo, under the direction of the State Department of Educa-
tion, erect a new Normal School building on this tract, facing Elmwood avenue, at a cost 
not to exceed one and one-half million dollars. 
Mayor Schwab sensed the feasibility of this proposal and said that he would refer 
it at once to the city council. Consequently~ a public hearing on the entire proposal was 
called for Tuesday afternoon, March 1, 1927. ~Jeanwhi1e, a vigorous campaign of pub~ 
Ijcity was undertaken and the assistance of many civic and educational organizations was 
enlisted so that when the hearing was held, no less than forty-three such groups were 
represented in favor of the proposal. Among these were: 
The Chamber of Commerce 
The Board of Education 
Tile Central Labor Council 
The City Federation of Women's Clubs 
The Buffalo Federation of Business Organizations 
The Rotary Club 
The Greater Buffalo Ad Club 
------and others. 
For a time the possibility of a referendum threatened, but it was voted down. The 
speech of Henry F. Jerge, a member of the Board of Education, was especially note-
worthy on this occasion. Moreover, opposition had loomed from Riverside and Black 
Rock groups, but this disappeared when Mayor Schwab stated that the proposed agree-
ment included no schemc to place a Black Rock-Riverside high school on this site. 
Therefore, after those advocating acceptance of the plan, led by Edward I-I. Butler, Presi-
dent of the Local Board, had spoken, the Council consequently moved to discontinue the 
discussion and voted unanimously for the proposal. Corporation Counsel Gregory U. 
Harmon was then authorized by Mayor Schwab to prepare a legislative bill; he was givcn 
invaluable assistance in this by Ex-Senator Henry W. Hill. 
The hill was finally introduced in the Senate by Senator William ]. Hickey and in 
the Assembly by Assemblyman Henry Hutt on March 8, 1927. Sharp objections, how-
ever, were raised by Sullivan W. Jones, state architect, to certain provisions of the 
measure. A new bill was therefore framed which threatened to nullify some of the 
original proposals and kill the entire proposition. But these disheartening factors tended 
only to arouse the representatives of Buffalo, especially l-1ayor Schwab, who immediately 
sought a conference with Governor Smith. At this conference, the original proposals 
were discussed with such characteristic frankness that cvery hostile objection raised by 
the state department officials was overcome and success was finally achieved. The original 
bill, with slight modifications, was subsequently introduced into the _Senate by Senator 
William ]. Hickey on March 21, and into the Assembly by Assemblyman Henry Hutt on 
March 23, and was passed unanimously in both houses. In both these cases, moreover, 
passage \vas facilitated by emergency measures obtained by Assistant Corporation Counsel 
Hannon from the Governor, \vho put his signatUl'e to the bill on March 31, 1927. Thus 
the bill became a law. 
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According to the terms of. the law, the State will have ninety days in which to vacate 
the reception building, and ninety days for the preparation of plans for the new reception 
building. The state architect who will prepare the plans for the new state normal scbool 
must begin, according to law, on July 1, 1927, and must complete the same on or before 
February 1, 1928; these plans will be subject to the approval of the State Department of 
Education. 
The city contemplates the construction of a boulevard 106 feet wide and over one-
half mile in length which will separate the hospital property from the newly acquired 91 
acres; on this land the city will doubtless erect, in time a new athletic stadium seating 
approximately 60,000 people. The Normal School traet will have a depth of 1,016 feet 
along a line drawn at right angles to Elmwood Avenue; the rear line of this property will 
be 1,428.5 feet in length and will intercept Scajaquada Drive at a point just east of the 
little promontory projecting into the creek. This tract will be ample to provide for a 
football gridiron, a baseball diamond, tennis courts, and several new buildings as needed 
for future years. The pressing rcquil'cmcnts of the present dictate a necessity for a girl's 
dormitory in the ncar future. The proximity of Delaware Lake will provide for boating 
and for such winter sports as skating and hockey. 
It is the general consensus of opinion that nowhere in the city could a more advan-
tageous location have been found. It combines beauty of unusual park and landscape 
(Cffects with an atmosphere of cultural and educational achievement already assured by 
the presence in the neighborhood of the classic Albright Art Gallery, the McKinley Voca-
tional School, a branch of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, a prospective open air 
theatre and the beautiful Historical Building. A co-operative plan wit[ be worked out 
whereby N orma1 School students may avail themselves of the educational opportunities 
otfered by these institutions. 
(The details in this survey were supplied by Dr. Harry W. Rockwell, principal of the 
Buffalo State Normal School.) 
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Qluirullur fnr 1921i-1927 
SEPTEMBER 
September 7 '" .Registration. 
September 13 ... '" .Men's smoker. 
September 16 .......... Sophomore-Freshman party in Gym. 
September 23 ,.Glee Club Party. 
September 27 .. Sophomore-Freshman Home Economics Party and' Supper. 
September 28 ... '., .Delta Sigma Epsilon supper, 
September 29 ...... Home Economics Junior supper party. 
September 30 ........ Sophomore-Freshman dance. 
October 
October 
OCTOBER 
1 ........ _ .Sigma Sigma Sigma dance. 
S .. _ ..... Senator Hill, Secretary of Local Board of Managers spoke on 
"Erie Canal Project", 
October 
October 
October 
October 
October 
October 
13 ... _ ..... ,Literary Tea. 
14 .. . ....... Art Kraft Klub supper, 
14-15 ......... Kappa Kappa Kappa convocation. 
18 ...... '.' .... Dramatic Club tea, 
22 ............ Alpha Sigma Tau dance. 
28-29 , ........ 62nd Convocation of New York state (the University of State of 
New York) held at Albany, N. Y. 
NOVEMBER 
November 3 .......... Nu Lambda Sigma dance. 
November 5 .. , ..... , .Kappa Kappa Kappa dance. 
November 16 ... ,.,., .. Educational Week. Program m charge of Mr. Root, 
November 19 .......... Pi Kappa Sigma dance. 
November 23 ..... ,., .. Thanksgiving Program_ Third year class presented "Thanksgiving, 
Yesterday and Today." 
November 24-29 ....... Thanksgiving recess. 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
December 
DECEMBER 
1-2 ....... _Normal representative sent to League of Women Voters at Syra-
cuse, N. Y. 
2-3-4 ., .... _Normal representative sent to National Student's Federation of 
America at Ann Arbor, Mich. 
3 .... _ ..... Psi Phi dance. 
14 ..... _'" .Lecture by Mr. Warren. 
17 .... _. _ ... Pi Kappa Phi dance. 
19-20 ...... ,The Nativity-Christmas play presented. 
21 ..... , .... Lecture on the "Holy Land" by Dr. Rockwell. 
21 .. Kindergarten-Primary party in the Gym. 
21 ., .. " .. School Christmas party in the Gym. 
21 ........ Evening caroling by the Glee Club. 
22 """'" .Singing by the waits in the halls. 
22 .......... Christmas vacation. 
23 ... , '" .School of Practice Christmas Program. 
JANUARY 
January 5 , ........... Classes resumed work. 
January 7 ... _. _, _" .• Sophomore dance. 
January 11 ......... , .. Representatives reported in assembly on conferences attended in 
December_ 
January 13-14 .... , .. , .Meeting of Normal School principals. 
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......... ,. ,Delta Sigma Epsilon dance. January 14 
January 18 
January 18 
J anuar-y 28 
.. Old Text Book Tea, given by Second year Intermediate Section 1. 
.. Lecture on Heating and Ventilation. 
... ,First semester ended. 
FEBRUARY 
February 1 ... _ ...... _Second semester began. 
February 11 ........ , .. Freshman dance. 
February 11 ...... _. _ .. Kappa Kappa Kappa dance at Consistory_ 
February 15 .. , .... , ... Mr. Cleaves from the State Museum spoke on "Bird Life in West-
ern New York." 
February 18 . _ ....... , .Helen Dutch of Lafayette High School gave violin recital 
February 25 ....... _" .Senior Formal Prom at Twentieth Century Club. ' 
March 1 
March 8 
March. 11 
March· 11 
March 17 
March 24 
March 29 
MARCH 
" .Speaker from League of Women Voters. 
· .. Lecture by Mr. Hitchen on the "Brontes". 
· - .Chromatic Club concert in assembly. 
, ... , .. , .... Stunt Nite, sponsored by Art Kraft Klub. 
.......... _ .Sophomore dance. 
Y. W. C. A. Carnation sale. 
". _Spring Musical (Glee Clubs and Orchestra), 
· . ,Dr. Edward Amherst Ott lectured on Sour Grapes. 
APRIL 
April 
April 
April 
5 ........ Nutrition work speech by Miss Skilton. 
8 ............ , .Captain O'Hara le.ctured on Citizens Military Training Camps. 
12 ... ,., .... , ... Student assembly III charge of Sophomore Class. 
April 
April 
April 
Mr. Palfrey Perkins spoke on Value of Words. 
12-25 ...... , ... _Easter recess. 
26 ............ J oint Charities Campaign lecture in assembly. 
29 """""'" .Alp-ha Sigma Alpha dance. 
May 3 
May 5 
May 6 
May 13 
May 14 
May 17 
May 19 
1vlay 24 
May 25 
May 30 
May 31 
MAY 
............. - .Rose sale by Alpha -Sigma Tau. 
. - . - ...... , ... ,Senior dance. 
, . , . , ......... _ Home Economics Day, 
...... ,Lecture by Mr. Hardy on his trip abroad. 
, .............. Alumni banquet. 
... -. _ ...... Presentation of the Columbia award to The Record. 
......... , .. " .Glee club picnic. 
......... Moving up Day. 
. - ... , . , . , . , ... Panhellenic Sing. 
, ....... -. -'" . Memorial Day. 
.. -. _ ..... , .... Presentation of Tri-Kappa Award to Lynn Bachmann. 
JUNE 
June 1, 2, 4 ....... ,., .Annual Sl)ring play, presented by Dramatic Club, Snow vVhite and 
Seven Dwarfs. 
June 8 ........... ,.,. Freshman tournament. 
June 10 , .... _ ......... Kindergarten-Primary program and exhibition. 
June 10 ......... , "" .Dr. and Mrs. Rockwell's reception. 
June 19 .... _ .... , . __ .. Baccalaureate service. 
June 20 ,., ............ Class day. 
June 21 . _ ...... _ ..... _Commencement. 
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I'ACULTl! 
GERTRUDE M. BACON, B.S., M,A. 
CHARLES B. BRADLEY 
LOUISE M. CASSETY 
MYRTLE V. CAUDELL, B.S" M,A, 
STEPHEN C. CLEMENT, A,B. 
(Leave of Absence) 
RUTH E, HOUSTON, A,B. 
S"perintendent of Practice Teaching 
Head of Art Department 
Head of Kindergarten-Primary Depa,rtment 
D£rector of Homemaking Vocational Depa.rtment 
Ii ead of Department of Social Science 
Ii cad of Ii ealth Education DepaT-tment 
IDA L. KEMPKE, Pd. B., A.B., AJvI. . Head of l:<.-nglish Department 
GEORGE B. NEUMANN, A.B., B.D., A,M" Ph.D, Sociology and Economics 
IRVING C. PERKINS, B.S, Di,-ector of Vocational Industrial Department 
JOSEPH F, PHTLLIPPI, A.D., A,M, Head of Mathematics Department 
CHARLES C. ROOT, Pd,B., Pd,M", B,A" M,A, . Head af Ed"cation Department 
HARRY J. STEEL. A.B .. A.M. Director of Traininq 
Paye 24 
CLINTON B. BURKE 
LUELLA CHAPMAN , 
RUlJIE B. DONALDSON, B.S. 
ISABEL R. HOUCK, A.B. 
GEORGE E. HUCKINS 
EDNA V>l. Hnm 
M. LOUISE McMAHON 
PRISCILLA G. STONER, B.S" M,A, 
(Substit'ute) 
KATHRYNE C. THOMAS, A.B., A.Iv1. 
WINIFRED E, SA1.O" 
MrLDRED L. SIPP, B,S" M.A, 
IvhLDRED B. vVAR}lAN 
(Substitute) 
-VVALTER B. ':\fEBER 
FRANK T, WILSON, A,B .. M,A, 
Woodworking 
Penmanship 
Foods 
. Registrar 
Printing 
M~tsic 
iVIusic 
Engrish 
Geography 
Ii ealth Education 
Tcacher Tra-in'ing fI-omemaking 
Music 
Electric Theory and Shop Practice 
Psycholoqy 
EARL DANIELS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
ROBERT F. DE MOND, A.B., A.M. . 
HELEN G. ENGLEBRECK, A. B., A.M. 
ANNA M. GEM2I1ILL, B.S., M.A. 
ANDREW vV. GRABAU 
JANE M. KEELER 
CHARLES A. MESSNER, A.B., A.M. 
EILEEN MULHOLLAND! Ph.B. 
JENNIE ROBSON, Pd.B. 
RUTH E, SPEIR 
A);lELIA B. SPRAGGE 
GRACE VIELE, B.L. . 
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English 
History 
History 
Chemistry 
Vocational Indnstrial 
flnglish and Dra'matics 
French and Latin 
English 
Arithmetic 
,1vJ.usic 
Drawi-ng and Design 
Librarian 
H. ARNOLD BENNETT, A.B., A.M. 
HOMER A. BRUCE, B.S., M.A. 
SARAH B. CRAWFORD, B.S. 
FRANCES CROOKER, B.A., M.S. 
VV. CLARK GORHAM, A.B., A.M. 
MARGUERITE HANSON, B.S. 
e Leave of Absence) 
FAYE KEEVEH, B.S. 
NANCYE LANSDALE 
MAY C. NYE, A.B., A.M. 
GEORGE M. QUACKENBUSH, B.S. 
GERTRUDE E. ROACH, C.N. 
IhLEN C. SMITH, B.S. 
History 
Education 
. J(indergarten~Primary Department 
Science 
Science 
Design 
. Clothing 
V oca.t"ional Dressmaking 
Foods 
Vocational Industrial 
Health Education 
Practice H O~tse 
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GRACE A. ALLEN, B.S. 
MAllLEM. HARTZ, (substitute) 
EDWARD L. MORRICE 
GEORGE W. MORRIS, A.B., A.M. 
I-JELEN NORTHeP, A.B. 
I-IEl:,.:E;N PRJ~lSCII 
NELLIE M. VVEETER, A.B. 
g·i'ltdergarten-PrimarJ! Depart-ment 
Design 
Machine Shop and Mathematics 
Sc·ience and Geography 
Assistant Librarian 
Kindergarten-Primary Department 
Tracher Training Homemaking 
OFFICE STAFF 
JU)JE FISCHER PERKINS 
MILDRED L. B. KLOCKE 
KATHRYN GRAHAM 
:\II ABEL B. GILBERT . 
FRANKLIN II. SlI.IITH 
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Secretary to the Principal 
Stenographer 
Stenographer 
Cafeteria Manager 
Supt. of Grounds and Building 
QIriUrll 
I 
(JJritirn 
)i amity uf 'radier ~rl1uuln 
&t4n01 of ,rartit!' 
MINNIE GROVES 
HELEN \'VEIS, B. S. 
ELIZABETH B. SMi\LL , 
(Leave of Absence) 
MARGARET WEBSTER 
ELEANOR M. GOVER 
STELLA O'R~:ILLY 
CARRIE BENSON, B. S. 
ELLA M. SMITH 
THERESA A. ROEHSLER 
DOROTHY SUMMEY 
LYDIA CHAMOT 
M. J OSE-PHINE DURNEY 
LINA L. GIELOW . 
EDNA R. GARDNER 
CHARLOTTE M. MOORE 
FANNY A. GARVIN 
MARGUERITE M. DE LANY 
LENA S. DE-NEeKE 
H. GENEVIEVE DYE 
GRACE G. BALLARD 
MARY E. HOFFMANN 
MARION R. WAKEMAN 
AGNES AGNITCH 
ELMA R. SMITH 
MARY DARKER 
ELLEN MOCKLER 
THELMA HEPP 
MARTHA METZ 
FRANCES M. RUDELL 
ALICE McKAY 
ETHEL HE-RLAN 
CLARA A. KREIN HEDER 
'uhlir ~t40n1 No. 38 
, Ninth Gmde 
Eighth Grade 
Seventh Grade 
Substit1ae 
Sixth Grade 
Fifth Grade 
Fourth Grade 
. Third Grade 
Second Grade 
First Grade 
, French 
Eighth Grade 
Eighth Grade 
Seventh Grade 
Seventh Grade 
Sixth Grade 
Sixth Grade 
Fifth Grade 
Fifth Grade 
Fourth Grade 
Fourth Grade 
Fourth Grade 
Third Grade 
Third Grade 
Third Grade 
Second Grade 
Second Grade 
Second Grade 
First Grade 
First Grade 
First Grade 
Kindergarten 
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OlaulItllatrfi fur tqr 1Drgrrr uf 
~arqrlur uf ~rtrurr 
IN HOME ECONOMICS 
LOIS DELL PI-IILOMK.:-IA McMANUS 
AnOLPHINf. BrNDE1fAN BEATRICE MOULTO~ 
M-d<Y BRILL Lm:LLA MURDOUGH 
ANASTASIA BRUNDAGE GRACE NAGEL 
MARY CAULFIELD 
ELLA COLEMAN 
DORIS COWEN 
KATHERINE DA W 
LoRAINE EASTMAN 
MABEL EATON 
ELSIE FULTON 
MARY GALVIN 
ARLINE GREFE 
MABEL B ULLETT HENLY 
MARY ELIZARF.TH HOUGHTON 
ETHEL JACKSON 
ANNA KWUSE 
EDNA KRESGA 
M; YRTLE LAcy 
LYDIA NELSON 
EDNA PLUMMER 
DOROTHY POTTER 
BEATRICE PRENEVAU 
RUTI-I SCHNATZ 
WILMA SCHWALENSTACKER 
BETTY SCOTT 
ELLA SHERMAN 
ALICE SILVERBERG 
BLANCHE SPAULDING 
FLORENCE STINSON 
BEATRICE TANNER 
IRENE VAIL 
MARION WILBUR 
LOUISE VlOLF 
IN EDUCATION 
MARION BEBEE 
DOLORE"S BRAUN 
ALBERT DrCESARO 
LANORA GLASBY 
MIRIAM GROSS 
KATHLEEl'r GUNN 
ERNEST KLIEMANN 
CARL KUMPF 
WILLIAM LANAHA)< 
DOROTH Y PAGEL 
CYNTHIA REED 
I 
, 
10 
I 
J 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • •••• . ...... . 
') 
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llirt'lI nal! tqa! tq". ill unn. ahnut 
QIlur Alma JliIa!rr. 
wn Iy.r, wqn guw.ll all nur luay!!, 
wn qrr bra Biug fllr .u~bllB ~ayn, 
WIlIy.r 1ft's prllmllle ,ullbllll pralat, 
QIlur Alma JliIater. 
]la yturll lulleu Wf ar. far frnm qer, 
QIlur Alma JliIater; 
@>till In 11fr prrteltlll we'llllefrr, 
iI •• r Alma JliIater. 
wn ber fair kunmlell!Jf mt !!qnll bllW, 
wn If.r fnir utanllarlla w. lIlyall nnw 
Allfgiantf glnmlng tlyfU aa nllW, 
Yllr Alma JliIat.r. 
~tntnry nf tl]t JJrnudl] 'tUr Orlunn 
The twenty-odd hesitant students forming the new fourth year General 
Normal Class last September, in their doubt as to how to establish proper 
precedent, were perhaps too concerned to appreciate fully that they were -the 
realization of a great ideal. lvIany great ideals are conceived and Lorn, but it 
is safe to say that fewer are realized than die. Had the fourth year class fully 
realized that. it was one of the Jew ideals that do survive, perhaps it \lvould 
have felt its importance more, It came into being as one of the steps in the 
ladder of events leading from the beginning of expansion of the school to the 
yet-to-be-realized new building. The first rung in the ladder was made in 
1919, when the Board of Regents adopted the measure providing for the 
fourth year in the Homemaking Course. This marked the beRinning of the 
school's Rrowth, which continued until the next rung in the ladder was ac-
complished in 1922. Then the General Normal Course "vas established on a 
three year basis. Still the growth continued, until another rung was started 
for the ladder, in May 1925, when the Board of Regents approved the' estab-
lishment of the fotirth year course. This rung was completed in June 1926; 
the Board of Regents recognized the fourth year course and gave permission 
to grant degrees June 1927. On May 27, 1927 the name of the school was 
changed to the State Teachers' College at Buffalo. 'What the sensation of 
getting degrees is, the very new class has yet to experience. There are t\\'o 
more rungs to be built, the changing of the name of the school and the change 
of location. It is something, indeed, to he a ne\~7 class; but -it is something 
greater to know that this class is a realization of a truly big ideaL 
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The group of dignified Seniors to be granted degrees this June brings 
pleasant memories to us of fifty eager Freshmen who were admitted to the 
rank of homemakers at the Buffalo State Normal School in the autumn of 
1923. Among our varied experiences as such was the preparation of breakfast 
at the Practice House, a task looked forward to with juvenile fear and trembl-
ing. However, frequent parties at the close of day brought us much enjoy-
ment. These together with membership in various organizations made it 
possible for us to become quickly oriented. Our joy knew no bounds when 
we as mere Freshmen carried off the first prize in the annual Stunt Nite Con-
test. Still our achievements did not end! Members of the Freshmen Class 
vvefe given a part in the Homemaking Day assembly program. We posed as 
medieval ladies in the tableaux. June came. We were much wiser as to the 
meaning of H. C. E.-C. H. 0., calories, vitamins, darns, mends and what 
not. Six-weeks of our previous summer vacation were to be spent managing 
a household. 
Our Sophomore year was made up of days spent in the laundry, and 
days spent at the Practice Ho~se preparing formal dinners, 
In om Junior year the class divided into Food Majors and Clothing 
Majors, 'The Clothing Majors visited dressmaking shops of all descriptions, 
while the Food Majors caught a glimpse of food preparation at the Statler 
Hotel. Our year came to a close with the prospect of another project, this 
time in a commercial field. 
Re-entering school in the fall as a part of the Senior Class and sole 
owners of the Practice House, we divided -our time between teaching and liv-
ing in the House. Here we held open house for the student body on annual 
Homemaking Day. This June holds for us the prospect of a successful 
graduation and the coveted golden tassel on our mortar boards. 
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It is an astounding gap we bridge, from our lofty senior status back to 
the almost forgotten days when we were mere (but by no means insignificant) 
Freshmen. That first year was mainly a hazy process of adjusting ourselves 
to the Normal School. First in our memory is' that auspicious occasion of the 
Freshmen Reception when we were properly introduced to the faculty who 
were later to prove the only serious obstacles to a painless graduation. From 
the very beginning we shovved our excellent judgment by choosing as our 
president Robert Black. Then \\'e made our presence felt by capturing first 
honors in tennis and girls' basketball. Before June we had convinced not only 
the school but the authorities at Albany as well that we were unusual chil-
dren worthy of special recognition; for 10, on April 28, Governor Alfred Smith 
signed a bill permitting the Buffalo State Normal School to be placed upon a 
four year college basis. Although the babies of the institution, we defy 
anyone to say we \\'ere lacking in high spirits or vocal ability on that memor-
able occasion, 
Carefree and happy we returned to our Alma Mater for our second year 
under the guidance of Kathleen Croll. We were to be initiated into that 
charming pastime, Practice Teaching. As hardened practice teachers we can-
not no\v appreciate the qualms and misgivings with which we stood before 
our first class of so-called students. Some of us were lucky enough to have 
this pleasure postponed until the second term. At first life seemed cruel and 
hard because we were now broken up into departments, thus separated from 
some of our first year friends. However, we soon formed new friendships and 
all was once again serene. This year we were to become better acquainted 
with the faculty by having one member as an advisor for each section. Be-
cause we were models of perfect behavior, the beginnings of an honor system 
were gradually developed. Now you may look in vain for the well-remem-
bered hall proctor. Before this year was ended the Buffalo State Normal 
School was assured of a suff-icient addition to the teaching staff to start the 
new four year course. 
Ah, the thrill of being lords of the manor! Not until our third year did 
things really begin to happen. First of all we came back to find a dear friend 
in the new office of Dean. That was a good start. Then we were permitted 
to greet thirteen new teachers, who were hailed joyously as the first evidence 
of our newly acquired collegiate standing. They have proved all that we 
had hoped for. With graduation before us naturally most of our time has 
been given to scholastic endeavors, but in the meantime, \ve have had a good 
time. There was our more than- successful Prom as the chief social event of 
the winter. Not the least important event has been the changing of the name 
of am school to The State Teachers College at Buffalo. 
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"Our youthful hearts for learning burn, 
Av-..ray, away to schooll" 
The seventh of September, one-thousand nine hundred and twenty-six, 
was a day which has stamped itself indelibly on the minds of the Scholarship 
Group. At nine- o'clock on the morning of that day, we found ourselves, in 
company with many other sttldents, in the auditorium of the Buffalo State 
NormalSchool. Drighdaces smiled at us on every hand. A few of the braver 
spirits started a conversation, and friends welcomed one another after the 
long vacation. NI~an ""hile the notes from. the organ, played under the skill-
fitl direction of l\tliss Ruth Speir, bade us welcome to the school life around 
us. A hell tinkled its warning; the music ceased; and w~ kne\\T that school 
life had begun. 
We pause in the midst of our reverie in order that we may introduce to 
our readers the members of the group. For the sake of brevity, we will 
present them -assembled in their respective trades. 
In the field -of Atttomobile lVlechanics, \:ve present, Frank L. Day, Hanni-
bal; Clarence J. Becker, Olean; Edwin F. Cudlipp Jr., Mt. Vernon; Donald 
Garrity, Lockport; Roy E. Jones, LeRoy S. Burley and Wm. E. Spalding. 
all of Buffalo: Cabinet making and Carpentry is represented by Emile J. 
Bilodeau, Duffalo and\V. A. Traynham of New York City. The art of Pat-
ternmaking is being upheld by Geo. W. vVright, Lancaster; Harry IV. Peak, 
Buffalo; Edwin S. Crowe and Frank J. Murphy of Dunkirk. Aspirants in the 
field of Printing are Lynn Bachmann, Honeoye Falls; Harry VV. Kabel. 
vVatertown; and Ralph D. Palmer of Binghamton. Electricians are Louis 
Jones, New York City; David E. Meade, Middlesex; Geo. A. Thorn, Roch-
ester; and Thos. J. M mphy; Buffalo. Other fields represented are, Iron 
Moulding, Alec. R. Birnie, Buffalo; Garment Design, Rose Cohen, New York 
City; Sheet Metal Work, Ralph ·Fraser, Amsterdam; Commercial Baking. 
Cady G. Joyce, Pe_nfield; Textiles, Howard B. Noble, Amsterdam; Plumbing, 
Edward P. Tyrrell, Oneida. 
All dreams have an end. And dreams come true only in the degree to 
which we make them come true. Therein lies the beauty of a dream. vVe find 
ourselves at the end of the year on the threshold of a new experience, with 
added responsibilities and the opportunities of a life time before us. We go 
forth to dare and to do, ancl that is the inspiration of our dream. 
To our instructors who have dealt so patiently with us we extend our 
deepest appreciation for their efforts in our behalf. To OUr friends and asso-
ciates 've can only say a happy, successful life and Godspeed. 
CADY G. JOYCE . 
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UEBEE, MARION-"Beeb".. . .. Uuffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergart e]1-Primary 
Buffalo Seminary 
Ambition-Know thyself 
"j am the owner of a -sphere, 
The se",'en stars and the sola'!' year, 
D! Caesar's lond ond Plato's bl'oin, 
The LOI'd Christ's heart oj/,d Shakespffare's strailh" 
BELL, LOIS K.-...................... Ruffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
South Park High School 
N u Lambda Sigma, Secretary 
Home Economics Club 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambition-To grow tall 
"Lit/Ie, but oh mj'." 
BINDEMAN ADOLPHINE-"Ada" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
, Homemaking 
Masten Park High School 
Home Economics Freshman Class, Secretary, '24 
Nu Lambda Sigma, President, '26, '27 
\Vays and Means Committee, '27 
Bulletin Board Committee 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Central Council 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition_To sleep twenty-four hours a day 
"Some are born great, 
Some achieve greatness, 
Alld others have 81'eatness tll1'lIst uilon them." 
BRAUN, DOLORES-"Brownie" ...... Lancaster, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
St. Mary's High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To enjoy happille.o;s, hcalth, wealth and 
success 
"Hope travels through nor quits 'Us whe,i:'we die." 
BRILL, .iIIIAY DO LORES-"1Iaisie" ..... Hornell, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
HOl"llell High School 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Recording Secrdary '24, Vice.-
President '26, '27 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Corrcsponding SecI'ctary '27 
Home Economics Class, Vicc·President '26 
Elms '27 Circulation Manager 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-To go to Cbina 
"SUccess of today depends IIpon preparation of yester-
day." 
BRUNDAGE, ANASTASIA M.~"Allna" ... Rnffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Bulletin Board Committce '24 
Senior Class, Section Captain 
Home Economics Club '24-'27 
Finance Committee '27 
Y. W. C. A. '23, '24 
Ambition-To teach 
"'Bea1tty is truth, triith bealltj',' that is all 
Ye know on earth an,d all J'e need to know." 
CAULFIELD MARY JANE-"Honey" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
' Homemaking 
South Park High School 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Treasurer '27 
Home Economics, Senior President '27 
Prom Committee '27 
Homc Economics Club 
N u Lambda Sigma 
Swimming 
Ambition~To sec Ireland 
"If :\'011 make the world smile, yOfI ~lJin, 
Bllt if you make it outy smile, yo'lt lose." 
COLElIIIAN, ELLA-"F. Eller" .......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Class Day Committee '27 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Home Economics Club 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-To he reconsidered 
"We l~wJW what we are,. bitt know not what we !nay be." 
I 
! 
J 
COWEN, DORIS A...... . .Buffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
South Pal"k High School. ." 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, RecordIng SecretalY 25, Vlce-
President '26 . 
Panhellenic, Represcntative '25, CorrespondIng Secre-
tary '26 P 'd '23 Homemaking, Freshmal!- re~l ent 
Chairman Color Committee 27 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-If you know me, you know my ambition 
"It's the smile that wins." 
DAW, KATHERINE F.-"Caddy" .. Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Niagara Falls High !?cho~l .'? 
Household Arts, JunIOr Class PreSIdent ~6, Sophomore 
Class Vice-President '25, Treasurer '25 
Clio, Treasurer '25 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Invitation Committee '27 
Ambitiol1~Nothing to say for publication 
"No fJleasure is complete 
Wl:thOltt her p1'esence sweet." 
Dr CESARO, ALBERT C.-"Betty" ..... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Technical High School 
Basketball, Team '23, Squad '24, '25; Reserve Team '27 
Men's Glee Club '24·'27 
Men's Club '23, '24 
Ambition-To bccome Professor of Mathcmatics at 
Buffalo State Teachers' College 
"When j'O'1t know a thing, to hold that y01t know it; 
and 'when j.'Olt do ,tot know a thiP!f}, to allow that JIOM 
do not know it; this is knowledge." 
EASTMAN, LORAINE S.-"Rainie" ... Hamburg, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Ham burg High Scllool 
Nu Lambda Sigma '25 
Home Economics Club 
Art Kraft Klub '25 
Y. W. C. A. '25 
Ambition~The future will tell 
"Silence, a woman's best adornme'tt." 
EATON, MABEL .................. East AUrora, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
East Aurora High School 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-As yet undiscovered 
"God first, others second, self last." 
GLASBY, LAURA L.......... . ..... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Masten rar1~ High School 
Cap and Gown Committee '27 
Central Council 
Ambition-To. become an all 'round; well-developed 
woman wortlly of thc efforts put forth for my growth 
"The way to success i-s to forget :yesterday, keep bl{s~\' 
today, and expect gi'eat thf.ngs tom.orrow." 
GREFE, ARLINE LOUISE. . ....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
South Pal·k High School 
Homc Economics Freshman Class, TreasureI' '23 
Art Kraft Klub Corresponding Secretary '26·'27 
Bulletin Board Committee '24-25 
Homc Economics Club 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To teach in China 
"Do Jour best, j'otW very best, and do it ever)' daJ"." 
GROSS, MIRIAM--".Merry". _ ... _. . . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Ambitioll--":'To be happily married 
"For blessings ever ~lJait on virtuous deeds, 
And tho' tate, a. su,ye reward sltcceeds." 
Parle 41 
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GUNN, KATHLEEN-"K" .............. Arcacie, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Arcaue High School 
Ways and Means Committee '17 
Basketball '24_'25 
Debating Club '27 
Section Captain '27 
Ambition-To be happy in sendee 
"Honor the garJ-1.(! thot~ played; for he who pJa:veth 
the game straight and hard, 'willS C'l-'en when he loses." 
I-IEAL'l,- MABEL BULLETT-"l\iab" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Technical High School 
Horne Economics Club '25-'27 
Y. W. C. A. '24-'25 
Ambition-Well, you never can tell 
"On on, shr smiled and he was blat," 
HOUGHTON, MARY ELIZABETH-"Bub"., •.. 
Homemaking 
Technical High School 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Buffalo, N. y, 
Chairman Cap and Gown Committee '27 
AmhiticJ11_To sere a traffic jam at a Phi U Tea 
"Never trouble tfouble 
Till trouble tr01~bles y.m." 
KLIEMANN. ERNEST W. G.-"Ernie" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Central Council 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To develop the scientific spirit 
"It maUe/'s not. how s~ra£t the gate, 
H 011) charged Wtth pnmshments the scroll, 
r am th(! Master of my Fate' 
I am the Captain of my 50;11." 
KLOUSE, ANNA E,-"Ann" ...... Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Niagara Falls High School 
Home Economics Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-Child's nurse 
"Life is too big to have it wasted on small matters." 
KRESGA, EDNA-"Eddic" .. , ........ " ,Buffalo, N, y, 
Homemaking 
Ithaca High School 
Home Economics Club 
Dramatic Club 
Y. W. C, A. 
Ambition-A trip to Europe 
"GI:,/H! to the world tlte best YO'it have 
And it will come back to :J'OII." 
KUMPF, CARL H", ................... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Masten Park High Schoo! 
Men's Glee Club, Student Director 
Student Program Committee 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Ambition-To find satisfaction, contentment alld happi. 
ness 
"It is, in {jeru:ra/, more profitable to -reckon uj! OUI' d/!· 
fects than to boast of our attainments." 
LACY, ~iYRTLE-"Myrt" .... " .......... Avon, N. y, 
Homemaking 
A von High School 
Home Ecor.omics Club 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition-To be llroprietor of Needlework and Art 
Shop 
"It -rests 0'. liS whether O'IW minds be a flowe-r ga-raen 
or a bed of ·weeds." 
LANAHAN, WILLIAM J.-"TIill" ....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Crainmar 
South Park High School 
Fourth Year Class, Treasurer '27 
Men's Glee Club '23,'27 
Finance Committce '27 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Men's Club '24 
Senior Play '26 
Ambition-To get on the HOnol' Roll (NolV you tell 
one!) 
"One ear it heard, at th(! ather O-Itt it went;" 
McMANUS, MARY PHILOMENA-"Phil""Corfu, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Corfu High School 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-To roller-skate around the corridor~ 
"Well then! I now do plainly see 
This 611sy wo-rld and I shall ne'e.y agree." 
lIfOULTON, BEA-TRICE-"Bee" ........ Arcade, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Arcade High School 
Y. \V. C. A., Treasurer '25·'26 
Home Economics Club 
Bulletin Board Committee 
Ambition-To speak French likc a Frenchman 
"Then ·why should we- t11nnoil in cares and in fears, 
Turn all our t-ranq1tilit), to sighs and to tears f 
For health, wealth and beauty, wit, learning and sense, 
MII,st all come to nothing a Imnd,'ed yea-rs hence." 
MURDOUGH, LUELLA S.-"Louie" .... Belfast, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Belfast High School 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-To roach Assembly roll call ahead of the 
teacher 
"jVfany are called 
B Itt few get -ui)." 
NAGEL, GRACE M.-"Ike" ......... ". ,Angola, N, y, 
Homemaking 
Angola High School 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Conesponding SeCl'etary 
Home Economics Club 
Elms Staff '27 
Y. W, C. A. 
Ambition-Go to ElU'ope 
"Sleep is the window tM01rgh which we J'eeP illto the 
Kingdom of the Unknown." 
NELSON, E. LYDIA-"Deda"... .:Buffalo, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Art Kraft Klub, Corresponding Secretary '24, Presi· 
dent '25, '26 
Home Economics Club, Secretary 
Class Day Committee '27 
Record Staff '24·'26 
Girls' Glee Club '23, '24 
Swimming '24, '25 
Ambition-To have an exhibition in the Albright Art 
Gallery 
"Some people take life so seriollsly they forget life is 
but a Divine Comedy." 
PAGEL, DOROTHY-"Dottie" .. "",., .Bu11alo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Mastcn Park High School 
Athletic Association, Vice· President '26 
Chairman \Vays and lIfeans Committee '27 
Class of '27, Vice· President 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '25, '26 
Section Captain '26 Baseball '24"'26 
Record Staff '25.'27 Debating '27 
Basketball '24·'27 Riding '25 
Swimming '25, '26 Tennis '24·'27 
Ambition-The flash of wit 
"You know, m~p deaY /1'ifmd, that in prose 
MJP taleJlt is decent, as far as it goes, 
Btlt in -rh:.l'l!te--." 
PLUM~{ER, ELlIfA W .... , ... ,.,.: .. , .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
I-Iomemaking 
Masten Park High School 
Home Economics Club 
Basketball 
Ambition-Travel 
"Life is a jest and all things show ~tt;" 
I thOl~ght so once- a-i~d now I know 1 • 
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POTTER, DOROTHY A.-"Potter" .... Hamburg, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Hamburg High School 
Home Economics Club, Vice-President 
Rin~ and Pin Committee '27 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambition-To sell jewelry 
"Good things come in small packages." 
J>RENEVAU, BEATRICE MARGARET-"fiea". 
Homemaking 
Kenmore HiRh School 
Bulletin Board Committee '26 
Home Economics Club 
Swi.mming Numeral '25 
Flower Committee '27 
Elms Staff '27 
Kenmore, N. Y. 
Ambition-'I'o travel-slowly and independently-thru 
Italy 
"How doth the little busy bee imp1'ove each shining 
hour!" 
REED, CYI\TTHIA D.-"Pete" ... 
Kindergarten· Pri mary 
Lafayette High School 
Chairman Gift -Committee '27 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
She Stoops to Conquer '26 
Taming of the Shrew '25 
The Cradle Song '24 
Dramatic Club 
A:nbition-To be Julia Marlowe's rival 
"The play's the thing." 
.I3uffalo, N. Y. 
SCIINATZ, RUTH ELIZABETH-"I3etty" ......... . 
Buffalo, ~. Y. 
Homemaking 
Girls' High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Bulletin Board Committee, Member '25, Chairman '26 
Home Economics, Freshman Secretary '24 
Central Council, Representative '26 
Fourth Yea,' Class, President '27 
Social Program Committee '27 
Home Economics Club 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Ambition-Yellowstone Park before the age of 80 
"Her very frow11-S are fairer far 
Than smiles of other maidens are." 
SCHWALENSTOCKER, WILMA A. ..... Attica, N. Y. 
Attica High School 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambition~Travel 
Homemaking 
"And her sweet disposition 
Withstands all competition." 
SCOTT, BETTY L........ . .... CanaserOga, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Canaseroga High School 
Senior Class, Secretary 
Picture Committee '27 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Bulletln Board Committee. 
Ambition-Travel 
"A little nonsejlse now a.lld then 
Is relished by the best of men." 
SHERMA)T, ELLA HARRIET-"Shenn" ..... 
Homemaking 
Lockport High School 
Ring and Pin Committee '27 
Home Economics Club 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Ambition··-To ha\'e the Lockport cars 011 time. 
"Man m.ay live 'withot1t poetry, music and books, 
Bitt civilized man CMmot Itt'l! without CO(!'~s." 
TANNER, BEATRICE B.-"Bea" .. Not'th Co\lins, N. Y. 
Homemaking 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Home Economics Club 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Art Kraft Klub 
Y. W. C. A. '24 
Ambition-You can't guess 
"The deepest riz'ej's flow _uoith the least noise." 
VAIL, INEZ IRENE-"Inie" ........ Perrysburg, N. y, 
Homemaking 
N crth Collins High School 
Home Economics Club 
Y. W. C. A. '231 '24 Ambition-To teac.tL 
"J.'.1askr, go on and I wl:11 follow Thee " 
To the last gasp with tn.th and loyalty. 
WILBUR, MARION.. . ........ Avon, N, Y. 
Homemaking 
A von High School 
Home Economics Club 
Ambition-To travel in Europ~ ami the West 
"The1'e's time for work and time for Play, 
I'll take whichever comes my way." 
WOLF, LOUISE MARGARET-"Tecdah" .......... . 
Homemaking 
Lafayette High School 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Secretary '27 
Home Feonomics Clnb. President '26 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, President '26 
Clio, Grand Secretary '25 
Motto Committee '27 
Elms '27 
Ambition-To teach in Alaska 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
"Why aren't they all contented like met" 
!Inning 1itp mall 
The year 1926-1927 has seen many changes in our school life because of 
the fact that we are a college. Among these new features was NI-oving-
Up Day, sponsored by the Fourth Year Class with the generalis help of Dr. 
Rockwell, Dr. Neumann, Dean Reed, and Miss Sipp. May twenty-fourth Was 
the day devoted to 'iNloving Up." The morning assembly was given over to 
the students. Representatives of the four classes gave talks relating to the 
occasion from their respective vievvpoints. Dr. Rockwell spoke of what the 
day meant to the faculty. 
In the afternoon, a 1110st delightful trip was taken around Buffalo Harbor. 
This trip was made possible by Dr. Rockwell who gave us permission to go 
without the terror of i'make ups" for the classes missed. Mr. ·Elms, author 
of Buffalo's Text Book, helped us in securing a boat for the trip, which was 
a mixture of fun, economics, geography and sociology seasoned with music 
from our own orchestra. 
Vve hope that Moving Up Day will become as much a part of school 
life as Stunt Nite or Home Economics Day. It is just such days as these 
that make us believe the old saying-"School days are the happiest days of 
our lives." 
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ADAMSKA, SOPHIE \V.-"Surls" ...... Huffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Mastcn Park High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma '27 
Basketball '25, '26 
Ambition-To be a poet" 
"Poets alone are sure of immortality; 
They are the tritest divi-lUJ'S of nature." 
ALDOUS, MARGARET D.-"Pebrgy" .... Huffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayette High School 
Art Kraft Klub '26·'27 
Ambition~To be given due consideratfon 
"Her enemilJs shall lir:!~ the dust." 
ALLAN, HELEN M ........... North Tonawanda. N. Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
North Tonawanda High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To lle successful 
"All that YOi. do 
Do with your might; 
Things done by halves 
Are never done right." 
ANDERA, STELLA-"Pat" ...... East Concord, N. y, 
Grammar 
Gdffith Instltute 
Nu Lambda Sigma '26, '27 
Ambition-Let me think 
"I have fought a good fight; 
I have finished my CO'IIYSe; 
I have l<ef!! the faith." 
BACHMANN, LYNN-"Pojl" ..... Honeoye Falls, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Honeoyc Falls High School 
Social Program Committee 
Industrial Society 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Prom Committee '27 
Class Athletics 
Elms Staff '27 
M.en's C1ttb 
:.vfen's Glee Club 
Tri·Kappa Award, '27 
Ambilion-Sadly lacking 
"It to do were as cas)' as to flnow what were good 
to do," 
BACKUS, ELAN01~E .................. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayette High School .• 
Basketball '25·'27, Captain Thud Year Team '27 
Faculty Student Council, Representative '26 
Girls' Glee Club '25.'27, President '26 
First Year Class, Vice· President '25 
Central Council, Representative '26 
Debating Team; Vice· President '26 
VV-orld Court Conference Delegate 
Third Year Class, President '27 
Sturlent Program CommitLee '27 
Section Captain '25, '26 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Dramatic Club '25 
Y. W. C. A. '25·'27 
Faculty Student Council, Secretary '24 
Ambition-To brighten up thc Dark Continent 
"Her heart is true as steel." 
lL\GLEY, MARION E.-"Red""..... . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergal·ten.Primary 
Walton High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
.t\l11bition-I wish you knew 
"Be dil1gent, WQ1'k for (1 steady inrle/Jcnrlellce, and oe 
haPPy." 
BECKER, CLARENCE J.-"Beck" ....... 01ean, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
AusLin High School 
Industdal Society 
Class Athletics 
Debating" Club 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To be cheel'-leader in a correspondence 
school 
"Hvery OitC is the architcct of his me'!! charade·!"." 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BEIDLER, ELMORE S.·_HBlushes" '." Lancaster, .N. Y. 
Second Year Illdustnal 
Lancaster High School 
Industl"ial Society 
Men's Glee Club '27 
:Men's Club 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To cultivate his laugh 
e, I-I ang son ow, care will kill a cat 
And, thel'efore, let's be merry." 
BELL, EVELYN G,-"Ev" ........ , .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Vice· President '26, President '27 
Chairman Invitation Committee '27 
Panhellenic, Representative '27 
Girls' Glee Club '25·'27 
Dramatic Club '25·'27 
Nativity Play '25, '26 
Basketball '25 
Am bition-Goillg to Europe 
"A dalfghter of the gods, 
Divinely tall and most divinely fail'." 
BELL, ROY-"Ski" ........ , ... ,., ..... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Athletic Association, President 
Industrial Society 
Basketball '26, ,'27 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To make Buffum St.reet in nothing fiat 
"A man in earnest /hlds means, 
Or if he cannot filld them, he creates them." 
BENTZ, ARTHUR W.-"Zip" ........ Lancaster, N. Y. 
Second Veal' Industrial 
Lancaster High School 
Record, Associate Editor '27 
Psi Phi, Tn~asurer Men's Glee Club 
Industdal Society Men's Club 
Ambition-To find a reliable Ford 
"An(>the,' gone to ta!?e a jJositiotl, 
FlItI of joy, grit and ambition," 
llENTZ, RUSSELL-"Russ" ............ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Industrial Society 
Interclass Basketball 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To run the NDrmal School as I would like it 
"No rule is so general whicJ. admits llOt some e%cep. 
hon." 
BEUER1fAN, BEATRICE H.-"Bee" .... JJuffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
::Hasten Park High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
llasketball '25 
Girls' Glee Cluh '25, '26 
Ambition-To have more time to waste 
"You hear that girl lall-ghil!gi' 
You think she's all fUll; 
But the angels laugh too, 
At the good she has done." 
BILODEAT;, EMILE L. l{.-"lJill"." ... Buffalo, N, Y. 
Scholarship 
Technical High School 
Industrial Society 
:.\fen's Glee Club 
Cen tral Council 
Ambition-To be of service 
"Om' ideals are vain, Ollt to asjJin! to them calls forth 
th!! best that is in us." 
BI)JDE:MAN, JULIE-"Jndie" ...•...... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayt'tte IIigh School 
Chairman Class Day Committee '27 
Elms, Literary Editor '27 
;:-.l"u Lambda Sigma '26, '27 
Debating Club '25 
Basketball '25·'27 Section Captain '27 
y, W. C. A. '25·'27 Swimming '27 
. .l..mbition-To tcach for fifty years 
"Too b-u.sy with the crowded hOlir to fear to lh'e 01' die." 
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.lHRNIE, ALEX R.-"Scotty" ........... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Budde High School, Scotland 
Normal Industrial Society 
Ambition-To mold the lives of men 
"A oood story is a better tonic ~han a doctor's medi-
cine." 
llLACK, ROBERT 1I.-"Bob" ........... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Class President '25, Vice-President '26, Secretary '27 
University of Rochester Conference Delegate '25 
Princeton Confcrence Delegate '25, '26 
Faculty Student Council '24"'25 
Men's Club, Chairman '25·'26 
Prom Committee '27 
Basketball '26-'27 
Dramatic Club 
The Nath·ity 
Psi Phi 
Elms Staff '27 
Ambition-Huh? 
"Fate tried to keep him in the darll by namillg him 
'Blach.' " 
BLOCKSIDGE, ELIZABETH-"Betty" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, President 
Ambition-To always look on the bright side of life 
"Whatever is worth doing at all, 
Is worth doing well." 
BLOSS, VIOLA-"Vi"... . ......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kinderga rten· Primary 
Lafavette High School 
Ambition-To pass the "cities" 
"Life is a serious_ matter with me, b'ut nobody seem-s 
to realize it." 
BOHN, M. LORINE. . ..... , ....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Ambition-To be successful 
"Everything C01J'/-eS to those who wait, 
B·u.t when it comes it's out of date." 
BOLAND, EILEEN M.-"Eily". 
Grammar 
Mount 1\fercy Academy 
. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ambition-To live to be' a ripe old age and see )J"onnal 
out at the State grounds 
"Here comes the lady, oh, so light afoot, 
Will ne'er wear out the e'<!c-riasting flint." 
BONE, OPAL E ................ . 
Grammar 
Wcstfield High School 
Ambition-Travel 
"Zealolls, yet modest." 
. .Buffalo, N. Y. 
BOSLER, HAROLD K-"Oscar" .. Wl'~ton Mills, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Olean High School 
Men's Glee Club '26, '27 
Industrial Society 
Men's Chlb 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To find a place to hybernate 
"It's terrible to be a handsome man." 
t , 
BOTH, ETHEL ELIZABETH-"Pat" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten" Primary 
South Park High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To pass the "cities" 
.. " Li/ e is what ,'l!OU make it." 
BOYLE, MARy................. . .. Hornell, N. Y. 
Kindergartcn·Primary 
Hornell High School 
Ambition-To have a lot of leisure time 
"It isn't life ~hal' matters, 
It's the CO"urage :;"011 put ill it." 
BRAINARD, GERTRUDE FRA~CES-"Gcrt" .. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Ambition-To pass the "cities" 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
"Give tol the w01'ld the best that you have and the best 
will come bacll to you." 
BRAUN, JULIUS C.-"Jule". . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Ways and Means Committee '27 
Industrial Society 
Debating Society 
Men's Glee Club 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To Itearn to sing while eating 
"A lion (I.mono the ladies." 
BRUNNER, EDWARD M .. . ....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Men's Glee Club '25, '26 
School Play '25 
Ambition-To carryon 
"He was indeed the glass 
Wherein the j~oble Y01tth did dt"ess themselves." 
BUCHANAN, ARTHUR W.-"Koko" ... Dunkirk, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Dunkirk High School 
Industrial Society 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To be elevator boy in a l)Ungalow 
"A dashing and accomplished man of the world." 
BURKE, MARY TERESA-"M. T." ... Lockport, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lockport High School 
Ambition-To be an opera singer 
"Forevennore." 
BURKE, RAYMOND C.-"Ray" ........ "Buffalo, "':'i, Y. 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Orchestra '25, '26; .President '27 
KapIla Kappa Kappa 
Song Committee '27 
Men's Glce Club 
Debating Society 
Elms Staff '27 
Ambition-To have cudy hair 
"An angelic boyhood becomes a Satanic old age." 
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BURKET, RUTH G .................... BuffaLo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
South Park High SchooL 
Ring and Pin Committee '27 
Art Kraft Klub 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To dance over the tadio 
"l.et's be merry." 
BURLEY, LEROY S.-"Roy" ........... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Masten Park High School 
Industrial Society 
Athletic Team 
Ambition-To have my hair marcelled 
"OI~ce my hrPir W(lS long alld straight, 
Now it's short and cu.rley." 
BUROW, ALMA L.-"AI" .............. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Masten Park High School 
Ambition-To see Niagara Falls 
"Stlccess cames in caliS, faibtre in can'ts." 
BUSCH, HELEN R.-"Bttschy" .•....... llllffalo, N. Y. 
Gt'ammar 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Motto Committee, Chairman '27 
Girls' Glee Club '26 
Central Council '27 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-A round·the·wol"ld flight 
"'Where did j)O'II get those eyes so blue? 
Out of the sky as I came throllgh." 
BUTLER, LUCILE ............... Not·th Collins, N. Y. 
Grammar 
North Collins Higlt School 
Y. W. c. A. )25, '26, '27 
Ambition-Still in my sub-conscious 
"Gentle of speech, be'nefieent of mind." 
CALDARELLI, MARY-"Sis" .. "., .... Bttffa!o, N.' Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Ambition-To travel abroad 
"If at jil'st JiOU don't sllcceed, 
Try, try again." 
CAMERON, HELEN DOlUS." ........ Lockport, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Pl"imary 
LockpOl·t High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To be a success 
"Sit 1Mt lJ1"!d siph at life, 
Nor speah at "woe; 
For 'tis a good old wol"ld-
If YOI. make it so." 
CASTEN, NELLIE 1I.-"Ne\l".. . ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Prima1"y 
Masten P<lTk High School 
Cap and Gown Committee '27 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-To teach oratory in a college for deaf·mutes 
"IJdflwtion is the only interest worthy of the deep 
controlling allxietJ! of the thoughtfUl woman." 
CAREY, THOMAS J.-"Tom" .......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Canisius High School 
Class Day Committee '27 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To teach by radio from bed 
"lle was the mildest mlJ1lner'd mlJn 
That ever sCJ,tttied ship or cut a throat." 
CHAP"MAN, ROSALIE H.-"Rose" .. '," .BufFalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayette High School 
ClasH Day Committee '27 
Xu Lambda Sigma '26, '27 
Ambition-A degree from Leland·Stanford 
"She with aU the charms of WOmaJI, 
She with all the breadth of man." 
CLARKE, ELIZABETH-"Betty" ... Springville, K. Y. 
Griffith Institute 
Grammar 
Ambition--To be an English tcacher 
"In friendship I early ~uas taught to believe." 
COFRAN, WALDEN S.-"Wallie" ....... Byroll, N. Y. 
Grammar 
South Byron High Schaal 
Psi Phi, Treasurer '25, President '26 
Finance Committee '27 
Debating Club 
:.wen's Glec Club 
Ambition-To never do today what I can do tomorrow 
"All honest mlJn, close·buttoned to the chin, 
Broadcloth -without and IJ warm heart within." 
COHEN, ROSE ......•.•.•.........• New York, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
:-Jew York and Hadcm Evening High Schools fot" '\lomen 
Industrial Society 
Ambition-To attain success in my endeavors 
"Knowledge is Power," 
COLLARD, LOYOLA A.-"Jack" .. North Collins, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
~orth Collins High School 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Y. W. C. A. '26, '27 
Ambition----'Guess? 
"All who joy wonld Wi'll 
Jlust share it-Haf}piness was born a twin." 
CONRAD, MILDRED L.-"Connic".,. ,Kcnmore, N. Y. 
Kindergal'ten·Primat"y 
Batavia High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Ambition-To do ~omething nobody else ever did 
"One thing is forever good; 
That one thing is Snccess." 
COUGHLIN, JOHN ...... " ... " ......• BuffaLo, N. Y. 
Gramm"-r 
South Park High School 
Ambition-To work out a plan whcreby children do all 
the work 
"}l1en's men; gentle or simple, 
They're in'nell of a 1nltchness." 
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CREIGHTON, NELLIE-"Peg" .... Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Renova (Penna.) High School 
Ambition-To be a French modiste 
"Greater w:mwn than I have lived--
But they're all dead." 
CROLL, KATHLEEN C.-"Kappie" ...... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Vice-President '26 
Senior Student Representative '27 
Faculty Student Council '26 
Social Program Committee '27 
Class President '26 
Section Captain '24 
Ambition-To remember appointments 
"It is a woman's reason to say, 'I will do such a thing: 
because ] ~EJiU." 
CROLL, NEVA M ...................... Buffalo, N. Y. 
[ntermediate 
Dunkirk High School 
Dramatic Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To use informal discipline in teaching 
"There is no royal road to learning, and what is life 
but learning." 
CROWE, EDWIN-"Old Crowe". . ... Dunkirk, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Dunkirk High School 
Industrial Society 
Ambition-To be a mathematical geniils 
"I'll give j01l some tOj'S to play with." 
CUDLIPP, JR., EDWIN FORREST-"Ed" ........ . 
Scholarship 
Mount Vernon High School 
Industrial Society 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
Men's Glee Club 
Ambition-To make a speech ill Assembly 
"]t's three o'clock in the morning, Ed, 
We've danced the whole night thru." 
CURLEY, IRENE S.-"Curley" .•.. Johnson City, N. Y. 
Grammar 
St. Patrick's Academy, Binghamton, N. Y. 
Debating Society '26-'27 
Y. W. C. A. '25-'26 
Ambition-Travel and Social Service 
"Ma.n has his will, bid woman has her way" 
CZERNIEwrcz, JOHN-"Johnny" ...... lluffaJo, ~. y, 
Second Year Industrial 
South Park High School 
Record Staff '27, Art Editor 
Industrial Society 
Mell's Glee Club 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To draw the missing link 
"Politeness is the oil which -makes the wheels of com-
panionship tlIYn easily." 
DALE, JEWEL ANN ... 
Intermediate 
South Park High School 
Nu LambCa Sigma 
.Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ambition-To l)e 'always happy, agreeable and in-
telligent 
"Smile a smile, a'nd while :VOlt smile, another smiles, 
And life's worth while because YOil smiled." 
DAVIS, LUCILL]:: E.-"Lou" ...... , .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten· Prima l'y 
Masten Park High School 
Ambition-To enjoy life 
"Be ye merry if }'e are wi.l'e," 
DAY, FRANK L.-"Day" ... , ... , ..... Hannibal, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Oneida High School 
J ndustrial Society 
Picture Committee '27 
Ambition-·-To be what 1: am not 
"If night 'were da}' and day were night, 
Then day wo·uld be night and night w01tld be day." 
DEAZLEY, KATHLEEN E. .. _._ .. Williamsville, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Noomann High School 
Ambition-l want. to learn French, Italian and Spanish 
some day 
uGood, bettel', bed, 
Nevel' let it rest 
Till your good is better 
AHd yonr better best." 
DEE, ANTOINETTE M.-"Tony". . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Gt'ammar 
Lafayette High School 
Prom Committee '27 
NlI Lambda Sigma 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-That's my business 
"I am not of that feather to shall~ off, 
iWy frieud when he most needs m.e." 
DELLA PENTA, LENA c.-"U", ...... . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Ambition-Reading 
"/ will study and prepare mj'self n.ow, then some day 
m:,' chance will com.e." 
~ VINEY, E. RUTH-"Pinky" ...... Hamburg, N. Y. r~ Grammar 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To keep an orphan asylum 
"A girl t·o whom was given 
So m~!ch of earth, so milch of heaven." 
DE \VYR, ROSALIE-"Pcggy" .......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hainesville (Ohio) High School 
Section Captain '26-'27 
Ambition-To go to EUrope 
"lit/en, not marllS, have always been m}' aim." 
DI FRANCESCO, BENEDETT A-"Benny" ..... 
Grammat· 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Amercian Intet'!lationat College, Springfield, Mass. 
GirLs' Glee Club, Treasltrer '27 
Y. W. C. A. President '26 
Nu Lambda Sigma '27 
Ambition-To live today 
"Ever in the strife 0/ y01l1"' own thoughts, obe:» 
nobler instincts." 
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DRISCOLL, MARGARET E.-"Marg" ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
The Nardin Academy 
Ambition-To ride in a gondola 
"The 'world is so iu.1t of a number of things, 
I'm sure tt'e should all be as happy as kings." 
DUCKER, MAE B.-"Duekic" ......... Kenmore, N. Y. 
Kindergarten_Primary 
Kenmore High School 
Girls' Glee Club 
Y. W_ C. A_ 
Ambition-To tOLlr Holland in a canal boat 
"il1y tongue within cheeks 1 rein, 
For who talks much mllst talk iu vain." 
DC1\lJ)ON, DOROTHY-"Dot"_. _____ .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinsoll-Central High School 
lnvitation Committee '27 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To be a successful dean of women 
"Statel:,,' aHd tall, she moves in the hall, 
The chief of a thotf:,and fol' grace." 
DUNKLI~, ALTON W.-"Al" .... Orchard Park, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Orchard Park High School 
Debating Club '26, Secretary '27 
She Stoojls to Conquer '26 
Dramatic Club 
Ambition-To be understood 
"The secret to success is constancy to p'lIrpose." 
EAGA:::-r, JOlIN -O.-"Joe" ........... St. Nicholas, P<l. 
Second Year Industrial 
Mahanoy Township High School 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To make all his hay while the sun shin~s 
"I wonder if I can see farther than 1 can be heard." 
EGGLESTON, DORIS-"Dot" ......... "Ruffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Gardenville High School 
K u Lambda Sigma 
Record Staff 
Basketball '24 
Y. w. C. A. 
Ambition-To be hcalthr, wealthy and wise 
"As yon go along life's road another mile, 
Brighten the way with a friendl:,' smile." 
EGLI, GEORGE E.-"Eggs" ........ West Orange, N. J. 
Second Year Industrial 
V{ est Orange High School 
She Stoops to Conquer '26 
Debating Club '26, '27 
Industrial Society 
Orchestra '26, '27 
)'-len's Glee Club 
Dramatic Club 
Men's Club 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To hang( his clothes on his line 
"There £s honesty, manhood and good fcllO'wship t'll 
thee." 
EMERY, DOROTHY MAUDE-"Dottie" "Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
South Park High School 
Amllition-To let Freddy win bel' bet 
"Old friends are best f"iends, whose love has been tried.: 
Old friends are tr'Ue friends to ha've at }'OIl'Y side." 
( 
ENS)'UNGER, },iARGARET E.-"Peg" ........ . 
Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Tonawanda High School 
Y. W. C. A. '26 
Ambition-To live, lo love and to learn 
"f.-Vho is it can read a woman.?" 
ERICK, FERN L. ...................•.. Angola, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Angola High School 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Y. w. C. A. 
Ambition-To get dch teaching school 
"Give to the world th,e best that :>,011 Ita'vl! and tlte 
best 'will come back to YO·I,." 
EWELL, ELIZARI~TH J.-"Ueth" ...... :Marilla, N. Y 
Grammar 
Lancaster High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma '27 
Pi Kappa Sigma '26, '27 
Dramatic Club 
Debating Club 
:Basketball '25 
Ambition--To discourse eloqucntly 
"Her stature tall~ 
I hate a dumpy woman." 
FAXLA)l"GER, l:--I.UllERTJ-fA F.-"Uert" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayette High School 
Finance Committee '27 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Ambition-To get a Ph.D. 
"Hiteh your wagon to a star 
Keep :::ot~r seat, and there you are." 
FEDDER, RUTH ELIZABETH-"Freddie" ........ _ 
KindCl'garten·Primary 
Niagara Falls High School 
Nli Lambda Sigma. 
LaSalle, ::-I. y_ 
Ambition-To invent a machine for "thinking" 
"Trne happiness 
Consists not in the frulltitlrde of friends, 
But in the worth and choice." 
FERRY, AGNES BERNADI::-IE. 
Griffith Institute 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Basketball '24 
Dramatic Club 
Ambition-To travel 
Intermediate 
.. Springville, N. Y. 
"Life loves no looke1·S·01l at his great game," 
FICK, RAYMOND J.~"Ray" .. North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Felton High School 
Central Council, l{epresent<ltive '26 
Bask~thall Captain '27 
Industrial Society 
Section Captain '27 
Basketball '26 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To be cap lain of a bungalow 
"lIis mind proves aU his thonghts 
Frieurll'J-', calm and e'er composed." 
FISHER, WESLEY W.-"Wes" ........ Uuffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Niagara Fans High School 
industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To make his own 5uccess 
"Not milch talk-a great sweet silence." 
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FOLTZ, ANTOINETTE-"Tony", ....... Omeua, Mich. 
Kindergarten· Primary 
Daytona (FLa.) High School 
Ambition-It's a secret 
"Et'ery flower that :>,01. jJlallt a/oug another's path sheds 
1!(Ll't of its fragraJlce 011 yours." 
FONTANA, JOHN-"FoILllY" . Buffalo, )J. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Sergeant·at.Arms 
Industrial Society 
:Men's Club 
Ambition-To get a speed·king title 
"The mind is the staHdard of the man." 
FRANK, ADAI'! M.-"Ade" ...... ,.,,' ,Perry, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Salamanca HiglL School 
Randolph Trailling Class 
Ambition-To travel 
"Not much taZk-a great, sweet silence," 
FRASER, RALPH_flShei\;:"... .Amsterdam, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Amsterdam High School 
Psi Phi, Financial Secretary '27 
Ring and Pin Committee '27 
Indtlstrial Society 
Men's Glee Club 
Class Athletics 
Men's Club 
Ambition-A perlnanent wavc 
"That's wicked." 
FREEMAN, ALBERT T.-"Dick" ..... Shenandoah, Pa. 
Second Year Industrial 
Mahanoy Township High School 
Orchestra '26, '27 
Industrial SDcLety 
~Icn's Club 
Ambition-To make a name fOI· Shenandoah 
"Jack-of·all·trades, master of none, 
He'll make his mark when he's settled on one," 
FRIED, SADIE-"Say" ................. Bnffalo, N. y, 
Grammar 
Uu tchinson·Centra\ 
Swimming '25-'27 
Debating Club 
Basketball '25 
High School 
Y. W. C. A, '25, '26 
Ambition-Social Service 
"Of all the girls that are so smart, 
There's n.one like Pretty Sadie." 
ELIZABETH CATHERINE-"Betty", ...... . 
Grammar 
SchooL 
teach Nature Study 
Euffalo, N. Y. 
undel' the ajJen sky and list ta nature's 
DONALD-"Don" ....... ," Lockport, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Lockport High School 
Men's Glee Club 
Industrial Society 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-An aim without an end 
"A pel'sOlwl op~·n.ion is al~ idea, not an. estabh'shed fact." 
I 
I 
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GEEHARDT, EVELYN MAY-"Ev" .. West Falls, N. y, 
Intennediate 
Orchard Park High School 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition-To find and give happiness 
"Let us have faith that right makes might; and i·1! 
that fa~'th let us dare to do 011-1' duty as we 1tltd(J1'-
stan.d it." 
GEYER, IItT·EN C.-"Happy" .. 
Grammar 
Masten Park l-Jigh SchooL 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Easketball '25·'26 
Art Kraft Kluh 
Ambition-To lravel 
"Li"l.-·I?, love, lewgh alld be ha.ppy." 
GILBERT, HAZEL M.-"Haze" ... ". 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Medina High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, Tl"easurer 
Dnunatic Club 
Christmas Play 
. Buffalo, N. Y. 
.:Medina, N. Y. 
Amhition-It's a long stOI-y 
"Little things may be lmportallt b)1 what the}" dra~eJ after 
them." 
GISEL, MARION I, .................... Euffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Al"t Kraft Klttb 
Ambition-To visit the Sahara 
"It's the song :ye sing, and the smile ye wear 
That's makin' the s!!ILShine everywhere." 
GOODMANSON, ARNOLD E.-"Arn" .. , .. Islip, L. I. 
Second Yeal" Industrial 
I~lip High School 
Record Eusiness Staff '27 
Psi Phi, Secretary 
Orchestra '26, '27 
Debating Club '26, '27 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To steal some of his room-mate's height 
" He's little but he's t1)ise,' 
He's it terror for his s[ze." 
GRAUER, HELEN A.-"Chips", ... ,. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
South Park High SchDol 
Ambition-To teach a little while 
"I should w()n'y; I shOiI.ld cry, 
I sh01lld go on till I die." 
GRAVES, MILDRED JOSEPHINE-"Mil" ..... 
Kin derga !"ten -Prim ary 
Lafayette High School 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Ambition-To have a happy, successful 
"Do ymw best from dO)1 to day-
To make a bright tomorro~eJ." 
Euffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten 
GRENNELL, HARRY. . ........... Irving, K, Y. 
Grammar 
Silver Creek High School 
Ambition-No telling· 
"He fj'QtJt ~eJhoSl! lips divine Persuasion flow.f." 
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GUERCIO, CARMELA R.-"Carl" ...... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Ambition-To swim the Erie Canal 
"Friendship! mystui011s cement of the s(}ul 
Sweetener of life, and soldff of society." 
GUSTAFSON, MARGRETE-"Peg" ..... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Art Krait Klub '25·'27 
Dramatic Club '25, '26 
Basketball '25 
Aonbition--Somebody whisper it 
"Age cannot wither her, nor c'listom stale 
H 11" infinite variety." 
GUTTERIDGE, FLORENCE E.-"Flo" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma '26, '27 
Art Kraft Klub '26, '27 
Basketball '25, '26 
Ambilion-·To write 
"What we are to be, tve are now becoming." 
HALLAHA~, }fARGARET-"Marge" ... liuffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Mount Saint Joseph Academy 
Ambition-Laugh and Grow Fat 
"Look here, l'jJOif m:\' so1l1 J'011 JJlUstll't COllie into the 
place sa:vi1!g y01~ want to lwow, }'Olt kllOw." 
HALLORAN, KATHERINE F.-"Kate" ........... . 
Intermediate 
Ten Bl'oeck Academy 
Franklinville, N. y, 
Ambition--To teach French 
"Laugh and the 'world laughs with ),011, 
Weep and yo·/) weep aiml!!." 
HA:NIMOND, E. MAE--"Herhie". . ... Buffalo, K. Y. 
Kindergart.en-Primary 
HutchinSOll-Central High School 
Alpha Si}Jma Tan, Historian '26, '27 
Central Council, Alternate '27 
Girls' Glee Club '25-'27 
Dramatic _Club '24, '25 
Christmas Play '26 
Ambition-To direct an orchestra 
"Some think the world is made fIJI' fun alld frolic 
And so do It!!" 
HANSER, DOROTHEA-"Dot" ... 
lei 11 dergarten-Prima ry 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Girls' Glee Club '26, '27 
Dramatics '25 
Ambition-To go abroad with Ruth 
"So this is Paris." 
.. _Buffalo, N, Y. 
HEFFLER, YOLAN M.-"Lolly" .. Lackawarina, N, Y. 
Intermcdiate 
Lackawanna High School 
Ambition-To become an excellent teacher 
"YOllth fades; love droops, ~he leo'ves of ~~icJtdshiP fall; 
A mother's secret hope outhves lhem ali. 
HERON, RUTH A.-"Rufus" ........... Buffalo, :-I. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primal'y 
Masten Park High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To travel extensively 
"Keep on keepiJtg on." 
HICKS, LILLIAN J ................... Chemung, N. Y. 
Kindergarten· Primary 
\Vaverly High School 
Ambition-Can't you guess? 
"Looll m·otma the habitable world! How jew lmow their 
own good, or knowing it, plrrsl1el" 
HILDEBRAND, A. 3-1AY ............... Uuffalo, ~. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Ambition--To own a roadster 
"Success comes in c(ws 
Failure eome.lO. i1~ can'ts_" 
HILL, LAURA GRACE-"Peg" ......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Wausau (Wiscondn) High School 
Section Captain '25 
Ambilion-To see the "Moonlight on the Gang('~" 
'-If there is anythi1tg I don't know, it's becanse I didn't 
have time to learn." 
HILLERY, JOSEPH D.-"Hil" ......... Buffalo, N. y, 
Second Year Indu~trial 
South Park High School 
Industrial Society, Vice President '26 
Debating Society, Secretary '26 
),olen's Glee Club, President '26 
Central Council '25, '26 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Ambition-You'd be stlrprised 
"In, the bright le;t'icon of youth the,'c is 110 such word 
as fail." 
HITCHCOCK ALICE MILDRED-"AI" ... , ...... . 
, La Salle, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Niagara Falls High School 
Ambition-To go to Japan 
"Give to the world the best y01/ h(l'(N?, alld the best 
will come back to )'Olt." 
HOFI':.vIAN, DOROTHY KATHHYN-"Dot" ...... , •. 
Kenmore, :-I. 
Grammar 
Lafayctte High School 
Al·t Kraft Klub 
Ambition-"To have malice toward tlone and charity 
to all" 
"Life, liberty and the pl!rSllit of happiness." 
HeBER, GEORGE R.-"Thorndike". . Erie, Pel. 
Second Year Industdal 
Erie Academy High School 
Orchestra '26, '27 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To be a Docto!" of Philosophy in a country 
school 
'"He answers 'when questioned." 
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HUGGINS, DORIS Vol .•. . ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Alpha Sigma Tau, Treasurer '26, '27 
Motto Committee '27 
Undine '26 
Ambition-To be happy 
"Life has a meaning, to find its meaning is my meat 
and drink." 
HURST, MARION MARGARET ........ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Interrnediate 
MOi.mt Mercy Academy 
Girls' Glee Club, Secretary '26, President '27 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Secretary '27 
Pallhellenic, Chairman '27 
Art Kraft Klub '25, '26 
Song Committee '27 
Ambition-To cross the desert on a camel 
"A POOT life this, if full of care 
We have no time to statld and stare," 
HYLANT, RUTH-"Rudy" ............. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Ambition-To swim the Engllsh Channel 
"To have a friend, 
Be a friend." 
JACKSON, ZILLAH E ...... . .North Collins, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Jamestown High School 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Ambition-To go to Alaska 
"Flil·tation, atknticm ~€Jitho'lit' intention." 
JONES, LOUIS-"Jonesy"...... . .. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Cooper Union High School 
Industrial Society 
Debating Club 
Ambition-To be above all things, logical 
"Mttch can be -done 'With a percolator." 
JONES, ROY E.-"Runk" ... 
Scholarship 
Disque High School 
Industrial Society 
Ambition-To be understood 
.... Buffalo, N. Y. 
"Let me have m:." garage by the side of lhe road, 
And retm:{ gas to man." 
JOYCE, CADY C. 
Scholarship 
Penfield High School 
Industrial Society 
Men's Glee Club 
Ambition-To be industrious 
"Dough and f;lenty of it." 
. .Penfield, N. Y. 
KADEL, W. HARRY-"Cabe". . ... Watertown, N. Y 
Scholarship 
Watertown High School 
Finance Committee, Chairman '27 
Industrial Society 
Central Council 
Men's Glee Club 
Class Athletics 
Christmas Play 
Dramatic Club 
Psi Phi 
Amoition-"Education is Life" 
"I _won't do it, so that's that. 
I'll do the opposite, how's that?" 
, 
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KA WCZYNSKA, LUCY JOSEPHINE-"Luc" ..... . 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Masten Park High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma, Treasurer '26 
Girls' Glee Club 
Dramatic Club '25, '26 
Basketball '24, '25 
Ambition-To be able to read my- shorthand notes after 
the lecture 
"One good tur1~ serves another." 
KEHRER, MARIAN C ............... Gowanda, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Gowanda High School 
Theta Sigma UIlsilon 
Section Captain- '25, '26 
Ambition-To complete first thit·ty·flve yean!' <IS quickly 
as possible so I can draw my pcnsion 
"[ chatter, chatter as I flow, 
To join the brimming river; 
For men may come, and men rna:)! go, 
But I go on forever." 
KELLY, GENEVIEVE :MARY-"Jane" .. Buffalo, N, Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Ambition-To have many· friends and travel 
"Brevity is the soul of wit!' 
KELMAN, JOSEPH A.-"Joe" ..•..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Second -Year Industrial 
Manual Trainil"!£" Hivh School, Brooklyn 
She Stoops to Conquet' 
Men's Glee Club '25·'27 
Industrial Club '25-'27 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To asccnd the ladder of success and find 
aU the rungs in place 
"The deed is ever)'ti1in.(j, 
The fame is nothing." 
KEMP, A. MARGARET-"Marg" .•.... Warsaw, N. Y. 
Kin derga rten -Primary 
Le Roy High School 
Art Kraft Klub '25 '26, '27, Corresponding Secre· 
tar:y '27 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '26, '27 
Ambition-To visit foreign lands 
"Have faith, and a score of hearts 'will show 
Their faith in. :\-,0111' word and deed." 
KIDDER, ALICE MARy ............... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Masten Park High School 
Art Kraft Club '26, '27, Executive Committee Chail·. 
man '27 
Girls' Glee Cluh '25·'27 
Nu Lamhda Sigma 
Y. w. C. A. 
Amhition-At present, to pass the Teacher's City Ex-
aminations 
"Believe You Can." 
KI:.l"G, EVELYN CATI-IERTNE-"Ev" .. TIuffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Masten Park High School 
Girl's Glee Club 
Nll Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To see- the world 
"Know th~lself." 
KING,- GERALDINE-"J eny" . . . . . ... 13uffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-To playa mouth·organ 
"He that has light within his own clear breast, 
Ma.y sit in the center and enjoy bright day." 
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KING, HELEN SCOTT-"Bobby" ...... Buf[a]o, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Masten Park High School 
Basketball '24 
Y, W. C. A. 
Ambition-Success 
"It's the liWe th'iJlJjs that COUllt." 
KINZLY, MARGARET J.-"Marg" ..... Lockport, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Lockport Hig"h School 
l'Tom Committee, Chairman '27 
Girls' Glee Club '25, '26, '27 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Dramatic Club '26 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-To sing in a Musical Comedy 
"All who /o:y 'wOf,ld win fflilst sh(!t"c it, 
HaPPinds was born a twin." 
KLEIN, CHARLES T.-"Char!ey" ..... Lockport, N. Y. 
Second Veal' Industrial 
Lockport High School 
Men's Glee Club '26, '27 
Industrial Society 
Orchestra '26, '27 
Men's Club 
Ambilion --To be Mayor of Lockport 
"It Is easier to criticize tho'/t to create." 
KLCG, ESTHER M.-"Es" ............ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Masten Park High School 
Ambition-To finish my 4th year at the new Buffalo 
State Teacher's College 
"The talent of success is 1wthing more than doillg ~vell 
whatever },011 dQ, with011t a tho't of fame." 
KOCH, GRACE M.-"Polly"..... . .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hulchinson·Celltral High SchOOl 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Ambition-It's a secret. 
"The frimds thou hast and their adoNion tj'ied; 
GraPPle the·fn to thy soul with hoops of str.el." 
KRANZ, ESTHER ELIZABETH ..... Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lacka wanna High School 
Art Kraft Klttb 
Ambition-To render the highest quality Df service to 
all mankind 
"Trifles make perfecti01', 
Perfection is no trifle." 
KRAUS, DOROTHY L.-"Dol" ... , .. , .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergal·ten·Primary 
Masten Park High School 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-Happiness 
"Serene, I fold my hands and wait." 
LAING, JANICE D.-"Jan" ........ , .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten· Primary 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Corresponding .secretary '26·'27 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Cirls' Glee Club '25 
Orchestra '25·'27 
Song Committee '27 
Ambition-Teacher In kindcrgal·tcn.pl'imary department 
"Thef'(~ is so Iflfl.ch bad in the best of ffS 
And so much good in the 'WQ1'st of ttS 
That it hardly behooves an)' of 'us 
To fint{ fault with the rest of 'ItS." 
II 
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LANDY, WINIFRED M.-"Wlnllie" ... Newfane, N. Y. 
Intcnnediate 
Lockport High School 
Ambition-To travel 
"Oh! what is so rare as a day ill hme." 
LAUNSPACH, HILDAGARD-"Hillie" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Masten Park High School 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Chaplain 
Girls' Glee Club '25, '26 
Ambition-To live, not exist 
"A 1JtaJt'S reach should exceed his grasp 
Or what's a heaven for?" 
LEISING, BERNICE PATRICIA ........ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Sacred IIeart Academy 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To get thin 
"He does mIlch who does what he does weU." 
LUCK, ROSALIE A.-"Lucky" .. North Tonawanda, N. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Felton High School 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition-To be fat 
"Some roses GI'e red_ 
1 know a rose that is 'Lucky'." 
MACARTNEY, DORIS G.-"Dor""., ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Ambition-To get a position 
"All good things COme to them who wait, 
Bitt when they come they're out of date," 
MAC0011B, DOROTHY G.-"Dot" ..... Bl1ffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergal'tcn'Pl'imat'y 
Lafayette High School 
Girls' Glee Club '24·'27 
Christmas Play '25, '26 
Dramatic Club '25, '26 
Undine '26 
Ambition-Promise you won't tell 
"Somett'mes I :;~t and think; othe'/' tt~ml'S I lust sit." 
)IALONEY, MARY 11" .. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
South Park -High School 
AmbitiDn-To travel with Gert 
... Buffalo, N. Y. 
"Never mind! We'll get there sometime, somehow," 
MANN, EL"'EANOR LAURA. . Batavia, N. Y. 
Kindergarten.Pt'imary 
Batavia High School 
Ambition~To travel 
"Th" IIS(J of tra7'eJil!g is to J'ey1tlate imagination b:J! 
reality, and, ilMteadJ of thinldJtg how things might 
he, to sce them as they are. 
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MANSELL, MARlON KATIIRYN-"Mary""" 
Corfu, N:·y. 
Intermediate 
Corfu High School 
Basketball '25 
Swimming '25 
Ambition-T:) see the great works of art in the world 
"Never elated when onl? man's oppre$s'd; 
Never dejected while another's bless'd." 
MARSEILLES, LOIS-"Lo·ie" ......... BuffCJ.lo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten. Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Girls' Glee Club 
Christmas Play '26 
Dramatic Club 
Ambition-To forget the joys and comftJrt~ of an easy 
life 
"She was a phantom of delight." 
MASON, KENNETH J.-"Ken" ........ Buffalo. N.· Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Masten Park High School 
Record. I~ditor·in-Chief '27, A~sodate Editor '26 
CentIa! Council, Representative '26, '27 
Senior Council, Vocational Representative '27 
Elms '27j Art Editor Industria Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To see how much one can accomplish 
"He who seldom spealls and 'with one eaim.,-weli"timed 
word 
Ca'/Z strike ri11mb the loquacious." 
McCARTHY, _ALICE GRACE ........... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Mount Mercy Academy 
Ambition-To dance with the Prince of Wales 
"Ee-nie, Menlie, Minie, .i1Joe, 
HoPe to live lots before 1 go." 
l\IcGEID-IAN, MARJE K.-"Pat". . .Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
~Iidland (Pwna.) High School 
Silittery Rock State Normal 
Ambition-A school teachel' 
"What dQ we live for if it is not to make life less 
difficult to ea.ch other." 
McGRATH, GRACE-"Hon" ........ _ ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Ambition-To draw my pension 
"1 could be bettel' ·if 1 w01tld, 
Bitt it's awfully lonesome being good." 
lIfcKEE, LEWIS H.-"Senatot''' ...... Whitesville, N. Y. 
Second Vear Ind-l1strial 
Genesee Wesleyan Seminary 
Picture Committee. Chairman '27 
1Ien's Glee Club '26, '2:7 
Central Council '26 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition--To be a leader of a homogenious group 
"Confidence is the companion of S21ccess." 
McLEAN G_FRTRUDE SUZZA~~E-"Gert" ... ~ , - Buffalo, 'N: ·Y. 
Grammal' 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
~u Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To go to CaHfof11ia 
"The world is so fnll of a number 0/ things, I'm sure 
we should all be as happy as kinfJS." 
I 
I 
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McMAHON, JOSEPH-"Joe", .. ,., ..... Buffalo, N_ Y. 
Grammar 
South I'ark High School 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Debating Club '26, '27 
Ambition-To go to Alaska 
"0, what men dare do! 
What men dol What men daily do, not knowing what 
they dol" 
McNERNY, VERA L.-"Mac". . Kenmore, N. Y. 
Kinderga rten -Primary 
Hutchinson-Central HiglL School 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, Vice President 
Record Staff, Busilless Manager 
Dramatic Club 
Section Captain 
Basketball 
Ambition-"Be serious" 
"Laftgh and the class laughs with Y01,--nla:l,he the 
teachers." 
.MEADE, DAVTD E.-"Ed" ....... , ... Middlesex, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
Middlesex High School 
1I1en's Club, Representative 
Class Day Committee '27 
Industrial Society 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-To have six months' vacation twice every 
year 
"What did the gMJerllor of North Carolina say to the 
yovenzor of South Carolina?" 
MERRILL, EDITH ARLENE-"Ede"_._ .. Olean, N, Y. 
hltermediate 
Olean High School 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Christmas Play '25 
Y. W. C. A. '25 
Ambitioll--To grow tall 
"The greatest of fa'nUs, 1 sholrld say, is to be consciOllS 
of none." 
~ETS, ADRIAN W.-"Mets". .Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To provide for two 
"This is my trade--watch -me go," 
MICHELS, MAGDALEN B.-"Madge" .• Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition-Travel everywhere 
"Her smile is like the .mn, 
Ever bright and shines 011 eVM'j'o-ue." 
MILLER, ALICE LOUISE-"Pete" _. __ . Colden, N. Y. 
Griffith Imtitute 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition--To travel 
Intermediate 
"To err is hnman, to forgive divine.'" 
MILLER, JUNE ISABEL ........ East Pembroke, N. V. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
East Pembmke High School 
Sigma Sigma Sigma . 
Ambition-To teach ltl the Horace Mann School 
"Look deep enough in every dark. 
And j'ott shall see the star," 
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MILLER, MARGARET MARIAN~"Peggy" ....... . 
East Pembroke, N. Y. 
Grammar 
East Pembroke High School 
Basketball 
Ambition~To see the "Seven Wonders 
"We have beel> friends together, 
!J/_ sunshine a;ld in rain." 
of the World" 
?HLNE, VALERIE H. A.~"Babe·Val" ..... . 
Buffalo'-"N: ·Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Ambition~To be an efficient teacher 
music 
and spemalize in 
"A,fusic hath charms and I wmdd be a charmer." 
:MINICH, CARL E-"Stanley" .......... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Inuustrial 
Technical High School 
The Nativity '26, '27 
::he Sloops to Conquer 
Industrial Society 
Men's Glee Club '26, '27 
Dramatic Club 
Men's Club 
Ambition--To be an oratol' of fame 
"His hair may be light bu.t the head u.nder it is 
weighty with. thought. 
MINNER. HELEN A._If Red" .. , ..... Gowanda, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Gowanda High School 
Y. W. C. A. '24, '25 
Ambition-Good luck, long life and prosperity 
"Kindness is wisdom." 
MOORE, MARJORIE P ................ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Sig-ma Sigma Sigma 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition--To be successful in what e'er I do 
"Be frank a.t all times" 
MUIR, EVELYN LUCILLE~"Tibbey" .. nuffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
South Park High School 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Corresponding Secretary 
Colot· COlUrtittee '27 
Central Council 
Ambition~To gel there, and stilJ have Mart 
"Smile; 
And when you smile another smiles, 
A1!d SoOl~ there will be miles and miles of smiles." 
~oIULLANY, DRILLIA.-"Pat" ...... , ... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Ambition-I may change it any minute 
"ll~ the cause of Friendship brave aU dangers." 
MUNDY, FRANCIS-ifFrunk"" ........ Ruffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Indttstdal 
Oswego High School 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Industrial Society 
Mcn's Club 
Ambition-To put on weight 
"Greater men than [ have lived, In.t I can't believe it." 
.' 
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MUNSEY, PAUL L., "Speed" ....... ,Gowanda, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Gowanda High School 
Indu~trial Society 
lHen's Club 
Ambition-To write a book of jokes 
"f,Vorry alld I ha-fie never met." 
MURPHY, FRANK JOSEPH~"Tul"k". .. 
Scholarship 
Dunkirk High Schuu1 
Varsity Basketball 
Industrial Society 
Dunkirk, N. Y. 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Ambition-To do things, not dream thcm 
"Aren't .Y0/t ever going to get ont of the gntter?" 
MURPHY, 11ARJ.E c..... . ... , ,Lockport, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Saint Joseph's (Lockport) Academy 
Ambition--To keep m}' name l\-iurphy 
"Good, bettcl', best, nr.vr.r Ir.t it rest, 1II1til your good 
is better aNd :\'O"1>r better is best." 
MURPHY, THOMAS JOSEPH-"Lightning" ...... . 
Buffalo, ;o.I. Y. 
Scholarship 
Seneca Vocational School 
lndustrial Society 
Ambition-To be Mayor of Dunkirk 
''l'm after a B. A. (Bu/cher's API)r(JI~liceshi{J)" 
MURRAY, IRENE M._"Brick" ...... SPrLngvil1e. N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Pri.mary 
Griffith Institute 
Ambition-To sit still in lecture class 
"Speak little, hear m-!lch, and you'll seldot!~ be Ol.t 
mflch." 
NEUNDER, ELLEN B.-"Neun". 
Intermediate 
Masten Park ·High School 
.. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambition~Sev=al, one of which is to travel rathel' ex· 
tensively 
"A pal that is a friend the world over 
NEWMAN, AMY MARIE.... . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Elms '27, Editor·in·Chief 
Central Council, Secretary '26 
mng and Pin Committee, '27 
Orchestra '25·'27 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To be editor·in·chief of the New York Times 
"Dreams are true while th<,~' last, 
And do 'We not live in dreamst" 
NILAND, EUGENIA -"Jean" ... , .Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Tonawanda High Schoal 
Ambitioll~To travel 
"Live, love and laugh, there l!W~' be a da:y when .Yot~ 
can't." 
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NOBLE, HOWARD B.-"Midget" ... Amsterdam, N, Y. 
Scholarship 
Amsterdam High School 
Industrial Society 
Men's Glee Club 
Basketball 
Class Athletics 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To get somewhere Oll time 
"Wt)t(ld that] could si'l1g (I .wng 
To still the boisterO'lts scholarsh.ip thrOl1[J." 
O'CONNELL DAVID V.-"Dave" ...... Moravia, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Moravia Hi.o;:'h School 
Education Committee, Chairman 
Cap and Gown Committee '27 
Central Council '27 
Men's Glee Club '27 
Industrial Society 
?len's Club 
Psi Phi 
Ambition-To reach perfection in all he does 
"The world is fillt of friends for the mal! wh.o has 
mastered the art of being agreeable." 
O'DONNELL, MARION CLAIRE-"Sls" ... Buffalo, , 'N.' 'y. 
Kinc1ergarten·Priml'll·y 
South Park High School 
Ambition-To have a date with "A Certain Party" 
"Think twice be/ore j'OIt speak 
And then talk to j'ourself." 
OLIEF, ROSAMOND LOUISt:.-"Flivie"., ..•...... 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Lafayette High School 
Girls' Glee Club Accompani.,t 
Senior Class, Vice President 
Assembly Accompanist 
Section Captain '26 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambitil:lll-Travel 
"PleastlYe and action maliC the 'wHrs seem short." 
ORDJG, JAMES A.-"Joe" ......... "' .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Kappa KaPlla Kappa, Treasurer 
Industrial Society 
Basketball '27 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To be a bouncer 
"Let him cat, sleep, smoke, and be happy, bitt don't 
make h-im mad," 
ORING, WALTER B.-"Walt" .. ,. . Ruffalo, N. y, 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Vice President 
Color Committee '27 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To live in Hawaii 
"The pen is mightier than the tongue." 
OWE:-.JS, MARGARET ROSE-"Peggy" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Technical High Scho(Jl 
Motto Committee '27 
Section Captain '25 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-To travel 
"If a man constantl·y aspires, is he iWt devated?" 
PAGE, HARRY C.-"Tim" .. "., ....... Angola, :-.J. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Angola High Sch(Jol 
Illdustrial Society, Pre~ident 
Psi Phi, Vice Pre~ident 
Section Captain '26 
Basketball '26, '27 
Men's Gke Club '26 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To be "Tim, the traffic coP," in Angola 
"A mati to all the maide1IS deal' 
With $itch grace and complexion fair." 
, 
I 
PAL1'.{ER, RALPH D.-"Nap". .Binshamlon, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
St. Johns (Mich.) High School 
Record, Circulation ManageL' 
\Vays and Means Committee '27 
Men's Glee Club 
IndttstL'ial Society 
Section Captain 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-SERVICE 
"1'hmlgh an a)lget should write, still 'tis 'de'vils' ml/st 
print." 
PARKS, DOROTHY J.-"Dot". 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Alhletic Association, Vice·President 
Ring and Pin Committee, Chairman '27 
Basketball, Captain '26 
Central Council '26·'27 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Y. w. C. A. 
. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ambition-To have time to read the newspapers 
"Nothi11g endm·es but pel'soHal qllalities." 
PARRY, AGNES GERTRUDE-.. "Agony" .. Buffaill. :.-.l". Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Y. W. C. A .• President '27 
Senior Class Treasurer 
FinatlCe Committee '27 
Basketball '24·'27 
Girls' Glee Club 
Section Captain '26 
Christmas Play '24 
Ambition-To live thnl that first year in a Center! 
"1'n be rathl!'!· than to seem." 
PEAK, HARRY W .................... BtlITalo, K. Y. 
Scholarship 
High School, \V~st Ham, LondlHl, England 
Industrial Society 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-To be a public speaker 
"Arc the checks here yet?" 
~ PEARD, DORIS ),oI.-"Dot". , .... East Pembroke, N, Y. 
Grammar 
East Pembroke High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To circumnavigate the globe 
"This world is so /1111 of a IIl/,iiher of things, 
I'III sllre we sholltd all be as hap/JY as kiugs." 
PERROTT, FRANCES MARY-"Sue" .. Kenlllore. N. Y. 
Kintlergarten-Primary 
Lafayette High School -
Ambition-To teach a while, rind then live happiiy evcr 
after 
"It may he fille to be ·IHlique, 
But to be too odd makes a freak." 
PIEKARSKA, J UUA-"Judy". 
Grammnr 
Masten Park High School 
Girls' Glee Club '25 
Debating Society '26, '27 
Nil Lambda Sigma '27 
Dramatic Club '25 
Ambition-To live, 1I0t exist 
. .. , . Buffalo. K. Y. 
"If I do mj' dllt~·, I do what I ollght, aud dO'- no 1JIOj·e 
than all the rest," 
PI-HLP, WINIFRED H.~-·"\-Vinnie" ...... Buffalo. )i. Y. 
Intermediate 
Williamsville High School 
Basketball '25·'26 
Y. 'V. C. A. 
Ambition-Not to miss anything 
"The truth, 110 matte'l" who it hurts or harms." 
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PRATT, MARJORIE L. .. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Marion (N. C.) High School 
Ambition-To discov!:!r an ambition 
. .Marion, N. C. 
"Woman is itee at the !JIO'flu;l1t she 'wishes to be." 
RIEFLER, LOIS S.-"Lu". 
Grammat' 
Hamburg High Schoo! 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-H's a secret 
. . Hamburg, N. Y. 
"I grant I am a woman, but withal, 
A womal1 well-re/)ute-d." 
ROBERTSON, I1-IARIO:'f S.-"Dot" ..... Buffulo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lafayette High School 
Centrnl Council, Secretary, Rep:resentative 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Section Captain '25 
Ambition-To follow the exampl!:! of Magellan ami sail 
around the world 
"Fear thy God, sPeal1 il/ of 1!01te, 
Stick to the tr·uth and don't be done." 
RODELL, ANNE. C ... 
Intermediate 
Hutchinson·Central I-ligh School 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-To be sophisticatcd 
. ... , .. Bu:tTnlo, N. Y. 
"The d1'eams ahead ate what make each life, 
The dreams-a1zd faith---'-and love." 
RODGERS, ALICE E.-·" i'eggy" .. Orchanl Park. N. Y. 
Kindc rga rten' Primary 
Orchard Park High School 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
Art Kraft Klub 
y, W, C. A. 
Ambition-To have a cat farm 
"See Y01+ in the Rogue's Gallerj} at ol1e." 
RODGERS, GERTRUDE-"Gert" .. Darim Center, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Perry High School 
Central Council '26"'27 
Ambition-Superintendent of District Schools 
"Books are friends that -never fail one." 
ROLLAND, EVELYN L.-"Evy".", .. Palmyr.a. N. Y. 
Kin derga rten· Primary 
Palmyra High School 
Ambition-To travel 
"Come over to our a!'artmcnt sometime." 
HOY, -MARIE. .......... Lancaster, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
St. Mary's High School, Lancaster 
Girl.s' Glee Club 
nasketball '25 
Ambition-Travel-Sec America 
"If I Calmot reaJ.ize -my Ideal, 
I can (It least idealize mJ Rea!." 
• 
SCHARLOCK, MARION :wI •••. . .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
South Park High School 
Ambition-To be thill 
"Sonte sigh jor the glaYies of the world; alul sOrlie 
Sigh for the Prophets paradise to come. 
Ah! trike the cash and let the credit go." 
SCHLEl, MILDRED B.-"Mint". N. Y 
Grammar 
Hl1tchinsun-Central High School 
Girls' Glee Club '25 
Dramatic Club '25 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-Travel 
"0 wad some power the Giftie {lie IjJ; 
To see o/!l"!;e/"t'cs as ithers sce frs." 
SCHl\UDT, DOROTHY A. M.-"Dot" ... Buffalo, =-'J. Y. 
Intcnnediate 
Masten Park High School 
Basketball '25, '26, '27 
Girls' Clee Club 
Nu Lambda Sig'ma 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To teach Gym 
"Poems arc made by tools like mc-
Bu.! only God can malw a tree." 
SCHROEDER, ESTHEH M.-"Schrocder" .Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Masten Park High School 
Y. W. C, A. 
Ambition-To travel 
"If YOIl would ha'iJi? triends, be friendly." 
SCHWARTZATT, ELIZABE.TH ... Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Lackawanna High School 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition-To be a good teachcl' 
"Build thee more stately mansions, 0 "In}' soul." 
SCH\-VEITZER, GERTRUDE ~.-"Gert" .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Masten Park High School 
Girls' Glee Club '26, '27 
Ambition-To travel 
"Finally, ed·lIca/ion. a./one can conduct us to that enjo:,!, 
mellt which is at OW'C, best in quality and infinite in 
q1tanttty," 
SCHUSTER, ARTHUR F.-"Art".. .. Buffalo, ::-J. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Masten Park High School 
Ways and Means Committee '27 
Indnstrial Society 
Men's Club 
Psi Phi 
Amhition-To be seen and not heard 
"I'll live a private, perlsh'e life." 
SCHULMAN, HELENE NATALlE-"Schullie" .. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten· Prima ry 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Elms '27, Business Manager 
Dramatic Club '25 
Amhition-To have enough lunc\1 money on Friday 
"It won't be IOHg 'now, HOlley." 
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SCL'LLY, ARLINE. , ... , .. ,., .......... Buffalo, N, y, 
Ki \1 derga rten· Primary 
Willlamsville High School 
D'Y ouviLle College (one year) 
Girls' Glee Club '25, '26 
Basketball '25 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Ambition~To imlJrDVe suburban connections 
"DeeP tho1~ght oft lies hid in childish pla}'s." 
SEXTON, MARY ETHEL. ......... ". ,Buffalo, N, y, 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Ambition~To travel around the world teaching history, 
"Ther€' is a great eJ1rJ to gain and that I lleep befon~ 
me," 
SGROI, HUMPHREY O,-"Hump"., ..•. Buffalo, N, Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Debating Club, Chairman Program Committee 
She Stoops to Conquer 
Industrial Society 
Men's Glee Club '26, '27 
The Nativity '26 
Dramatic Club 
Men's Club 
Ambitinn-To cnme back to Not"mal 
"The world ~oas made to be enjo)led and I'll mahe the 
most of £t," 
SHAlUCK, MILDRED E.-"Mil" ....... TInffalo,. N, Y. 
Kindel·gartcn·Pt"imary 
Hutchinson·Central 'High School 
Alpha Sigma Tall, Secretary 
Elms Staff '27 
Ambition~To capture a monkey 
"AIt, Lovel courd yo~t and I with Hi-fn cons/,ire 
To grasp this son}' Scheme of Thitlgs ell/ire, 
T1701rld ,lOt we shatter it to bits-and then 
Rernolltd i,l nearer to the Heart's Desire." 
SHEEHAN, ALICE :MARY-"Al" ....... Buffaln, N, Y. 
Grammar 
Conneaut (Ohin) High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To be tall 
"Nothing great v)(u evet· done wilho1f~ elllll1lsiasm." 
SfMMONS, MARTHA lIELEN-"Martie" ....... , .. 
Kindet·gartcn·Primary 
South Park High Schonl 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Chaplain 
]'rom Committee '27 
Buffalo, N. y, 
.Ambition---1"o get thel'e too, am] have Tibb along 
"Sing a SOl1g ill the gal'dell of love, 
If olll~' gatheri-ng a thistle; 
Siug fI sOllg as 'VOl! tra't'el along 
And if you m'JI't sil1g~;ust whistle." 
SLAVEN, MARIO;{ E .•••.•.•...• , ••... Buffalo, K. Y. 
Intermediate 
:Masten Park High School 
Syracuse League of vVomen Voters' Convention, Dele. 
!{ate 
Rochestcr World Cotlrt Conference, Delegate '26 
Central Council, Vice·Chail'man '26 
Senior Gift Committee '27 
Silvcr Bay, Delegate '26 
Girls' Glec Club '27 
Y. W. C. A. '25·'27 
::-.ru Lambda Sigma '26 
Section Captain '27 
Ambition-To live widely 
"Hlhy was the questiol! she ulwu}'s asl~ed, 
And when and how and Where'?" 
SMEARING, MARGARET E.-"Peg" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Intenuediate 
Hutchinsoll,CClltl'al High School 
Y. W, C. A, 
Ambition~To t\'avel 
"Let 'IIS then be liP and doillg with a heat'! for a!l~' fate." 
I 
I 
! 
SMITH, FRAJ\'K C. 
Second Year l\1du~trial 
Technical High School 
Men's Glee Club '25·'27 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Industrial Society 
Basketball '26, '27 
Men's Club '25·'27 
. Buffalo, K. Y. 
Ambition-To have knowll more girls at Normal 
"All the )lean at N onnal I've spent I have been differ· 
el1t ('staclte)," 
SMITH, J AMES J.'~"Jim·'. 
Second Yeat' Industrial 
Canisius High Schon] 
Illl.luMrial Society 
Men's Club 
.Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ambition-To work twenty·four hours a day 
"By his effurts he has achieved success." 
SMITH, SYLVIA ELl/'Alll~TH-"Syl" .. Bufblo, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
HutchinSO'll·Ctmtral High SchoDI 
Elms '27, News Editor 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Ambition~.Most1y tl'uvel 
"A W01'ld is at Q1W feet as fragile as om' clay." 
SNIDERHAN, AGNES 1L\RY-"AggllLe". Buffalo, N. Y. 
Il1tel'lnediate 
South Park High School 
Art Kraft Klub 
Ambition~Teacher in American History in High 
School 
"He l>1"a~!eth best who lovetlt best, 
All thitlgS both .great and small." 
SOMMER, CATHERINE E.-"Kay" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
K i 11 derga rt en· Primary 
Clarencc High School 
Girls' Glee Club '23 
Ambitioll~To travel 
"Thcl'c is 110 snbslitnte fot' thol"olrgh'(jai1lg at'dent and 
sincel'e earnest!'ess." 
SPALDI~G, WILLIAM E., Jr.-"Bill" .. Buffalo, !:-t. Y. 
Scholarship 
Masten Park High School 
Industrial Society 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-To always be able to do three things well 
"Fm' jlrst experience tells, in e1,'er~' soil, 
Thai those who think mllst govern those that toil." 
SPITZIG, j\ULDRED JOSEPHINE-"MHl" ..... 
Grammar 
~iagara Falls High School 
Alpha Sigma Tau '25·'27 
Elms Staff '27 
Y. W. C. A. 
La S .. lle, N. Y. 
AmbLtlon~To livc to study, and not to study to live 
"f.-Vhate'l.'er the lI'flmber of a man's friends, tllI!!'e will 
be a lime i11 his life 1(11",,, he hlH too few." 
STADY, HELEN B ............... . .. Allcgnny, N, Y. 
Kindergarten.Primary 
Olean High School 
Ambilion~To obtain wisdom and wealth 
"lla1!e confidence in :,>oul"self alia others will have can· 
fidence in :"011." 
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STEPHENSO)T, LUCY W ............. ,Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
South Park High Schoo! 
Elms, Associate Literary Editor '27 
Orchestra '25.'27 
Central Council 
Y. W. C, A. 
Ambition--There is a great end to gain, and that I 
keeD before me 
"0, learn to love! the lesson is bitt plain, 
And Oilce !1l(lde perfect, l1ever lost again." 
STEWART, B. AUDREy ............... Buffalo, N. y, 
Grammar 
LafaYette H~gh School 
Alpha Sigma Tau '25-'27, Custodian '27 
Cllristmas Play '25, '26 
Elms Staff ';,:7 
Y. W. C, A. 
Undine 
Ambition--To know the best that has been said and 
thought in the world 
"Be glad of life beC(M/se it gives :).'ou a. chalice to love 
altd Ii) work and to pia}' and to look up at the stars." 
STEVENS, HERBERT V.-"Vicious" .... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
South Park Iligh School 
Industrial Society 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To get the lime record for listening in 
"Homewor/I. ])on't say tha·t ~t.Jord again. 
RadIal That's Ihe right 100j·d for men." 
STIeET, PAUL-"Paul" ................ Buffalo, N, Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Canisius High School 
Mcn's Glee Club '26 
Industrial Society 
::-Vien's Club 
Ambition-To follow in his father's footsteps 
"A new chit) off the old block." 
SC1DIEHS, KATURY::'oI-"Kay" ........ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergal·ten·Primary 
St. ::NIfl.rY's Seminary 
Ambition-To improve the International system 
"A thing' of beal!ty is a joy forever." 
TALU-IAGE, VIRGINIA J.-"Jeanne" .. Buffalo, ='J. Y. 
Kindergarten·Primary 
Lafayette High School 
Girls' Glee Club '24 
Section Captain '24 
Ambition-To be an intel'jol' decorator-homes not 
heads 
"1 love all beauteol'('s things, 
1 seek. and adore them." 
THIELE, ]UCHARD GEORGE-"Dick" .. Bu[(a!o, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Kappa Kappa KaIlI1H '26, '27 
Basketball '25, '26 
Men's Glee Club '26, '27 
Illdustl"ial Society '25·'27 
Men's Club '25·'27 
Elms Staff ';,:7 
Ambition-To be a (h) iceman 
"'O'ne Ollt of five has fT." 
THORN, G. ALVIS--"AI" .. 
Clyde High School 
lUen's Glee Club 
Christmas Play 
Dramatic Club 
Class Athletics 
Psi Phi 
Scholarship 
. Rochester, N. Y. 
Ambilion-To be the first one up in the morning 
"Wrap up a half pO'lind and I'll tahe it home." 
TOBER, ALMA B.-"Redhead". . B"uffalo, N. Y. 
Itltennediate 
Masten Park High School 
Art Kraft Klub. '25 
.swimming '25, '26 
Basketb!l:ll '25 
Y. W. C. A. '27 
Prom Committee '27 
Ambition-To know things 
"If I had but Iwo loaves of bread, 1 would sell orle 
and buy hyacinths, for they ~()ould feed my soul," 
TORREY, ELSIE R.-"Elsc". 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Basketball '25 
Swimming '27 
Dramatics '25 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition-To find time to sleep 
. ,Buffalo, N. Y. 
"To be or not to be, that is the questiON." 
TOTHILL, JENNIE LORAINE-"Jen". ,Barker, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Barker Bigh School 
Ambition-To becom~ a language teacher 
"1 am a part of all that I have met." 
TOUT, MYRTLE ::NIARIE-"1Iyrt" ...... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ki 11 derga rten -Prima t·y 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Treasurer '27 
Section Captain '26, '27 
Prom Committee '27 
Ambition-Ruth White knows! 
"Life is fl~1I of bum/JS, bllt a se'nse of humor is a great 
shock·absorber." 
TRACHSEL, EMILY MABEL-"Em" .... l~ome, N, y, 
Rome Free Academy 
Girls' Glee Club '26, '"'7 
Art Kraft Klub '25, '26 
Y. 'V. C. A., Secretary '27 
FIl)wer Committee '27 
Section Ca}ltain '27 
Ambition-To paSi> he-yom! the fur coat and Fonl 
roadster stage without any serious complications 
"I have no other reason thaJ1. a ~"otnan's reason, 
1 think him so, because I th-illl~ him so." 
TRAYNHAM, W. A.-"niJI" ........ New York, N. Y. 
Scholarship 
U. S. GOvernment Technical School 
Industrial Society 
Ambition~To be able to aDDly myself to that for 
which I have Ileen fitted 
"He is a great ~nan ~f)ho lo'IlO~(U that hI! lInows !lot." 
TROEL, LILLlA N M.-"Lil" ........... Angola, N. y, 
Angola High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar 
Amllitioll-To go to Alaska 
"AU Ihe world's a stage 
And all the people i11 il merely players." 
TURGEON, PRISCILLA. . ..... Lancastcr, N. Y . 
IllteTmediate 
Clayton High Schoo] 
Girls' Glee Club 
Ambition-To travel in Europe 
"Ah! bl<t a man's reach should e:r:ceeil his grasp 
O'r what's a Heaven for 1" 
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TYRRELL, P. EDWARD-"Sky"""""Oneida, N. y, 
Scholarship 
Oneida High School 
Industrial Society 
Class Athletics 
Ambition-To see the Peace Briuge: completed 
"1/ YOII call/t find room at the top 
Yon calt always go 'back to the la1I11dry.''' 
ULRIC~, GERTRUDE K.-"Gertie" ..... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Amoition-To travel with Mary 
"Better da:}'s are conting," 
CNDERWOOD, ETHEL C.-HAh-see" .... Attica, N. Y. 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Attiea High School 
Ambition-Never to worry 
"Success comes ill ca!lS; failure in CUI1'ts." 
VARDE, HAROLD J.-"I-laroJd Teen" ... TIuffalo, N. Y. 
Seconu Year Industrial 
Technical High School 
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Recording Secretary '27 
Industrial Society 
Dnlmatic Club '27 
.}len's Club 
Ambition-To make fame with his_ saxaphones 
"It may be that a still tongue makes a wise head." 
VAWTER, RUl'\-1 VIRGINIA-"Rl1fl1s" ..... _ ....• 
Kinderga!·tell-Primary 
Kenmore High School 
Kenmore, N. Y. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, _ Registrar '27 
y. W. C, A. Vice-President '26 
Irlvitation Committee '27 
Girls' Glee Club 
Central Council '26 
Basketl)all '25 
Ambilion-To go abroad with Dot 
"So this is LO-lidon.!" 
VI :-JCENT, GERTRUDE B.-"Trudie" .. Buffalo, N. y_ 
Kindergarten. Prim<1-ry 
Lafayette High School 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Secretary '26 
Art Kraft Klub '24 
Prom Committee '27 
Girls' Glee Club '24 
Central Council '27 
Ambition-To get A's in every subject 
"On with the dance, let /0)' be ·Iweol/filled." 
VOGT, HAROLD G.-"Harry"... . .. Lockport, N, y, 
GrammaL' 
Lockport High School 
Central Council '2~ Vice-Chairman '27 
Orchestra '25.'27, J:'!·esident '26 
Men's Glee Club '25"'27 
O!'ganist '25-'27 
Psi Phi '25-'27 
Gift Committee '27 
Ambition--A little sleep, a little slumber 
"How haN})' I could oe with one zvel"e t'olher fll-ir 
charmers awaY'!" 
WA;.J"A"MAKER, DOROTHY LUCILLE-"Dlrl1ples". 
BUffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Holy Angels Academy 
"'\I·t Kraft Klub '25 
Amhition-To weigh 100 pounds 
"Finis eo·rorwt opus." 
\'~ ..... 
rrr-~--l....'r( ~,-. !... 
WASMER, FREDARICA F.-"Fred", .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Class Day Committee '27 
Ambition-To provide proper responses to all stimuli 
"And we go-go-go away from here! 
On the other side of the world ~!!e're overdzle!" 
WEBER, :MILDRED NELLIE-"Mil""Warsaw, N, y, 
Grammar 
Warsaw High School 
Girls' Glee Club '25-'27 
Picture Commiltee '27 
Y. W, C, A. '27 
Ambition_To frustrate "Dix" Weinmar's ambition 
({It is what we think aJl.d what we do that makes 1fS 
what we are." 
WEHLING, ELLA..... . .. ,.""", .. Akron, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Akron High School 
Y. W. C. A. 
Ambition_To travel 
"If I shoot at the SUII, 
I ma:)' hit a star." 
WElL, MILDRED l\-f.-":::o,H!" •• "", .•. Bui1alo, )I. Y. 
Illtermetlaite 
:Masten Park High School 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Ambition-To see the world 
"}je ·not the first oy whom the }jew 1S tried, 
Yet not the last to la:o,' the old aside." 
WEINHEIMER, M, ALICE-"AI" ...... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson-Central High School 
Girls' Glee Club 
Jnvitatioll Committee '27 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Baskelball '25-'27 
Y. W. C, A, 
Ambition_To do it better 
"It is 110t what we think ~('e are, out what we think_ 
we are." 
WETNMAR, DAISY ANNA---"Diz" ...... Buffalo, N, y, 
Grammar 
South Park High School 
Athletic Association, Secretary '26 
Flower Committee, Chairman '27 
Tennis Champion '25 
Class Tl·easurer '26 
Baskcth'l.l1 '25-'27 
Swimming '25-'27 
y_ W_ C. A. '27 
Amhition-To cut )vIiI \Veber's hair 
"Daisies won't tell," 
WELLS, CEOLA BELLE .. ".,., ...•.. Maehias, N. Y. 
Intermediate 
Machias High School 
Ambition-To travel 
"Great thougTltS, great feelings come to them, 
Lille instincts, uuawares:" 
WENDEL, MARGUERITE L.-"l\farg" ... Lockport, N, y, 
Grammar 
Lockport High School 
Debating Club '25, '26, Program 
Girls' Glee Club '25·'27 
Committee '26 
Section Glee Club '26 
Ambition-To be lucky in love 
"To 100!e ul!d win is the best thing; 
To love and lose the ne.'llt best," 
~u...t'~.5 
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vVERTlI, M. VERNA-"Vern" ...... Tonawanda. N. Y. 
Kindergal·ten.Primary 
Tonawanda High School 
Ambition-To be ambitious 
"LaHgh alld the world lail{}hs with you." 
WI-IITE, RUTH G. . .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Kind erga rten· P ri mar y 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Orchestm '26·'27 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-Ask Myrt 
"Live, love and la·l.gh, there may be a time when YOtl 
can't." 
"VlLDMAN, DOROTHY B.--"Dut" .. Whitesville, N. Y. 
Kin der garten· Primary 
Wellwille High Schuol 
Girls' Glee Club '27 
llaskctball '25 
Ambition-·It doesn't pay to tell everything 
"The world is JO full of a fltl-mber of things, 
I'm sure we should all be as hai)l)~' as kiJtgs." 
\YILLIAMS, EDGAR R.-"Wi11y" ............ "". 
No:·th Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Second Year Industrial 
North Tonawanda High Schoo1 
Basketball, Manager Second Team '27 
Industrial Society 
Men's Glee Club 
Orchestra '27 
Men's Club 
Ambition-To move Tonawanda closer to Buffalo 
"J fear." 
WINEFORD, "MABEL MARY LENA-"Hon" .. 
Ellicottville, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Ellicottville High School 
Ambition-To sec the world in all its parts 
"The rule of my life is 
To make my business a fJ{easnre and pleasure 
ness." 
my /Jusi· 
WINER, ADELE I-I.-"Del" .... , ....... Buffalo, N, Y. 
Kindergarten.Primal·Y 
Hutchinson·Central High School 
Art Kraft Kluh '24 
Y. W. C, A. 
Ambition-To solve a prol.lulU 
"Better never" than late." 
"VOLFF, PRISCILLA-"Pris" ..... 
Grammal' 
.Barker, N. Y. 
Barker High School 
:'-l"u Lambda Sigma 
Ambition-To take all the subjects on the schedule 
at once 
"Why don't you speafl for yourself, lohn?" 
WRIGHT, GEORGE W. 
Scholarship 
Lancaster High School 
Indltst1"ial Society 
Class Athletics 
Psi Phi 
.... La'ncaster, N. Y. 
Ambition-To join the Swiss Navy 
"lIe can who thinks he can." 
I. , 
1 
I 
f 
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WYLIE, JEANNETTE-"Jean" .. Niagara Falls, :1\". Y. 
Grammar 
Niagara Falls High Scl1o01 
Ambition-To see Amcrica 
"We live in deeds, not yeal'S; il! thotlghts, not breaths; 
In feelings, Hot fig·ures on a dial." 
ZEMP, HENRIETTA M.-"Henri". . . Buffalo, N. Y. 
Grammar 
Hutchinson·Central High Scbool 
Dehating Club '26, '27 
Swimming '25·'27 
Basketball '25 
Ambition-A SllOl·t and happy life 
"i¥hen Y01, do a thiwl, do it; 
When you've done it, stop doing it." 
<!Ua.a.a OOrgauigatiou 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
CLASS COLORS-ROSE AND SILVER 
CLASS FLOWER-YB:LLOW TEA ROSE 
CLASS MOTTO 
Blessed is the man who has found his work. 
Let him ask no other blessing.·-Carlyle. 
I'OURTH YEAR 
Social Program Committee Representative 
THIRD YEAR 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Social Program Committee Representative 
RUTH E. SCHNA'l.'Z 
DOROTHY PAGEL 
BETTY SCOTT 
VVILLIAM LANAHAN 
CARL KUMPF 
ELANORE BACKUS 
ROSAMOND OLIEF 
ROBERT BLACK 
AGNES PARRY 
KATHLEEN CROLL 
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FI~ANCE COMMITTEE 
HARRY KADEL, Chairman 
AGNES PARRY 
VvTILLIAM LANAI-IAN 
WALDEN COFRAN 
H UBERTHA FAXLA NGER 
ANASTASIA BRCNDAGE 
WAYS AND MEA~S COMMITTEE 
DOROTHY PAGEL, Chairman 
AUOLF HINE BINDEMAN 
KATHLEE); GUNN 
ARTHUR SCHUSTER 
JULIUS BRAUN 
RALPH PALMER 
CLASS DAY CO)"IMITTEE 
JULIE BINDKMAN, Chairman 
FREDERICA WASMER 
ROSALIE CHAPMAN 
ELLA COLU'fAN 
PROM COMMITTEE 
MARGARET KLNZLEY, Chairman 
BVRO-:-.I SCI-IOTTIN 
MYRTLE TOUT 
»L'\RTHA SrM MONS 
LYNN BACHMA;-.TN 
THOMAS CARY 
DAVID MEADE 
CATHERINE BECKER 
LYDIA NELSON 
GERTRUDE VINCEN~ 
ESTHER BOYD 
MARY CAULFIELD 
ALMA TOBER 
ANTOINETTE DEE 
INVITATION COMMITTEE 
EVELYN BELL, Chai'rma-n 
ALICE VVEINHEIMER 
KATHERINE DAW 
GIFT CO)"IMITTEE 
CYNTHIA REED, Chairman 
MARY WINTER 
RUTH VAWTER 
DOROTHY DU-:-.IDON 
HAROLD VOGT 
MARION SLAVEN I 
I 
• 
I 
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RING AND PIN COMMITTEE 
DOROTHY PARKS, Chairman 
DOROTHY POTTER 
ELLA HARRWr SHERMAN 
R UTII B URICET 
RALPH FRASER AMY NEWMAN 
ALICE WEINHEIMER 
PICTURE COMMITTEE 
LEWIS McKEE) Chairman 
BETTY SCOTT 11ILDRlW VVEBER 
CAP AND GOWN COMMITTEE 
MARY ELIZABETH HOUGHTON, Chairman 
NELLIE CASTEN LANORA GLASBY 
DAVID O'CONNELL ANNIE RHEE KIRBY 
COLOR COMMITTEE 
DORIS COWEN, Chairman EVELYN MUIR 
WALTER ORING 
FLOWER COMMITTEE 
DAISY WEINM_AR, Chai1'11la1~ 
BEATRICE PRENEV/tU 
SONG COMMITTEE 
J ANIeE LAING, Clt.a1I'ma·n 
~IARION HURST 
E::"ULY TRACHSELL 
RAY BURKE 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
MOTTO COMMITTEE 
HELEN BUSCH, Chain-nan 
1JARGARET OWENS 
DORIS HUGGINS 
LOUISE WOLF 
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n. );JUL 
[.CGl~NnL 
[). (;i\WrN 
Q. riCk' 
[). U(ln:~;\N (. .. "W 
If. L[ISINfi 
". MUS 
M. MILLS 
Ii. PQ[NU'rAlJ 
~. Stl-lNUZ 
".SCULLV 
M.SU~l;1ltU 
1"". STiNSON 
Laing Reed Dingler Volkenbcrg Bell Thompson Wilcox Ewing Wells Blockridp;e 
Rice Choate Hur~t Houghton Black 
Weir Grant 
1!jorul Jnn4rllrntr .Annortntton 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasu,rer 
Faculty Advisor 
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OFFICERS 
1L\HION M. HURST 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
DORIS COWEN 
MARY ELIZADETH HOUGHTON 
MISS SIPI' 
EVELYN BELL 
J OSEPH1-=-<£ CHOATE 
lvIARION EWING 
JANET \VILCOX 
JUANITA DINGLER 
ELIZABETH BLOCKRIDGg 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
MA-RY ELIZABETH HOUG HTON 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
JANICE LAIKG 
DELTA SIGMA EpSILO~ 
DORIS COWEN 
PI KAPPA SIGMA 
MARION HURST 
SIG;"'fA SIGMA SIGMA 
MARGARET VAN VOLKENBERG 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
CYNTHIA REED 
HELEK BLOCK 
BLANCHE BELLING;_~R 
.J,l.,\RGAHET GRANT 
GLADYS WEIR 
JEAN Tno::-.fPsoN 
VALMA VlELLS 
Panhellenic Association is made up of three representatives from each of the six 
sororities. It acts as a forum for the discussion of questions of national and local sorority 
interest; fixes the date of bid day, passes and enforces rush rules, regulates oLher matters 
pertaining- to local sorority liie; encourages inter-sorority spirit and co-operation; and fosters 
active interest of all chapters in school activities. 
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Schwalenstocker 
Glunz Bullard 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Chap/a in 
Reg'istrar 
Alumnae 
Editor 
Facu/(v Advisor 
Page [J2 
Lazier 
NCllndcr 
Mal,tiny 
Wei! Steinhauser Brems 
Dahlman 
Luutlspach 
Grampp Nevins 
Cooper Wolf 
Bell 
Scott Rich 
::VIolyneaux Block Holmwood 
Houghton Curran Parks 
Coleman 
Ewers 
Vawter 
Dusing 
Hell Brin 
Potter 
Weinheimer 
Alp4n ~tgmn Alp4n 
EVELYN BELL 
MAY BRILL 
LETHA COOPER 
ALIn: Vv~F.l)THEIMER 
HILDEGARDE LAUNSPACH 
RUTH VAWTF..R 
LOUISE \-VOLF 
ELLA COLEMAN 
MISS SMALL 
Alp4n ~tgutn Alp4n 
EVELYN BELL 
LOIS BELL 
MAY BRILL 
ELLA COLl~MAN 
KATHERINE DAW 
CLASS OF 1927 
MARY ELIZABETH I-IOCGIITON 
HILDEGARDE LAUNSPACH 
ELLEN ~ JW XDER 
HELEN BLOCK 
ALICE BRDIS 
LORINE BULLARD 
LETHA COOPER 
ELIZABETH CURRAN 
DORIS BURTON 
RAMONA DAHLMAN 
GENEVA DUSING 
DOROTHY EWERS 
LOUISE WOLF 
CLASS OF 1928 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLAS S 01' 1930 
HELEN RICH 
ROSAMOND OLIEF 
DOROTI-IY PARKS 
DOROTHY POTTER 
WJL:MA SCllWALENSTOCKER 
BETTY SCOTT 
RUTH VAWTE_R 
MILDRED WElL 
ALICE WEINHEIMER 
ELEANOR HOLMWOOD 
MARGARET KATYSMAYER 
RUTH MOLYNEUX 
FLORENCE )JEVINS 
)'L"'-RTHA STEINIIAUSER 
DORIS GI.l':NZ 
EDNA GRAMPP 
HELEN LAzn:n 
MARY MARTING 
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Slocum 
Benzinger 
Rice l\'Iiller Laing 
Chapman Spitzig 
Erickson Cragin 
Hammond Bellinger Choate Huggins 
Clark Mulroy 
i\lp~a ~i!lma Wau 
Presid"ent 
Vice rresidenf. 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
Historian 
Custodian 
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Stewart 
Sharick 
Holder 
J OSEPHINI!. CHOATE 
BLANCHE BELLINGER 
JANICE LAING 
MILDRED SHARIeK 
DORIS HUGGINS 
MAE HAMMOND 
AUDR~~Y STEWART 
SIGMA CHAPTER 
FACULTY MEMl:IEHS 
MISS CHAPMAN MISS HV1W 
PATRONESS 
MRS. JAY]' FUU,F:R 
OFFICERS 
CLASS OF 1927 
CATHERINE BECKER-Died April 26, 1927 
MAE HA~nfOND 
DORIS HUGGINS 
JANICE LAING 
BLANCHE BELLINGER 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
OLGA CRAGIN 
MARION MILLER 
AUDREY STEW ART 
CLASS OF 1928 
EVELYN SLOCUM 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
MARY BENZINGER 
ARLENE SCULLY 
MILDRED SUARICK 
MILDRED SPITZIG 
ARLENE DOBMElER 
ELEANOR ERICKSON 
ETHEL KNOWLDON 
MARY MULROY 
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;\1acFarlane Hubder 
Kolb B iddlecomhe Collard Topping Vincent Luther SwansOll 
Van Pelt Backus Summey TJonaldson Houston Gemmill Eeick Peacy 
Dorsett Muir Cowen Ewing Gl"aut Simmons :Menill 
IDrltu ~igmu fpsilnn 
Facult'}, Advisor 
President 
Vice President 
Recordinp Secretary 
Corresponding Secrefnr:r 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
H·istorian 
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OFFICERS 
MISS HOUSTON 
MARION EWI~G 
DORIS COWEN 
lL:"'RGARET GRANT 
EVELYN MUIR 
MYRA SUMNER 
MARTHA SIMMONS 
FR.-\NCES DORSETT 
lJILDRED KELLER 
7 
mrltu ~igmu fpsilnn 
MISS DONALDSON 
:WiRS. GEwLM1LL 
DORIS COWEN 
LOYOLA COLLARD 
ELANORE BACkus 
FERN ERICK 
FRANCIS DORSETT 
MARION EWING 
ANNE LUTHER 
EDITH H UBELER 
MARGARET GRANT 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1927 
CLASS OF 1928 
MARTHA SWANSON 
CLASS OF 1929 
VIRGINIA VAN PELT 
CLASS OF 1930 
MISS SIPP 
MISS SUMMEY 
EnrTH MERRILL 
EVELYN MUIR 
MARTHA' SniMONS 
GERTRUDE VINCENT 
CHARLOTTE 1tlcFARLANE 
11ILDRED fCELLER 
MYRA SUMNER 
EVELYN KOLB 
RUTH TOPPING 
DOROTHY BIODT.ECOME ELEANOR PEACEY 
Par/(' 9'1 
Merrill Dingler 
Wolf 
Bindemann Crooker Cooper Gast Frisbee 
Coleman H011ghton Brtll Caulfield 
Choate Schnatz 
'11t Upsilon ®uttcron 
President 
Vice President 
Corresponding Secretar), 
Recordin£f Secretary 
Treasw'er 
Librarian 
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RUTH SCHNATZ 
MARY ELIZABETH HOUGHTON 
MAY BRILL 
LOUISE WOLFE 
MARY CAULFIELD 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
'11t Upsilon ®uttcron 
MISS CROOKER 
FACULTY ADVISOHS 
FACULTY MEMBER 
MISS KEF.VER 
1927 GRADUATES 
AnOLPHINE BINDEMAN 
MAY BRILL 
MARY CA Uf-FIELD 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
LETHA COOPER 
JUANITA DINGLER 
ESTELLE EMERSON 
CAROLINE LUNN· 
LOUISE W01.FE 
1928 
INITIATES 
OLlVE WILLIAMS 
MISS CAUDELL 
ELLA COLEMAN 
MARY ELIZABETH HOUGHTON 
RUTH SCHNATZ 
EUNICE FRISBEE 
EVELYN GAST 
NEVA MERRILL 
EVELYN SLOCUM 
JANETTE WILCOX 
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SergeI Smith Roesch Robertson Ewell Wheeler 
Watters Croll Davis Northup Dundoll Roth Faxlangcr Weir 
Overfield Hurst Murray Wilcox Peterson Nagel Williams 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Keeper of Archives 
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Jackson Coffy Sheret Williams 
't 1Kappa ~tgma 
OFFICERS 
JEANETTE WILCOX 
1-IARJORIE 1vIURRAY 
MARION HURST 
MARlON PETERSON 
GRACE NAGEL 
FLORA OVERFIELD 
OLIVE WILLIAMS 
,. 
't 1Kappa ~iBma 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
MISS McMAHON 
KATHLEEN CROLL 
DOROTH Y DUNnON 
ELIZABETH EWELL 
HUBERTHA FAXLANGER 
CAROL DAVIS 
MARJORIE MURRAY 
FLORA OVERFIELD 
MARION PETERSON 
DOROTHY ROTH 
CLASS OF 1927 
SYLVIA SMITH 
CLASS OF 1928 
RUTH WILLIAMS 
CLASS OF 1929 
ELIZABETH WHEELER 
CLASS OF 1930 
ANNA COFFY 
VIRGINIA SHERET 
MISS NORTHRUP 
MARY HILLERY 
MARION HURST 
GRACE NAGEL 
MARION ROBERTSON 
ESTHER SERGEL 
J OSEPHINE WATTERS 
GLADYS WEIR 
JEANETTE WILCOX 
OLIVE WILLIAMS 
JOAN ROESCH 
-[ 
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Forsythe Nagel MacCartney 1\1001'e Krantz Christen 
Miller Loomis Otto RoehsJer Englebreck P;eisch Eacon Medlicott Poole 
Winegar Thompson Van Volkenburg Dingler Tout Frei Wesp 
Senecal Marseilles McNaughton Ehrig 
~tgma j;igma ~tgma 
i'resident 
Vice President 
Treasttrer 
COY1'esponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
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OFFICERS 1926-1927 
JUANITA L. DE'WLER 
MARGARET V AN VOLKEl'<BURG 
MYRTLE TOUT 
RUTH FRIE 
JEAN THOMPSON 
t;igma ~tgma ~tgma 
ZETA CHAPTER 
Established in BufJa.[o 1911 
MISS ENGLEBRECK 
MILDRED GHA YES 
LOIS MARSEILLES 
JUANITA L. DINGLER 
NAOMA KRANTZ 
JULIA FORSYTH 
JEAN THOMPSON 
RUTH CHRISTEN 
RUTH FRIE 
MARGARET POOLE 
RUTH EHRIG 
MARy 1,fcNAUGHTON 
FACOLTY MEMBERS 
MISS ROEHSLER 
HONORARY :VIE:VIBER 
MISS BACON 
CLASS OF 1927 
MYRTLE TOUT 
CLASS OF 1928 
CLASS OF 1929 
CLASS OF 1930 
HARRIET \VINEGAR 
MISS PREISCH 
DORIS MACARTNEY 
JUNE MILLER 
MARJORIE MOORE 
ADELE NAGEL 
MARlON S:C:NECAL 
MARGARET V AN VOLKENBURG 
ELLA MAE LOOMIS 
EVELINA MEDLICOTT 
MARGARET SIDER 
SALLY OTTO 
DOROTHY WESP 
Patle 103 
Kitlz[y Brainard Pattison 
Ctlsack \Vheatoll Casten Allan Bagley 
Casten 
President 
Vice President 
Recording Sate/ary 
Treasurer 
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Wells Rlocksldge 
Comel! Woodard 
PattOIl Koch 
Perry Westphal 
NcNerny Gilbert 
Kehrer McGrath 
Bohn 
Reed Wiiloughby 
Conrad 
BETTY BLOCKSIDGto: 
VERA MCNERNY 
VALMA '\A/ELLS 
HAZEL GILBERT 
i~ 
MISS CRA WFDRD 
HELEN ALLAN 
MARION BAGLEY 
BETTY BLOCKSIDGR 
LORINE BOHN 
GERTRUDE BRAINARD 
NELLIE CASTEN 
MILDRED CONRAD 
ANNE CUSACK 
MURn~L PATTISON 
LILLIAN PATTON 
JANET PERRY 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
CLAS S 0J:0' 1927 
CYNTHIA REED 
CLASS OF 1928 
ROSEIN A WOODARD 
CLASS OF 1929 
KATHRYN CASTEN 
MISS HOUCK 
EDNA CORNELL 
HAZEL GILBERT 
:MARION KEHRto:R 
MARGARET KINZL Y 
GRACE KOCH 
GRACE MCGRATH 
VERA McNERNY 
VALMA WELLS 
EVELYN WESTPHAL 
LAURA WHEATON 
ELLA ROSE WILLOUGHBY 
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Spalding Meade Bachmann Chavd Murphy Thiele nell 
Smith Stewart Kumpf DeLair Doll Ambellan Rolser Bachman 
Bishop Stevenson Burke :\,lorrice Fontana Bruce Buchanan McMahon 
J. Oring McGrath Schottin W. Oring Vabue 
1Kappa 1Kappa 1Kappa 1tTratrrutty 
.\LPHA CHAPTER 
Established Buffalo State Normal School, 1919 
COLORS-MAROON AN)) WHITE 
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Mundy 
Ve1ia 
iKappa iKappa iKappa 
President 
Vice President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Record·ing Secretary 
Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-Anns 
Hono1'ary President 
FacultJ' Advisor . 
Honorary Nf ember 
LYNN BACHMANN 
Roy BELL 
ARTHUR BUCHANAN 
RAY)'fOND BURKE 
JOSEPH CROTTY 
JOHN FONTANA 
HENRY HOLSER 
CARL KUMPF 
ERNEST BISHOP 
WAHLTER F. CHAVEL 
LEE DOLL 
JOHN MCGRATH 
GORDON DELAIR 
FREDERICK A:VIHELLAN 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1927 
HAROLD V AHUE 
CLASS OF 1928 
CLASS JANUARY '29 
RICHARD THIELE 
CLASS OF 1929 
BYRON W. SCHOTTIN 
W,\LTER ORING 
JOliN McGRATH 
I-TAROLD VAHUE 
JA)'fES ORING 
JOHN FONTA='fA 
MR. PERKINS 
MR. BRUCE· 
MR, MORRIS 
WILLIAM L. LANAHAN 
JOSEPH McMAHON 
DAVID E. MEADE 
FRANCIS MUNDY 
FRANK MURPHY 
JAMES ORING 
WALTER DRING 
WILLIAM SPALDING 
BYRON SCHOTTIN 
HOWARD SIMONS 
ALLAN STE-PHENSON 
EDWARD VELlA 
FRANK SMITH 
WILLIAM STEWART 
P(tfle 10'7 
Carey 
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Wright Schonewolf F. Miller Egli Black Kliemann 
Ernst Beidler Bosler O'Connell Thornc O'Toole Kabel 
Beckel' Portc!' Vogt Quacktmbush D. Miller Lidstrom 
Schuster Fraser Goodmanson Coffran Page Bentz 
'51 '41 Jrratrruity 
BETA CHAPTER 
Established at Buffalo State Normal School in 1923 
COLORS-RED, BLACK, GOLD 
Satterlee 
Noble 
Powers Leech 
Grile 
President 
Vice President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Treasll,rer 
Chaplain 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
MR. PHILLIPPI 
CLARENCE]' BECKER 
Eu.rORE S. BEIDLER 
ARTHUR W. BENTZ 
ROBERT H. BLACK 
HAROLD E. BOSLER 
THOMAS ]. CAREY 
WALDEN S. COFRAN 
GEORGE E. EGLI 
RALPH FRASER 
'51 '41 
OFFICERS 
F ACGLTY MEMBERS 
CLASS OF 1927 
ARNOLD E. GOODMANSON 
ARTHUR 1,f. ERNST 
ROBERT J. GRILE 
WESLEY C. LEECH 
HERBERT F. LmSTROM 
FLOYD M. MILLER 
CLASS OF 1928 
RODERT L. SCHONEWOLF 
WALDEN S. COFRAN 
HARRY PAGE 
ARNOLD GOODMANSciN 
JA)'fES D. SEATTER 
RALPH ,FRASER 
ARTHUR W. BENTZ 
ARTHUR SCHUSTER 
ROBERT J, GRILE 
MR. QUACKENBUSH 
HARRY KAREL 
ERNEST W. G. KLIEMANN 
HOWARD B. NOBLE 
DAVID V. O'CONNELL 
HARRY PAGE 
ARTHUR SCHUSTER 
JAMES D. SEATTER 
G. ALVIN THORNE 
HAROLD G. VOGT 
GEORGE WRIGHT 
R. DtmLEY MILLER 
THOMAS A. O'TOOLE 
H":RMAN C. PORTER 
·WAYLAND E. POWERS 
0. "VARD SATTERLEE 
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President 
Vice President 
COjTesponding Secretary 
Recording Secreta},}' 
Treasurer 
Executive Ch.a-t'1'11WIt 
ParN 110 
Art iKraft iKlub 
LYDIA NELSON 
ANNE LUTHER 
ARLENE GREFE 
MARGARET KK~,[P 
DORIS LIVERMORE 
ALICE KIDDER 
Art 1Kraft iKlub 
ADA Bvm~:MAN 
BEATRICE TANNER 
LORAINE EASTMAN 
ROSALH: A. LUCK 
FLORENCE E. GUTTERIDGE 
MYRTLE LACY 
EVELYN GAST 
MILDRED VETTER 
NEVA MERRILL 
MARIE HAYES 
ELLEN LEE TOOLEY 
GEHALDINE M. HURDT 
EVELYN W. SLOCUM 
DORIS K. RITTMAN 
MARTHA HODGSON 
AUGUSTA HERSCHEL 
CLASS OJr 1927 
CLASS OF 1928 
CLASS OF 1929 
DAISY WOOD 
CLASS OF 1930 
EDNA M. BIEDER 
ALICE L. ERICKSON 
MARY CAULFIELD 
ESTHER J. BOYD 
MARGARET ALDOT;S 
RUTH BURKET 
EVELYN lvI. GEBHARDT 
ALICE E. ROG~:RS 
ELEANOR A. RADDER 
MARGARET A, ROYNAN 
HELEN BINGERT 
1-fILDRED BLANCK 
LAURETTA R. SCHNEIDER 
EUNICE FRISBEE 
ALPHA CUTCLIFFE 
ELMA CUTLlFFE 
BESSIE E. ECKSTEIN 
HELEN BLACKMAN 
MARY BENZINGER 
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, 
Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Secretary 
MR. BRADLEY 
DR. DANIELS 
MRS. GF.lILMILL 
EMILE BILDEAU 
ADA BINDEMAN 
THEODORE BRAWN 
CLAIRE DORAN 
CHARLOTTE GARDINER 
BETTY HARRIS 
LAURENCE HEINEMANN 
DOROTHY HICKMAN 
MARGARET KINZLY 
CARL KU:MPF 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE 
HELEN BUSCH 
ELSIE CURLEMG 
rRANCES DORSETT 
RUTH EUNG 
FERNE ERICK 
ARTHUR ERNST 
MAE HAMMOND 
ANN HERBERT 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
MISS HOUSTON 
MR. 1bsSNER 
MR. MORRICE 
MISS MULHOLLAND 
REPRESENTATIVES 
KATHRYN LANEY 
FRANCES LEHMAN 
CAROLINE LUM 
CHARLOTTE McFARLANE 
KATHERINE MOSER 
EVELYN MUIR 
AMY NEWMAN 
DAVID O'CONNELL 
THOMAS O'TOOLE 
:MARION ROBERTSON 
ALTERNATES 
VIVIAN HOWARD 
HARRY KABEL 
CATHERINE KRANECHFELD 
CHARLOTTE LEBEAU 
EDITH LEVIN 
KENNETH MASON 
ANTHONY MATIClE 
KATHRYN MCCANN 
NEVA MERRILL 
. 11R, BRADLEY 
, HAROLD V OGT 
:NIARION S. ROBERTSON 
MRS. NVE 
MR. PERKINS 
DEAN REED 
GERTRUDE ROGERS 
DOROTHY ROTH 
MARGARET SIDER 
HOWARD SJ :-,.tMONS 
PEARL T ARDOX 
HAROLD VaG? 
ELEANOR WALKER 
AMY WARREN 
DOROTHY PARKS 
HELEN RICH 
ELEANOR SMITH 
L"l'CY STEPHENSON 
GERTRUDE VINCENT 
ELEANOR WALKER 
MARlON vV KBSTER 
LAURA WHEATON 
FRED WUNSCH 
Pa,ge 113 
Pres-ident 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Sergeanl-at-Arms 
Facult'jl Advisor . 
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il'buttug QUub 
:MARTIN F1UED 
EVELYN GAST 
ALTON DUNKLIN 
HU:MPBREY SGROI 
~1R. ARNOLD BENNETT 
I 
il'buttug Qtlub 
JULIUS BRAUN 
RAYMOND BURKE 
WALTER BUTZER 
CLARENCE BECKER 
WALDEN COFRAN 
IRENE CURLEY 
ALTON DUNKLIN 
GEORGE EGLI 
ELIZABETH EWELL 
SADIE FRIED 
PRICE ADERMAN 
JACOB CHASEN 
MARTIN FRnm 
AMY HORJlER 
CLASS OF 1927 
CLASS OF 1928 
LIBERATORf': ECOLE 
CLASS OF 1929 
ARNOLD GOODMANSON 
KATHLEEN GUNN 
LOUIS JONES 
J OSEPII McMAHON 
DOROTHY PAGEL 
JULIA PIEKARSKA 
HUMPHREY SGROI 
MARGARET W J<:NDELL 
HILDA YOCHELSON 
HENRIETTA ZEMP 
EVELYN GAST 
CORA HUNT 
NEVA MERRILL 
ETHEL lRW"IN 
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ihfnmr 1Ernunmira QI,luh 
President CATHERINE O'BRIEN 
Vtce President DOROTHY POTTER 
Secreta!':}, EDITH HUBELLER 
Treasurer GERALDINE HURDT 
LOIS K. BELL 
ADOLPHlm~ BINDEMA:-T 
MAY BRILL 
ANASTASIA M. BRUNDAGE 
MARY CAULFIELD 
CATHERINE CHASE 
ELLA COLEMAN 
DORIS COWEN 
KATHERINE DAW 
LORAINE EASTMAN 
MABEL EATON 
ARLINE GREFE 
MARY ELIZABETH HOUGHTON 
ANNA KLOUSE 
EDNA KRF:SGE 
M VRTU.: LACY 
PHILOMENA MdvIANUS 
SENIORS 
BEATRICE 1loULTON 
LUELLA NIURDOUGII 
GRACE NAGEL 
- LYDIA NELSON 
EU .... IA PLUMMER 
DOROTHY POTTER 
BEATRICE PRENEVAU 
RUTH SCIINATZ 
V\fILMA SC.R\.\'ALENSTOCKER 
BETTY SCOTT 
ELLA HARRIET SHERMAN 
FLORENCE STINSON 
BEATRICE TANNER 
INEZ VAIL 
MARION VVILBUR 
LOUISE WOLF 
Page .11'{ 
Nelson 
Krzysykowski Fedder 
President 
Vice President 
Secreta,ry 
Treasurer 
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Dec 
Adamska Bcucrman Ball Hennessy "'Varren Weigand 
Kidder Di Francesco Krathwolll Gutteridge 
Chapman Bindeman Kawczynska Wolff 
Bieber Dale 
Nu 1l1ambba ~igma 
OFFICERS 1927 
McLean Kerr Braun 
Eggleston 
AOOLPIIINE BINDKMAN 
MARY WINTER 
LOIS BELL 
Lucy KA WCZYNSKA 
\ 
Nu 1l1ambba ~tgma 
SorHIA ADAMSKA 
STELLA A NOERA 
ELLEN BALL 
BEATRICE BEUERMAN 
JULIE BINOEMAN 
ROSALIE CHAPMAN 
CLASS OF 1927 
MARY CAULFIELD 
ANTOINETTE DEE 
BENEDETTA DI FRANCESCO 
EDNA COULSON 
LORRAINE EASTMAN 
HELEN GEYER 
PRICE AOERM AN 
EDNA BIEBER 
HELEN BLOCK 
LORINE BULLARD 
MARY CANTOR 
ROSE ESTRIN 
GLENDORA WRIGHT 
CLASS OF 1928 
CLASS OF 1929 
CHARLOTTE KRA THWAHL 
ARLINE GREFE 
FLORKNCE G UTTERIDGE 
LILLIAN HENNESSEY 
MARGARET KEMP 
EVELYN KING 
GERTRUDE McLEAN 
LYDIA NELSON 
JULIA PIEKARSKA 
BEATRICE TANNER 
HELEN WEBSTER 
VELMA WELLS 
EVELYN WESTPHAL 
MARIE KERR 
ALICE KIDDER 
FLORA KRZYSYKOWSKI 
AGNES VVEIGAND 
ALICE V'IEINMAN 
PRISCILLA WOLFF 
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RUTH SCHNATZ 
CARL KUMPF 
Sipp 
ELEANORE BACKUS 
KATHLEEN CROLL 
Bachmann Grabau Kumpf 
Barcellona l\1'acFariane Saiom Summer Biddlecombe 
Schnatz Reed Neumann Weir Backus 
!;nrtal 'rngram illnmmittrr 
DR, NEUMANN, ChairmG1~ 
DEAN REED 
MISS SIPP 
MISS SAI.o::vr 
MR, GRABAU 
GLADYS VVEIR, (Secretar~v) 
CHARLOTTE MACFARLANE 
DOROTHY BIDDLECOMBE 
VERNA BARCELLONA 
President, Fourth Year Class 
Re/Jresentat'ive 
President, Third Year Class 
Repj'esentative 
President, Second Year Class 
Representative 
President, First Year Class 
H .. epresentative 
Representative, Vocational Industrial 
Representative, Household Arts 
LY~N BACHMANN 
MYRA SUM:MER 
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Y 
President 
Vice Presidmt 
Secrclary 
Treasurer 
Finance Chainnan 
M etnbership 
Prog1'(m~ 
Publicit:y 
Soc,ia·l Service 
Religious Educa-tio'it 
Honorary 11;[ ember 
t. D. ill. A. illttbind 
MARGARKT A. GRANT 
, ALPHA CUTCLIFFE 
MARJORY DULY 
V ALMA V"r KLLS 
V KRN A CORCORAN 
DOROTHY PARKS 
DOROTHY BIDDLECOMBE 
RUTH TOPPING 
EVf:o:L YN WESTPHAL 
,I-JELEN BUNCLARK 
DEAN REED 
L 
I-
',jl!' 
'f 
" 
Burke 
Editor~in-Chief 
Faculty Advisor 
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Black 
Nagel 
Chavel Mason Thiele 
Wolf Prenevau Sharick Bachmann 
Schulmann Brill 
Bindemanl1 Newman Spitzig 
Stephenson Smith 
THE SENIOR YEAR BOOK 
OF THE 
Stewart 
GoodmanSOll 
BUFFALO STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
• AMY MARIE NEWMAN 
1!Trss KEMPKE 
Edit01' 
Associate 
Editor 
Ed·itor 
Associate 
ivlmwger 
Associate 
Associate 
Associate 
111anager 
Associate 
Associate 
Associate 
Associate 
Associate 
Associate 
Assoct'ate 
LITEII.ARY STAFF 
ART STAFF 
NEWS STAFF 
ClRCULATION STAFF 
BUSINESS STAFF 
• JULIE BINDEMAN 
.L'C"cy W. STEl'Hli-NSON 
• KEN-='TETH MASON 
ARNOLD GOODM ANSON 
SYLVIA SMITI-I 
GRACE NAGEL 
MAY C. BRILL 
LYNN BACHMANN 
MILDRED J. SPITZIG 
LOUISE \iVOI-FE 
HELENE N. SCHUL},'(AN 
ROBERT H, BLACK 
RAYMOND C. BURKE 
~N AHLTIill F. CHAVEL 
BEATRICE PRENEVAU 
• MILDRED S B ARIeK 
13. AUDREY STE\VART 
RICHARD THIELE 
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Goodmanson Hentz Glunz Dobmeier Palmer Bebee ROvner 
O'Brien NcN erny Mason Choate Eggleston 
Czerniewicz 
Published by the Students of the State Teachers Coi1ege, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ed-itM-iJ1,-Chie! 
FacuUJI Ad'visor 
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Printed in the State Teachers College Print Shop 
KENNETH J. MASON 
1Jrss MVLHOLLAND 
·1 
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, 
, 
i EDITORIAL STAFF 
Literal'), Edi.'or 
AT iJZt's Editor 
Art Editor 
Special Editor 
Special Editor 
,J OSEPHINfo: CHOATE, '28 
KATHLEEN O'BRIEN-, '28 
JOlIN" CZERNIEWICZ, '27 
IvIA"CRICE B. ROVNER, '28 
• DOROTHY S. PAGEL, '27 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS 
ARTHUR Vl. BENTZ, '27 
MARION Et:BEE, '27 
Business .M anagc1" 
Assistant 
Assistant 
Circulation klanayer 
BUSINESS STAFF 
ARLENE DOBlYIEIEJ{, '28 
DORIS GLUNZ, '29 
VERA L. McNERNY, '27 
ARNOLD GOODMANSON, '27 
DORIS EGGLESTON, '27 
.RALPH D. PALMER, '27 
Page 113'1 
Alma tlattr I 
I 
By Niagara's rippling waters, 
Stands our city's pride, 
Ii Dearer to her sons and daughters 
Than all else besides. 
Ii I 
Chol'lls: 
Hail to thee! 0 Alma Mater, 
,Ve shall honor thee. 
All our love and deep elevotion, 
Thine shall ever be. 
n 
Far and near her glory shining 
Draws us to her side, 
Ne'er to anyone declining 
Helping hand to guide. 
III 
Glory, then, to Alma Mater 
Through the years shall ril1g 
And all those who follow after 
Like ourselves shall sing. 
, 
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President 
Din:cfOl' 
~tuil1r ~irl!i' ~ltt C!11ub 
M,\RGARET BAUER 
EVELYN BELL 
Al:R~;UA BROWN 
NELLIE C\STEN 
ELMA CUTLIFFE 
BENEDHTA DI FR.\NCISCA 
ELIZABETH GUBER 
MARION HURST 
iVIARIE KERR 
ALICE KIDDER 
EVELYN KING 
GERALDINE KIXG 
ETHEL KNOW1.DEN 
FIRST SOPRANOS 
DOROTHY 'Iv'II.SON 
BLANCHE BET.LINGER 
CWOL DAVIS 
DOROTHEA HANSER 
MARGARET KINZLY 
DOROTHY KRANZ 
ANNA LUTHER 
CHARLOTTE MACFAlu.;\Nl': 
ETHEL McNEELEY 
SECOND SOPRi\NOS 
ROSINA vVOODARD 
AUCI,\ BREMS 
ALPHA CUTLIFFE 
RUTH DUNCKEL 
ALICIA FISHER 
MAE H,uf MONO 
MARGARET HARRINGTON 
RunI HOR'fON 
Lucy KAWCZYNSKA 
DORIS LIVERMORE 
ALTOS 
MARIE Roy 
J\lARIO:-.r HURST 
• MISS SPEIR 
DOROTHY 1L-\COOMB 
M.\UREEN MALLOCK 
MARJORIE MOORE 
ALlCE PALUMBO 
Ax"" Ron~:u. 
GERTRUDE SCHWEITZER 
EDNA JEAN THQ)..[PSON 
ELLEN TOOLEY 
E)':[ILY TRACHSEL 
ALICE WEINHELMlm 
GLADYS· WEIR 
IvIARG UERTTE Vi t:NDt:L 
DOROTHY vVILD]"[AN 
PAULIXE MINOT 
MILDRED PAEPLmV 
MARY LOUISE THORNTON 
PRISCILLA TURGEON 
RUTH VA\\'TER 
MILDRED W~:Bt~:R 
AGNES WEIGAND 
ELLA ROSE \VILLO'C"GHBY 
LOIS 1IAUS 
GRAO: OLIEF 
AGNES PARRY 
]\L\RION PETERSON 
lNL.\YBELLE ROHDE 
DOROTHY SHORT 
MARION SLAVE'N 
ELEANOR SMITH 
EVELYN Vv'ESTPIIAL 
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President 
Vice President 
Secreta!',}1 
Student Director 
HAROLD E. EOSLER 
C, G, JOYCE 
ELMORE BEIDLER 
EMILE L. BILODE.'" U 
ERNEST J. BISHOP 
JULIUS C. BRAUN 
RAYMOND C. BURKE 
WAHLTER F. CRA VEL 
JOHN F, CZERNIEvVICZ 
GEORGE EGLI 
RALPH rRASER 
DONALD GARRITY 
LYNN BACHMANN 
ALBERT C. DXCESARO 
J OSF,PH HOR}TEY 
E. F. CUDLIPP 
ARTHUR M. ERNST 
CARL H. KUMPF 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
FIRST TENORS 
FIRST BASSES 
SECOND TENORS 
G. ALVIS THORN 
SJ:o:LUNU BASSE.S 
FRED C. W UNCH 
HERBERT F. LmSTROM 
!iOWARD F. SIMONS 
ARTHUR M. ERNST 
CARL H. KUMPF 
HERBKRT.F, LInSTROM 
HOWARD B. NOBLE 
LAURENCE A. :I-b:INEMANN 
HARRY "KABEL 
WILLIAM LANAHAN 
FRANK M'ETZGER 
DAViD V. O'CONNELL 
O. WARD SATTERLEE 
HOWARD F. SIMONS 
T. M. TURNBULL 
ED"" ARD C. V ELlA 
HAROLD G. \TaGT 
ERCOLE A. LIBERATORE 
CARL E. MINICH 
R. D. PADmR 
THOMAS HUTCHINSON 
Ht:MPHREY O. SGROI 
RICHARD THEILE 
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President 
S ccretary-T1'easurer 
LibYQ.1'ian 
Conductor 
Lucy STEPHENSON 
AMY NEWMAN 
RAYMOND BURKE 
ARLENE DOBMEIER 
ROSE ESTRIN 
MARIE JUNAFER 
DOIWTHY LETTS 
KATHERIN E CASTEN 
MU.ORlm CALLAHAN 
DOUBLE BASS 
QJ)rrl1r!ltra 
OFFICERS 
MENJBERS 
FIRST VIOLINS 
SECOND VIOLINS 
H.-\ROLD VOGT FRED 'VUNSCH 
CORNET 
EDGAR vVILLIAMS 
CLARINETS 
},L-\RTlN FRIED )JORRIS TURNBULL 
SAXOPHONES 
CHARLES KLEIN 
CELLO 
ROBERT ORMSBY 
GEORGE. un 
. RAYMOND BunKE 
ARU:NE .DOBMEIER 
LAURENCE HEINEMANN 
V lOLA STEELE 
LA DRENeR HEINEMANN 
ARNOLD GOODt.'[ANSON 
ALBERT FREEMAN 
GEORGE H VHER . 
SARA BUTLER 
RUTH WHITE 
BEATRICE KRAVETZ 
HERBERT LmSTROM 
PIANO 
JANICE LAING 
FLUTE 
EEl{NICE FLU}'l :MER 
DRUMS 
EDWARD VELIA 
MELOPHO::->TE 
ALLEN ST£VENSON 
TUBA 
TOM HCTCHINSON 
MISS HURD 
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m~t N ntiuity 
Tran..s/ated from the Gadic of Douglas Hyde 
By 
Lady Gregory 
PEOPLE OF THE PLAY 
Pirst Woman 
Second \Voman 
First King ..... 
Second King 
Third King 
First Shepherd 
Second Shepherd ...... , .... . 
Third Shepherd ....... " .. . 
Mary ...... " .......... " .. 
....• , • , •...... _ ....• ,VERA M. GOTTSCH"\LK 
.. , ..•.•.........•.. , , •.. DOROTHY MACOO:MB 
. ... _ ....• , •..... CARL MrNICH 
. ROBERT BLACK 
. _ G. Arms THORN 
.......•.......• , •.• LEE DOLL 
Joseph., , .. , ......... , .' .......... , , .... . 
......•••.. HUMPHREY SGROI 
. I-lARRY W. KABEL 
.HAZEL GILBERT 
., •...... HOWARD F. SIMONS 
Angel ... , .. '.' . _ ...... , , ....... _ ................ , , ..... ]'CLIA 1'1. FORSYTH 
EVELYN BELL 
LORINE B CLLARD 
FLORENCE NEVINS 
Auer: BlmMES 
NELLIE CASTEN 
BENEDJ:<TU DI FRA ",eESCO 
MARGARl':T KINZLEY 
GRACE OLIEF 
JEAN THOMPSON 
ANGELS 
AUDREY STEW ART 
MARCAR~;T SIDER 
MARJORIE MOOR 
LOIS MARSEILLES 
PEASANTS 
liS ARY LOUISE THORNTON 
EVELYN v\TELLS 
GERTRUDE MACKINDER 
R.\ YMOND B CRKE 
L. RUPERT REIVES 
Play directed by Miss Keeler 
Chorus directed by Miss Speir 
Lighting-Mr. Vi/eber 
MAE HAMMO~D 
DOROTHY PLUMLEY 
MJLDRED WElL 
HEREERT LIDSTR01I 
R,ALPI-I PALMER 
HmVARD SIlIWXS 
RICHARD THIELE 
FRANK SMITH 
LEWIS H. McKEE 
Costumes designcd by ).1iss Viele, made by Miss Kcelcr's class in Play-production. 
Setting designed by Sheldon K. Viele, painted by 1fr. Bradley. 
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Princess Snow White .. ANN ROTHSCHILD 
.•.• JCLH FORSYTH Quecn Erangomar 
Rosalys 
I 
) 
...•.•• ' .. ,. CHARLOTTE S, DAUTCH 
,. , ..... KATHRYN M, KRANICHFELD 
...•.•• , •. ,., ..• MARY E. MeLROY 
Amelotte 
Ermcngarde 
Guinevere 
Christabel 
Astolainc 
Ut'stda 
Lynette 
Maids of 
Honor 
to 
Sno",,' \iVhite 
., .......... MARGARET H. POOLE 
..... , • , . , • , ..• EVELIN A 1-h:OLlCOTT 
...•....... MARGARET E. SIDER 
. .•.•• , , , •..... EILEEN 1-1. BOURKE 
.....•. , .• "., .... HELEN KING 
Sir Dandipl'at Bombas-Comt Chamberlain ................... ,. LEI<; DoLl. 
Berthald-Chief I-I untsman ............ , ............... , .. ' ROBERT BLACK 
Prince F!orimond of Calydoll .. , .......... ,., .. ,...... F h .. 'RED rt1JBELLAN 
Blick ............................. , ... " ............ , ...... ROBERT GRlLE 
Flick 
Glick 
., ..•.............. , ••..... , .... , •. ,. , ..•.•.... LAURENCE R. ]"IANNO 
, ....•...•..•. ,.,., ..•.•..•.•.•• , •.•.•....•..... FRANK J. BONDAXZA 
Snick .,., ..... , ......... ,.,...... WA S C ..... , •.••.......•.• LDEN. OFRAN 
Plick "., ., ..... , ....... , ......... . ..... , .••...•..... WILLIA){ J. ROSE 
Whick ......•.••. , .••...•........•... , •.•.•. , ..•... ROSA;>.IARY 1vlcBRIDE 
Quee .. . ..•.•.. ,., ••....•••..•......•.•.••.•.. , ..•.. HELEN IvL }'JEAD 
'iVitch Hex ... ,', ................................... ,., ..... OLGA CRAGI:>T 
Long Tail 
Short Tail 
.•....•.•.••.• ,., ..•..•••• ,', •.•.•....•.• l\URELIA BRO\VN 
.•. "'" ,. :vL\RJORlE LEDT:>TIGER 
Scenery designed and painted by Sheldon K. Viele 
Costumes-Mr. Viele and Mrs. Urquhart \iVilcox 
Play under direction of 11iss Keelet' 
Lighting-Mr. Weber 
Costumes made by students in Miss Keeler's Play-production class, 
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We sing of the Normal Schools all thru the State~ 
They're noble, illustrious, .famous, and great! 
That it's hard to get in, not a Freshman will doubt; 
But the Seniors will tell you it's worse to get out 1 
Tooralee, tooralay-
nut the Seniors will tell you it's worse to get out 1 
II 
Fredonia ap.cl Potsdam are far, far apart, 
But both of them struggle with Music and Art. 
Geneseo's librarians burn midnight wicks; 
Oneonta trains teachers to knows lots of tricks-
TOOl"alec, tooralay-
III 
OUf Buff'Io in Home Economics has led; 
At Cortland they're noted for Physical Ed.; 
In Plattsburg they study for Commer~e, but then, 
Oswego and Buff'lo have plenty of men! 
Tooralce. tooralay-etc. 
IV 
\Vith Brockport and New Paltz our list is complete-
Our ten Normal Schools~they just cannot be beat! 
'lyT e hope we're not Ab- and we know we're not Sub-
To be Norm.al Forever-aye, there is the rub! 
Tom"alec, tooralay-etc. 
JOSEPHINE CHOATE. 
AmLI:YICS 
" 
" 
Preside11t 
Vice Presidellf 
Treasurer 
Secrrftlr:: 
Atqlrtir Annuriatiutt 
Roy BELL 
DOROTHY PARKS 
WAHLTER CHEVAL 
Coach 
Capfai'lt 
J{ mUlgu 
iankrtball 1926-'27 
FRANK SUITH 
HARRY PAGE. 
FRAN K :MURPHY 
RAYlIIOND FICK 
Roy BELL 
JAMES GRING 
TEAM 
Forzvatd 
Forward 
Center 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
, Ma, ANDREW GRABAU 
RAYMOND FICK 
BYRON vV. SCHOTTI).' 
Class '27 
·.~!aS3 '27 
Class '27 
Cia~s '27 
Class '27 
Class '27 
Page .11;3 
~trl'I1 1Bankrtball 
ORANGE TEAM BLACK TEAM 
FORWARDS CENTERS FORWARDS SIDE CENTERS 
CORCORAN DOBMEIER 
LArSE SCHMIDLE 
PARKS WEINHEIMER 
\VEINMAR 
MILLER KERR 
SCHERER FITZPATRICK 
WOODWARD SHURGOT 
SIDE CENTERS GUARDS CENTERS GUARDS 
PARKHUHST CARDA~fONE 
PARRY HAREnNGTON 
SCHMIDT 
HANN LoNG 
MILLER PETRELLA 
Orange and Black tournament game played May 10, 1927, 
Score-Orange .... 30 Black ... ,13 
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ACLE 
HANN 
1J1rtn~mau wnuruamrut 
CHAMPIONS-HOME ECONOMICS FRESHMEN 
TEAM 
PARKHURST 
KOENIG 
HARRINGTON, Captain 
VifITHERSON 
MCGARRY 
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December 4 
*December -10 
*December 15 
December 18 
*January 8 
]a~1Uary 15 
*February 5 
February 18 
*February 26 
March 5 
*March 10 
*March 11 
*March 12 
March 18 
AIU11111i ..•. _ .. , . , . . . • . . . . . . ..•.......... , •.• 13 
U. of B. ................ .. ................ 35 
Niagara University., .................. , ...... 34 
Canis ius College , ....................... -...... 39 
Brockport Normal ...... , .... _ ............ , ... 13 
Geneseo Nannal ....................... , ...... 26 
Fredonia Normal ............ , .............. _, .29 
Mechanics Institute , ...... , ..... _ .. , ..... _ .... 25 
Canisius Col1ege .... _, ... , ................ ,. ,.41 
Fredonia Nannal ...... , ........ ,., .... ,., .... 24 
Geneseo Normal .... ,., .. _ ... , ................ 23 
1fechanics Institute ........................... 20 
Albany State College .......................... 27 
Brockport Normal ............................ 24' 
Season '26-'27 Opponents .................... 373 
Normal ........ 30 
Normal ........ 9 
Normal ......... 16 
Normal ........ 23 
Normal ........ 17 
Normal ........ 53 
Normal ........ 39 
Normal ........ 26 
Normal ........ 20 
Normal ........ 35 
Normal ........ 41 
Normal ........ 26 
Normal ........ 14 
Normal" ........ 44 
Normal ....... 393 
* Played on OPllOnent's court. 
N. R 
N. R. 
N. R. 
N. R. 
N. R. 
N. R 
N. R. 
N. R. 
................ 16 
................ 32 
24 
23 
19 
................ 21 
28 
21 
Total.......... .184 
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Elm Vocational .. 
............................. IS 
Elm Vocational ........... . 21 
Seneca Vocational 
.............................. 20 
McKinley Voca[ional .......... . ............... . 1l 
Nichols Prep. . ................................. 46 
Central Contil1llation ........ . ................. 24 
Scholarship Group ............................. 9 
Night School No. 70 ............................ 14 
Opponent's Total ............................. 160 
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(MAUNA 
ARCARA 
BACHMAN 
Nnrmal1Rr.arrur.a 
MAY 
BLACK 
MUNDY 
DICERARO 
NOBLE 
STEWART 
VVILLIAMS (jllanagl'r) 
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Teacher (vvith great concern): "Are you all comfortably seated?" 
Class: "Yes, indeed." 
Teacher: "1 am sure you will be very comfortable here and may I say that I am very 
happy to be with you to-day?" 
Class : "Yes, sure. Thanks." 
Teacher: "Are you quite satisfied with the seating arrangement?" 
Class: HOh, Yes. Perfectly lovely." 
Teacher: "I'm so glad you like it. And how do you find the temperature? Is is too 
cold or too hot?" 
Student: "It is a bit stuffy, don't you think, teacher dear?" 
Teacher: ('It will give me great pleasure to open the ventilators. It is only by 
hearing from my cherished students that I am able to determine whether the atmospberic 
conditions are what they should be or not. Is that better?" 
Student: "Yep," 
Teacher: "I'm so glad. Now if any of you need a snack to eat during the hour, the ice-box is at your disposal." 
Class: "That's okay with us. \\That have we on the meuu to-day, teacher dear?" 
Teacher: "Caviar on toast and lamb pie with strawberry shortcakc for side dish." Class: "Oh, goody." 
Teacher; "Now, have you all brought your assignment to class?" 
Student: "Ooh, I forgot!" 
Teacher: "Ease your mind, Darling. Think no more of it. I'll send someone up to 
your homc to fetch it." 
Student: "That's so-kind of you." 
Teacher: "Not at all. A mere detail. Now, if you'll pardon me, I'll go on with the 
lesson. 1 want you to regard this as your home and COme here often." 
Class: "Thanks, You must come and see us some time, too." 
Teacher: "Delighted." 
Class: ")Jot at all." 
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A student 111uch imbued with the new collegiate atmosphere writes the following 
letter. 
(Apolog;es for the obvious lack in form requirements). 
Dear, 
The great love we have for our school 
arises because we are collegiate and our hearts burst with a fondness that 
increases daily, Weare in every way disposed and determined 
to cultivate the correct slouch and in this way 
to carry out its Doble aims so that it may be proud of us. 
After little imbibing of economics, sociology, psychology and philosophy, 
you can be assured that we_ feel this institution has . . 
been recognized for contributing a large supply of capaal to work wlth and has 
impressed us with its lofty standards of excellence for which 
in accordance with its true college spirit, the labor return has been low and 
the students will ever sing the highest praises to Alma Mater. 
Now we have made a good beginning but we must improve 
the s'ervice that such a college renders to an individual 
and so if "Love Stories from Life" and "True Stories" are available for make-ups the effect 
can only be of the very best. 
Then too, something must be done to develop more "inferiority labor complexes" so that 
we shall never fail to bear in mind 
that the best teachers know nothing about what they teach, thus proving 
what a privilege it has been to just be here. 
In closing let me reassure you that this is the real college attitude and 
I remain 
Your most collegiate friend. 
P. S. Vlhy were you so inquisitive and so ready to re_ad all this 
so filled with my subject that I forgot to tell you to read only 
beg:n it all over again and read it all the way through as above. 
correspondence? I wa!:' 
every other line. Now 
L W. S. 
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BETTY BLIMP "GERT~ 
-UNDERMEDIATE -
ALPHA SMOOCH SORORITY. 
K'12AFTY K'LUB. 
SeNIOR WHAT-NOT COMMITTEE' 
AMBITION - SCHOOL0AL COII1PLEX 
~HOW WOULD YOU Llk'f TO 
GO UP IN A SWING? II 
DELOk'E5 DUMB "URo Jl, 
-HOME WRECI<ONOMICS-
ZETA ZiP S0J20J2ITY. 
VARSITY BfAN- BAG TEAM. 
L.O.O.M. LOCAL*Z'3. 
AMBITION - NON E • 
IiDUMB, VERY DUMB, 
DELORES DUMB. II 
GUSTAVE 600P IIGOO~Goo': 
- NON~INDUSTJ2IAL­
AWAJ2DED THE MUSTACHE CUP 
FOR 19Z7. 
PI BALD MU FI2ATEI2.NITY. 
,AMBITION - RfPTILE RAISING. 
INOW WHEN I WAS DOWN AT 
DEAI2 OLD SQUEDUNI.!.oo." 
HILDA HOOFE12 " HOO", 
-G-~-e.AttH'i\AfI--i?-r( -
SENIOR HOOI< ~ eYE COMMITTEE 
IZAAk' WALTON LEAGUE. 
ELECTED CLASS NUISANCE. 
AMBITION - Dr MOVIES 0 
"HOLLYWOOD, HERE I COMf. 
fiOlD EVEI2YTHING. \I 
JASPE12 JUNK II JAZz'I. 
-VACATIONAL -
PERIWINKLE SOCIETY. 
C120CHET CLUB. , 
ELECTED TEACHERS peT FOR 1927 
AM BIT ION -TO CONTROL filS TEMPEl(, 
II TWAS A DAIZI:: !liND 
STORMY NIGHT ____ i' 
ROSie ~UFFLE "RUf HOUS~ 
-.INIMMEDIATE -
ALPHA STIGMA SOIWI2ITY. 
CHIEf CI2.IBBt;I2., THE COPY CLUB. 
BLUE SLIP COLLECTOI2.· 
SeNiOR PiN-WHEEL COMMITTI:E'. 
AMBITION -TO GROW WHIS~EI2S. 
"GWAN CHASE YASELF," 
SAI2A 5APP II TIFFANY II 
_ FOURTH YEAR (AND so FORTH) 
GOLD-DIGGERS' CLUB. 
¢LA$$ $HE~EL NUR'ER. 
OI2CHESTeA - PAINIST. 
LADIES AUXI LlA12Y A I D • 
AMBITION - TO GILD THE LILY. "HENR,y,DON~T BE MUSHy!I' 
TESSIE TWOSPOT IISPOTTyli 
- K. P. -
CHAPERONE CLUB. 
SaP"CQA<> 
AMBITION - TO BLACk' BOTTOM. 
IISOME PEOPLE ARE GOOD FOR THE 
SAME REA50N THAT ICc NEVER. 
SETS ANYTHING ON FIRE, II 
i 
I! , 
1fT rugmrtttn nf U ilUlIlIl'ttittg 1Egn 
It is properly conventional that I begin this autobiography by speaking of my early 
.ho~le, but .. the place where I spent my girlhood is not at all to the point, and aristocratic 
log~e requ~res that such a description be omitted. However, a frown has reached longi-
tudlnal.helght ~n my f.orehead; I am warned and convinced that I cannot begin to write 
eccentr~c autobIOgraphies until I have attained prestige. For this reason, I comply with 
the ?rdmary . and the expected, My home to begin with-It ;,vas a clap-boarded rectangle 
set m the midst of a plot of grass that turned brown and green with the seasons. There 
were other rectangles near by ,to be sure; but they were marked by the same blue window-
panes, and often the several landlords were equally mean about "papering". It was In 
such an atmosphere that I turned to books. 
. The Normal.School was exactly two miles distant from my home; and so, wisihng to 
carry my educahon further, I became regularly enrolled in the institution. During the 
fi.rst year! I enclur~d.a semester of communicable and uncommunicable diseases. I dis-
tmcily remember slttmg through the "symptoms of hysteria." A dash of cold water and 
an a~tempt to "be firm" were the two remedies, Well, I tried firmness, to the limit, before 
th~ mst~ttctor passed on to t.he symptoms of Scarlet rever. Consulting my memoirs of 
thiS perlOd, I find recorded, 111 a handwriting that lost its slant trying to reach for size 
the statement that a certain teacher, at Normal, was interested in my "Palmer", and 
~nco~:ra~ed me to repeat the course. My memoirs tell me, I spent two hours practicing 
alto wltb a p~l, and that when we came to sing the duet in class, I went off pitch on the 
:horus. I ~,nd It was. during this year that I arrived at school every morning before 8:30, 
III order to talk to .(hffere~t pe~ple,." and "wa~ch the faculty come in." \-Vell, at that time, 
I must have been a very nnaglIlahve and Will some youngster! My early literary judg-
ments I have left until the end. They lacked only the rhyme of postal card sentiment 
Dumas, the French writer, I spoke of as having a "temperamental diction'" after that i 
aped tl~e expr~ssion, "Ah! I am in love with such literature!" So much for 'Dumas! Ja'l1e 
:;ust:n s b~auh:,ully constructed classic, Pi'ide and Prejudice, was, according to my notes, 
s.t~pldly sImple; a.nd, according to my notes again, the only adequate preface to Sesatne and 
~~hesJ was a portrait of John Ruskin, affixed to the front page, I associated Ruskin's "intel-
hgent brow and deep eyes" with his "exquisite phrasing", and the "stern lines about his 
mouth" wi.th the "sincerity of his word." Let me add that since my Freshman Y car, I am 
very sk~Phca.I about eyes that look "deep" on a flat surface, "brows" that have the ability 
to look mtell1gent, and wri.nkles that can appear "stern." 
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In my second year, there were 110 "electives" offered, 50 I was again encouraged to COll~ 
tinue my "Palmer." At the same time, I started my first literary endeavor, and produced 
my paper on Chivalr:J', June 17, 1924, one day before it was actually due. After this fairly 
successful attempt, I «wrote up" a few thoughts fOf the Record. Well, the issue came from 
the press, and I was able to distinguish an article that sounded very similar to the one 
which I had submitted. However, a greater portion of my second year was devoted to 
a Nature Study "project," My particular "project" was "taking care of the gold fish," and 
it projected into the morning, noon, and lunch hour. At times, it became a day's adven-
ture to slip ink-stained fingers into the liquid of a crystalline globe, and chase aquatic 
vertebrates about the corners. A golden cyprinoil, struggling for air, when it accidently 
drops to the fioor, is most distressing; and, so, I shall always remember poor "Goldie," 
who almost met her death in that manner. 
The third fragment of my school career waS marked by further literary achievement. 
I produced a short theme for Sociology, and a hrief one for Psychology, The latter was 
said to be an "excellent outline." "Excellent outline" or not, the third year was one of 
close application to second-hand texts and committee meetings, 'I'here were hours when 
Senior personalities were lost in the confusion of class dues, mortar board, and books. 
But, mark you, those books had not the charm of faded covers, and they were not even 
snggestive of the mustiness of neglected book stalls. They were resplendent works; 
brilliant in' _appearance and biting in expression. The newness of the covers was only 
relieved, here and there, by a few rain spots. Inside the pasteboarcls, the authQr had filled 
snowy pages with modern thoughts; and, in the margins of the books, a masculine hand 
had invariably sprawled his comment, "The author is a mono-maniac himselfP' Such was 
my Senior year, and I came back to try another turn at Normal. 
Returning for post-graduate work, I found my interests were mainly in the field of 
literature. Consequently, I thought often of investing in books, and I secured A lton Locke, 
which proved to be all that I had expected in the way of a reasonable antique. It was 
not very old, to be sure, but it had the yellowed pages, covers of that interesting shade 
of faded purple, and a broken back. There were no waggish comments in its margins; 
the pages were not effused by my lady's essence of "quelques fteure", and they were not 
cluttered by my gentleman's tickets to pugilistic and aesthetic socials. I think the last 
person, who read the book, was a "sergeant," with distinctive shoes that had never seen 
polish, and yarned gloves that looked pledged, Perhaps the "sergeant" has charmed me 
into seriousness; I am headed directly toward literary theory. Well, I will spare my 
readers, and cut that short, for I am not certain but the "sergeant" had the pernicious 
habit of smoking "stogies." 
DOROTHY PAGEL. 
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1Butfalo ~tatr Normal ~rqnnl 
SUMMER SESSION 
JULY 5 TO AUGUST 12 
FIFTY COURSES OFFERED BY A 
SELECTED FACULTY 
N"ormal Students f"IIay Pursue vVork on Permission 
of Student Program Committee_ 
Former Graduates afe urged to return and earn credit to\vard 
the degree of Bachelor oi Science (in Education). 
H. W. ROCKWELL, Principal 
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·THE 
HOLLING PRESS 
( Incorporated) 
CONGRATULATES THE CLASS OF 1927 
ON ITS SUCCESS AND EXTENDS 
ITS BEST WISHES FOR THE FUTURE. 
BUFFALO 
VOLKSFREUND PRINTING CO. 
"The Home of Particular Printing" 
EjUBLISHERS 
PRINTERS 
DESIGNERS 
ENGRAVERS 
BINDERS 
46-48 BROADWAY 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
TELEPHONES SENECA { ;~;~ 
THIS BOOK IS ONE OF OUR PRODUCTS 
hd[nnsl1~t~B~li~ 
(bne5~:'~Innualls 
ana att oilier 
I LLUSTRATIONS and 
~ ADVERTISEMENTS 
IBUfFALO iEI.E!;TR01'Yl'E (; ENGRAVING Co. 
?('ubcrt J(' [Per,.y, Owne .. 
ELLICOTT AND SOUTH DIVIS10N STS. 
1 
Youth Is Beauty 
And Youlhful Beauty comes from 
""ithin. Comes [ro111 the "Youth 
Units" you eat-not the lotions you 
use. 
The outward signs of approaching 
age can be erased by a daily diet of 
the "Youth Vnits" in Fro-joy Ice 
Cream. It wiil rebuild worn-out 
cells and 'wasting tissues, 
"Youth Units" are the marvel-
ously rejuvenating food elements-
Hoefler Division 
General Ice Cream Corp. 
organic iron, lime, phosphorus and 
the essential vitamines. 
The 1110St delightful way to secure 
the greatest number of "Youth 
Units" is to eat Fro-joy Ice Cream. 
It is scientifically made by experts 
in hvcnty-seven modern sanitary ice 
cream plants. It is delicious and 
digestible, and not fattening. 
Fro-joy comes in all flavors and 
in either bulk or brick. Don't for-
get to ask for it at your favorite 
soda fountain or at your dealer's. 
HOEFLER'S. 1.1 ~~ ~~f1rrRO""11([])~ . ~.JS-E CREAM 
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Supplement your school work by 
the daily read-
ing of a depend-
able newspaper. 
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS 
Largest daily newspaper in New York State outside Manhattan 
• 
CLASS PINS 
.......... 
• • + 
CLASS RINGS 
King &, Eisele Company 
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS 
210 Franklin St. cor. Huron St., Buffalo, N. Y . 
. ·H· .. · ... • • + 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY MEDALS 
I 
I 
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Peter Paul & Son, 
IKCORPORATED 
ANTHONY M, PAUL 
Pr~sjdent and General lvIanager 
STATIONERS 
and 
ENGRAVERS 
Sororit .. y Dance Programs and Stationery, \Veuding 
Invitations and Announcements. Cards and Gifts 
for i-\1l Occasions. Class Pins, Rings, Invitation 
Cards, Caps and GO\~'·ns. 
256 DELAWARE AVENUE 
Ahove Chippewa Street 
FOOD 
for Thought 
I F you majored in Domestic Science, we don't need to 
tell you that "how good" is 
more important than "how 
much". All we want to get 
over is that it's a lesson worth 
remembering. You can't buy 
better foods than the Serv-
us brand laboratory- tested for 
quality. 
'?Jour hert nelghJJorhoo friends 
Stores throuzhout Western J.Vew York and Pennsylvania 
i ' 
i 
! i 
! 
STANDARDS 
When an article achieves an admitted degree of superiority-it creates a 
standard by which similar articles are judged. 
THE 
AMPICO 
Creates the standard for reproducing instruments. 
"As Good as the Ampico" is the highest commendation that can be paid. 
Aided by the 
CHICKERING 
tone, it portrays the very mood of the Pianist, it is the artist-not the 
Ampico-which is heard. 
THE AMPICO $695.00 TO $6000 
GOOLD BROS., Inc. 
1367 -1369 MAIN STREET 
SHEA'S BUFFALO 
The Wonder Theater SHEA'S HIPPODROME Big-Time Keith-Albee Vaudeville 
and the Best in Pictures 
Shea Operating Corporation 
M. Shea, President 
SHEA'S NORTH PARK 
Buffalo's Finest Neighborhood 
Theater 
SHEA'S KENSINGTON 
Buffalo's Newest Community 
Motion Picture Theater 
$ 
Your patronage respectfully solicited, where you are assured of 
a cordial and courteous reception 
THE PEOPLE'S STORE 
555 MAIN STREET 
BUFFALO 
GEO. KRAMER &, SON 
Photographers for the 
CLASS OF 1927 
STUDIO: 
EIGHT FIFTY SIX MAIN STREE]' 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
I, 
,II'.· !: , 
, '! 
" 
, 
OLDEST AND MOST COMPLETE HAIR STORE IN BUFFALO 
Marcel and Water Waving-FaciaL Massaging and Manicuring 
All Styles of Hair Cutting for Ladies and Children 
Hair Shampooing-Dressing-Dyeing-Bleaching 
HAIR STORE 
WIGS AND TOUPEES 
MADE TO ORDER 
Designer and Manufacturer of 
DOLL HOSPITAL 
CORRESPONDENCE 
SOLICITED 
FINE HAIR GOODS IN ALL STYLES 
PEERLESS GRAY HAIR RESTORER 
An Up-to-Date Hair Dye 
Hide you\". -grey hair and l.ook 10 Y0ars younger. Only one application for ally shade. No 
after-W8s11111g 0'1' shampOOing necessary. For bleached or faded hair it is A·1. It does 
not Tuh off, amI is reliable. 
446-448 MAIN STREET 
Elevator Service 
ALBERT M. ZIPP 
Telephone; Seneca 0125 
445-448 MAIN STREET 
Elevator Service 
¥ 
GEO. F. FRANCIS 
C 
o 
A 
L 
376 CONNECTICUT STREET 
The Palmer Method Penmanship Plan 
recognizes the teacher who is in constant personal touch with her pupils 
as the POTENTIAL VITALIZING POWER IN HANDWRITlNG 
REFORM. 
Teachers cannot teach what they do not know. The teacher in the 
Rural School who has qualified in and follows exactly the 
PALMER METHOD PLAN 
is obtaining the same astonishingly good results in easily executed plain-as-
print handwriting as the teacher in the graded city school .... vbo has also 
qualified. 
Any teacher can qualify in one school year as an inspirational and 
highly successful teacher of PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP. OUR 
0I0RlvlAL COURSE IN PAl.MER METHOD PEN1IANSHIP is 
offered free to all teachers whose pupils are supplicd with- Palmcr Method 
Textbooks. 
If you are not familiar with the FASCINATIl\~G PAL"1tER 
METHOD Pl.AN OF TEACHING GOOD HANDWRITlNG. write 
immediately to our neal"Cst of-fice for information. 
THE A. N. PALMER COMPANY 
30 Irving Place 
New York, N. Y. 
2128 Calumet Ave., 
Chicago, 111. 
Pittock Bldg. 
Portland, Ore. 
'1'1 
ii' 
DAD'S COOKIE CO. 
Sole NIanufactuters of 
DAD'S ORIGINAL SCOTCH 
OATMEAL COOKIES 
Kno\vn [r0111 Coast to C t 
. Gas. 
15 Bakeries in United States 
and Canada. 
515 EAST DELAVAN A VENUE 
Phone 
Please Patronize OUf Advertisers 
1 
H. D. TAYLOR CO. 
Cleaning and Nlaintcnance Supplies for Institutions 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
"Busy Since 1833" 
WM. J. A TWILL 
LDJOTYPE COMPOSITION 
45 North Division St. 
Seneca 2249 
·8· 'I'l .lo. ~ ~~09,,£v ~'I' 
Quality Tells _________________ _ 
-"----'----- --
MILK and CREAM such as I 
prefer to serve at my home table! 
I will start it this month from-
DODDS 
Tupper 9885 
, 
TO THE STUDENTS OF OUR STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
I invite yOU to Springborn's Haberdashery Shop-always alive with 
the smartest in Young Men's Hats, Caps and furnishings. 
Being in constant touch with New York's outstanding style creators 
we are constantly receiving the very latest to show you. 
Knickers and. Golf Hose in an array of colors. 
F. W. SPRINGBORN 
ELLICOTT SQUARE HABERDASHER 
289 MAIN STREET 
T. &, E. Dickinson &, Co. 
INCORPORATED 
Buffalo's Leading Jewelers 
HGifts for the Graduate" 
618-620 MAIN STREET 
VOSE 
A nc'Yv and better Piano ,:vas made seventy-five years ago 
-by the hands and toil of James ''vV. V ose, Since than it has con-
s~anL1y beell improved by- lhe Vose family until today it is one of 
the most outstanuin~ values for the money in all the ,:vorld of 
musl.C, 
Your old piano taken in trade, 5 years to pay. 
DENTON, COTTIER &, DANIELS, Inc. 
COURT AND PEARL STREETS 
AS A GUIDE TO YOUR JUDGMENT IN SELECTING YOUR 
AGENCY, REMEMBER THAT TIlE DETTER POSITIOKS 
IN THE BETTER SCHOOLS ARE FILLED BY TI-IE 
Schermerhorn Teachers' Agency 
Charles VV. Mulford, Prop. 
366 Fifth A venue, New York City 
Cleveland Office: 1836 Euclid Avenue 
Pittsburgh Office: 406 Union Trust Bldg. 
"A SUPERIOR AGENCY FOR SUPERIOR PEOPLE" 
Since 1855 
SOME DAY 
Our Collegiate Department affords opportunity for a real education 
to students of business. The curriculum includes all practical subjects of 
college grade generally offered in university schools of commerce, The 
instruction is given by a faculty of degree men who have added many 
years of successful business experience lo their college training and skill 
in teaching. 
BRYANT &, STRATTON COLLEGE 
Send for free catalog. 
Address, 1028 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 
SMITH'S 
REGENTS REVIEW BOOKS 
. Cover All Subjects 
Invaluable for Drill VVork. An Aid to Teaching. 
Smith's ReRel1t~ Review Books contain actual question!l a~kM in ~ew York State Regents' 
examinations durinR the past 20 yea,rs. These books Rive the instl'uetor a diversified choice 
of subjccts for homework assignments. They acquaint stU!!ents with the type O'f examina· 
tion questions asked alll! bring- a realization of the knowledge they should possess in order 
to pass, They are excellent for weekly tests. Thcy are recognized and endorsed by thon· 
sands of Public aild Parochi,ti Schools in the United States and Canada, 
Question Books, each ~ubject 40e Answer Books, each snbject 40c 
25 percent discOl1nt in lots of one dozen or more 
·Write for Catalog of Subjects 
W. H A Z E L TON S 11 I T H 
117 Seneca Street Buffalu, ~. Y. 
Tupper 3411 Tupper 7089 
c. P. BARNWELL CONTRACTING CO. 
Jncorporated 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
MASON 
390 Fourteenth Street Buffalo, N, y, 
Everything Electrical for the Student 
DESK LAMPS, FLASHLIGHTS, FLAT IRONS, GRILLS 
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES 
Highest Quality Expert Service 
75-79 VI. Mohawk Street, Opposite the New Statler Buffalo, N. Y. 
Compi;ments of C. H. LORISH 
HURD BROTHERS 129 14th Street 
LUMBER DEALERS 
693-771 Dailey Ave. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
In Business Since 1880 
Phone, Jefferson, 0026, 0027, 0028 
FOUNDED 1826 
BEALS, McCARTHY &, ROGERS 
Incorporated 
STEEL HARDWARE - METALS TOOLS and SUPPLIES 
MOTOR CAR ACCESSORIES 
A Century of Service 
40 to 62 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y. 
School Supplies 
Confectionery 
Ice Cream 
Notions 
COX SONS &, VINING 
131-133 East 23rd STREET 
NCvY York 
CAPS and GOWNS 
Hoods for all Degrees 
Outfits For Sale or Rental~Modcrate Prices 
," : 
. , 
'j 
! I i , . 
"EVERYTHING FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER" 
Mason's 
37 Niagara Street Buffalo, N. Y . 
Please Patronize Our Advertisers 
TYPEWRITERS OF ALL MAKES 
Distributors 
WOODSTOCK STANDARD A:I[D 
ELECTRIC MODELS 
CORONA UNDERWOOD 
ROYAL REMINGTON 
PORTABLES 
Special Rates to Students 
BUFFALO TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE, Inc. 
Phone, Seneca 3489 128 Franklin Street 
HOME DAIRY COMPANY 
Cafiteria 
GOOD PLACES TO EAT 
18 W. Chippewa St. 15 \V. Eagle St. 287 Washington St. 
And At Home 
Nothing Served Over lOc :Per Portion 
FLOWERS FOR EVERYBODY 
THE FLORIST 
440 MAIN STREET 491 ELMWOOD A VENUE 
)JEW PROCESS Gas Ranges 
"LORAIN" Equipped 
HUMPHREY Radiantfire 
KEL VI)J ATOR Electric Refrigeration 
T. A. BOWMAN 
186 Genesee Street Cor. Elm Street 
Branch Store, South Park cor. Tifft 
Graduation Flowers [rom Palmer's Seem 
Almost as lVIuch a Part of the Exercises 
as the Diplomas Themselves. 
Stores at 
258 Delaware Ave. 
304 Main Street 
Statler Hotel 
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
SLIDE RULES, SCALES, IN FACT ALL OF T1-JE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR DRAFTING, WHETHER FOR STUDENT. 
INSTRUCTOR OR PROFESSIONAL DRAFTS-
MAN ARE BEST SERVED BY 
SULLIVAN - McKEEGAN CO., Inc. 
943 ELLICOTT SQ. BUFFALO, )J. Y. 
WE WANT YOUR TRADE 
We make a few bids for it in this 
"yay: 
VVe give you high grade goods at 
the lowest possible prices. 
Remember we never sacrifice qual-
ity to obtain the price. 
In fact if there is anything in the 
Meat, Poultry or Fish line you_ want 
and want the best go to 
GLENN W. HARRY 
Phones: 
Tupper 0639 Tupper 5190 
311 BRYANT STREET 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Tupper 0532 
GREGOR BENZ 
UPHOLSTERING, REPAIRING 
REFINISHIKG 
Latest Style Covering on Hand 
Cabinet Vvork and Caning 
Box Springs and Mattresses 
Furniture Made to Order 
289 Connecticut St. Buffalo, N. y, 
Phone, Tupper 4121 
Betty's Colonial Sweets 
Home Made 
BUY BETTY'S AND YOU BUY 
THE RFST 
300 JERSEY STREET 
Delivcry 
Stylish!-
The obvious reason for the enthu-
siasm which greets the New Frank· 
lin everywhere is its striking beauty 
-its correct style. 
Many people have long wanted a 
car combining style, leadership and 
matchless Franklin performance. 
FRANKLIN 
Powerful Quiet Comfortable 
Ostendorf Motor Car Corp. 
1221-1223 MAIN STREET 
Tupper 7030 Buffalo, N. Y. 
Eyes Examined by Appointment 
I-lours 9 A. M. to 6 P. M., 
except Sundays 
Closed Saturdays at 12:00 Noon 
DR. WILLIAM J. COOK 
OPTOMETRIST 
142 Broadway near Michigan 
not on Genesee 
Sencca 5135 Buffalo, N. Y. 
Established 1898 
Compliments of 
CharlesW. Suess, Inc. 
Painters and Interior 
DeC01'ators 
480 Elmwood Ave. 
Clothes for Boys 
Girls like to Wear 
In the Sport Shop-wearables; 
very smart-and boyish-be-
cause they are really boys' 
clothes. 
Sport sweaters; exclusive de-
signs in pull-over and coat 
styles. 
Golf hose from England, Scot-
land. Our O"o,;n Importation. 
Come ill and see the Sport shop 
-soon! 
The Kleinhans Co. 
nuffalo's Greatest Clothier 
Main, Clinton and Washington 
Fillmore 2881 
KRAMER 
Florist 
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED EVERYWHERE 
1291 J effersan Avenue Buffalo, N. Y. 
Come in and look at our materials for the graduating dress. 
TAFFETAS, CREPES. AND GEORGETTES 
at prices somewhat less than found elsewhere, quality considered. 
BUFFALO SILK SHOP, Inc, 
LIBERTY BAKK BUILDING 
420 Main Street Buffalo, N. Y. 
Phone Tupper 2730 
REICKERT TEA ROOM 
and 
GIFT SHOP 
MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR PARTIES 
Colonial Court, 190 Delaware Ave. Buffalo, N. y, 
\Vhen You Next Entertain 
Try JEHLE'S for 
FRENCl-I PASTRIES, TIJ';"Y PARTY CAKES 
ALMOND MACAROONS, ETC. 
The quality is in keeping vvith all of 0111' food products. 
D. E. MESCH 
5c to $1 STORE 
School Supplies 
COKNECTICUT and 14th STS. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Telephones, Tupper 0705 and 0706 
WIESE 
Florist 
WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS 
206-307 Washington Market 
The Latest Books in Our 
CIRCULATING LIBRARY 
ADON RICE 
PHARMACIST 
Cor. Porter and N Of mal Aves. 
Phone, Tupper 0945 
J. H. Burgess, Prop. 
Arlington Hat Shop 
~{akcrs and Reb10ckers of 
all Kinds of 
HATS 
115 ELMWOOD AVENUE 
N ear Allen St. Buffalo, N. Y. 
WATCHES 
DIAMONDS SOLID SILVER 
Seneca 1888 
Harlow K. Hammond 
Successor to 
FRANK HAMMOND 
54-56 Seneca Street 
People's Cash Market 
Harry Rappaport, Prop. 
FRESH VEGETABLES AND 
FRUITS DAILY 
340 COKNECTlCUT STREET 
Tupper 5380 
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